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Gunfire
exchanged
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Orientation 101

field.
The

two surrendered after
their escape from the field was
halted by a barbed wire fence
Both men were armed. Sapp
said
Sapp said Hudson had died
((loord on page?)

Angela Miller of Hazel confers with counselor Steve Cole before
registering for classes during Summer Orientation (Summer "0") at
Murray State leiversity. A 1988 graduate of Murray High School, Miller
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bob Miller. Designed to acquaint incoming freshmen and transfer students and their parents with the campus.
the two-day sessions are sponsored by the Office of School Relations at
MS('. Additional sessions are scheduled June 25-24 and July 16-17. Complete information about Summer "0" may be obtained by calling instate toll free 1-800-592-3917 or out-of-state (502) 742-3741.

By The .4SSO4 1.4 TED PRESS
Temperatures that broke or tied
records exacerbated the drought's
hot, dusty grip on Kentucky, prompting state officials to advise
local water systems to prepare for
even worse conditions in the days
ahead.
Water levels as low as 3 feet on
some sections of the lower Ohio
River closed the river to traffic for

at least another day until dredges
can clear a path for dozens of
barges.
The state's Drought Monitoring
Task Force is scheduled to meet
today in Bowling Green and may
make a recommendation on
whether the state should begin
declaring water emergency warnings in some areas, said Pam
Wood. a spokewoman for the Divi-

14 4S111.%67`0% — A top Navy official whose phone Wit:- zapped in
the massive Pentagon bribery probe has begun cooperating with prosecutors. and a second defense official is negotiating to do the same.
sources 'Say.

VP Bush tells
NSA members
he's for tough
law measures
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(API— Vice
President George Bush, making a
get-tough speech to a national convention of law-enforcement officers, took aim Wednesday at
"well-meaning" people who aren't
tough enough on dangerous
criminals.
'Bush addressed problems of
drug traffic and the criminal
justice system in speaking to
about 1,100 members of the National Sheriffs' Association and
their families on the convention's
closing day.
"I am one who believes we can
do more to put and keep the killers
of law-enforcement officers, of
kids behind the iron bars of
prisons, not law-abiding people
behind the protective bars of
home," Bush said.
The vice president and likely
Republican presidential nominee
(Cont'd on page 2)
t'

CROFTON, Ky. AP — A toxic
For much of the night, the
cloud of burning phosphorus spew- Federal Aviation Administration
ed from a derailed rail tanker and restricted air travel over the air
spread slowly across five western space at or below 2,000 feet within
Kentucky counties, driving a five-mile radius of Central City.
thousands of residents from their The restriction was lifted about
homes before the cloud began 5:30 a.m. CDT.
quickly dissipating today,
Some area roads were closed for
authorities said.
several hours.
''It's very very much
The fire began about 7:55 p.m.
dissipating," said Trooper Bryan CDT Wednesday, said Don ArmPitney with the Madisonville state strong, spokesman fpr the state
police post. "It's not as dense as it Disaster and Emergency Services
was. It's not as irritable."
in Frankfort. Phosphorus fires
Earlier, Pitney said people were cannot be extinguished with water
calling in to say. "'Well. I can't and must burn themselves out, he
even see out the front door."
said.
The plume was caused by the
"You're talking about big, big,
burning of white phosphorus, a big trouble," Armstrong had said
toxic substance that burst into Wednesday night. "Water makes
flames when 34 cars of a CSX train it burn hotter."
derailed in Christian County late
Late Wednesday, the comWednesday, authorities said.
munities of White Plains in
State police said the fire had Hopkins County, Graham,
burned itself out shortly after Luzerne, Nebo and Depoy in
dawn. The only remaining fire, ofMuhlenberg County and Island in
ficials said, was a minor brush fire
McLean County were evacuated,
nearby.
authorities said. The towns have a
Bob L. Cart, CSX superinten- combined population of about
dent of operations for the Chicago 2,500, and probably at least 2,000 of
division, said the railroad had them fled, Pitney said. Many
been given permission to begin evacuees began returning home
clearing cars on the south end of this morning, though the evacuathe diprailment. He said the derail- tion order had been lifted only in
ment's cause was not known.
Muhlenberg County.

White phosphorus spontaneously burns when exposed to air
temperatures above 85 or 90
degrees, said Dr. George Rodgers
of the Poison Control Center in
Louisville. Temperatures in
western Kentucky hovered in the
99-degree range Wednesday.
The plume, which contained an
(cont'd on page 2)
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Train
Derailment
Roane%

Drought of '88 tightens grip on Kentucky

News In Brief

George Bush

35 CENTS

Thousands are evacuated
following train derailment

Two inmates
apprehended;
suspected in
death of two
CAMPBELLSVILLE, Ky.
AP — Two murderers who
escaped from the Kentucky
State Peruf4i1tsary were captured in rural Taylor County
after a brief exchange of gunfire with state police.
State police Sgt Mike Sapp
said nobody was injured during
the shooting
He said Ronnie Hudson. 29.
and Joseph Montgomery. ?7.
were taken into custody about
S.21 _ p.m. EDT Wednesday
after being discovered in a cornfield off Smith Ridge Road in
Taylor County, about two miles
east of Campbellsville and only
about 300 feet from a ternporary command post that
state police had set up in the
parking lot of the Robinson
Creek Baptist Church
The two were seen crawling
through the field by several
children playing kickball
behind 'the church before
Wednesday night prayer
meeting The children alerted
state police at the center. who
had been warned a few minutes
earlier by two men that they
had seen some suspicious
suspects running through the

BL UEGRA SS STATE

IRE

OTT411.4 — Sophisticated warship electronics Wt're a principal
target of a Soviet spying operation that tried to infiltrate a
S .owned military contractor with access to highly classified
American naval technology, according to a broadcast report.
ON THE IIISSISSIPPI — Hundreds of barges backed Op on the
drought-shrunken Mississippi as crews worked around the clock to
dredge the river, while a heat wave spread triple-digit temperatures
from Georgia to Idaho.
HASMAGTO.% — Congressional advocates of providin4 income
guarantees for Amenca's drought-plagued farmers conceded that it
will take weeks just to fashion a bill, let alone move it through
Congress.
H4SHING7YA — Expanded AIDS testing. mandatory ()tinseling
and tough punishment for violations of patient contidenziality are
prescribed in a bill that won House committee approval after a year
of negotiation and compromise.
ROSTON — A study published today shows that the a( nt medicine
Accutane is the first treatment known to prevent skin cancer in
humans, but scientists caution the drug is too toxic for routine use

INDEX

sion of Water.
The National Weather Service
reported record -breaking
temperatures at Paducah in
western Kentucky and Jackson in
eastern Kentucky on Wednesday.
A high temperature of 98 at
Louisville tied a 55-year-old mark.
Kentucky Utilities Co. set a state
record for electricity use, and the
state's major electric utilities said

they were close to breaking office said the blockage on the
records. But none said they had Ohio River was at mile 973 at
problems meeting customer Ballard County. Dredging began
demand.
on Tuesday and Morgan said it
Forecasters also predicted little would probably be Friday before
relief from the drought, though there was enough room in the
some scattered showers were channel for traffic to pass and
possible later today.
dredging to continue.
Rick Morgan with the Army
"We're shooting for a width of
Corps of Engineers navigation
section at the Louisville District (Cont'd on page?)

Federal government to abandon general
written civil service exams in hiring
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration is abandoning use of a general written examination for Civil Service hiring,
and plans to use college grades
and job-related skills tests instead, according to a published
report today.
Constance Horner, director of
the Office of Personnel Management, told The Washington Post
the old system has been "intellectually confusing, procedurally

nightmarish, inaccessible to
students and very difficult to
explain."
The Post said OPM would announce today it will drop the written examination requirement and
allow college graduates with
grades between 3.0 and 3.25 on a
4.0 scale to be hired on the spot by
government agency recruiters.
Others could be hired after passing an Individual Achievement
Record skills test which OPM said

measures "the full range of relevant personal qualities required
for successful job performance."
"We want the strongest possible
civil service and we're going to get
it under this plan" Homer said.
She said current testing procedures are "so slow and cumbersome" that many of the best candidates for jobs go elsewhere.
Homer said she hoped the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
SUbscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — Sam..5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. - 12 p.m. Saturday.

Tonight: Fair to partly
cloudy skies with a continued 20
percent chance of a thundershower.
Friday: Mostly sunny.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for hot and humid conditions

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

358.3
358.2

Sparks flew as local welder Mike Wyatt worked on a mounting bracket for the new baseball scoreboard at Is
Holland Field Wednesday afternoon. The scoreboard was formerly located at Reagan Field at Murray State
University.
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Wilkinson voices his support for ruling
that urges better funding of poor schools

M-CC lirport sets
Open House for
Saturday. June 25

the state for not meeting its constitutional obligation of providing
an "efficient" school system.
He then created a five-member
committee to propose remedies to
uneven funding in the state's 178
school districts. Lawmakers fear
that that committee, which will
hold hearings in July. will try to
dictate policy to the General
Assembly.
But Doug Alexander. Wilkinson's press secretary. said, "I
don't think he t the governor has
any problems with it."
The committee will give Corns
its recommendations by Sept. 15.
The judge will issue his final ruling on the case by Oct. 15.
Wilkinson. echoing comments
he made the day before at a stop in
Bowling Green. said Corns' actions were needed.
Although he said in Bowling
Green that the ruling was
-generally correct." he appeared
Wednesday to have strengthened
his stand.
Said Wilkinson. a native of
Liberty in Casey County. "Those
of us who live here know it's true."
Achievement test scores from
schools in the 5th District have
traditionally ranked among the

The Murray-Calloway County
Airport and the Farmers Air Service. Inc.. along with Aircraft Services of Murray. will hold an Airport Open House on Saturday,
June 25 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
Kyle-Oakley Field on Kentucky
7S3 north of Murray.
Information will be available on
rentals, chartering, flying lessons,
agricultural applications, and aircraft sales.
Refreshments will be served
and there will be booths, airplane
rides and prizes. Everyone is invited to attend.

SOMERSET. Ky. AP — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson began his
Capitol in the Counties tour of the
5th Congressional District by saying that a court ruling urging him
and the legislature to find ways to
better fund poor schools was
••right on target.
Wilkinson said Wednesday that
he fully backed Franklin Circuit
Court Judge Ray Corns' ruling last
month that Kentucky's system of
financing its schools was
unconstitutional.
'-Judge Ray Corns' ruling was
absolutely right." Wilkinson said
in what appears to be his strongest
public statement on the subject.
Corns ruled in favor of a coalition of 66 school districts that sued

Accident claims
life of Howard
Charles Howard, 61, Rt. 7, Murray, was killed instantly Wednesday when a backhoe bucket and
boom fell on him while he working, according to Calloway County
Deputy Coroner Terry Isaacs.
Howard. an employee for Lamb
Plumbing was working at a construction site at the Ryan Milk
plant at 4:40 p.m. when the accident occured, Isaacs said.
He explained that the backhoe
was attempting to pick up a piece
of 200-pound pipe and Howard was
trying to secure a cable. He said
the operator was backing up when
the accident occured.
The deputy coroner said he does
not know exactly why the bucket
fell. "It was just an accident," he
said. "We haven't yet been able to
check out the equipment," he
added.
The incident was also investigated by deputy coroner
Ricky Edwards.

lowest in the state.
Wilkinson likened Corns' ruling
to his own commitment to improve life in poorer counties by
luring industry there.
This is the governor's second
Capitol in the Counties tour,
designed to make state government more accessible. Last
month. he visited the 1st Congressional District.

Wilkinson to wait
on WKL: appointments
Go'..

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (API
— Gov. Wallace Wilkinson will
wait until Western Kentucky
University's board of regents has
selected a new president before
replacing members of the board.
Wilkinson said Tuesday night
that "I am not going to bother the
members of this board until after
the:. have made their decision
about who the president of the
university ought to be. I do not
want to be accused of interfering
in the presidential search at
Western."
The board is seeking a replacement for departing Western President Kern Alexander.

Anderson returned
to local authorities

(Coat'd from page 1)
* Robert J. Anderson, 53, was details of the plan coul e worked
returned to local authorities out so the government could begin
Wednesday from New Port using the new Wring system by
Richey, Fla. on a governor's war- next April.
rant, according to Calloway CounBut Robert M. Tobias, president
ty Deputy Sheriff Dan Ba77e11.
of the National Treasury
Anderson is charged with two Employees Union, told the Post he
counts of theft over $100 in con- had "a lot of concern about
nnection with incidents on Nov. 22, Homer's proposal."
1985, according to the sheriff's
"Hiring on the basis of GPAs is
report.
contrary to congressional intent
Bazzell said that Anderson was that hiring be done through a compreviously in custody but jumped petitive exam that is nationwide
in
bond.
scope," he said.

Dillon's condition
critical. but stable.
at Paducah hospital
Alice D. Dillon, 35, Murray. remained in critical but stable condition Wednesday afternoon, according to her husband John,
following an automobile accident
on Kentucky 80 between Hardin
and Aurora in Marshall County on
Monday.
Dillon said his wife was responding well to surgery and treatment. "She will be in critical condition for several days. but the
prognosis is good," he said.
Pillion said his wife had regain.
ed consciousness and told him that
her car had been side-swiped by a
large white automobile. He said
the Kentucky State Police .had
been notified about the second
vehicle
The police report at the time of
the accident had stated that she
had lost control on a curve, left the
roadway, struck two trees and
overturned.
Mrs. Dillon was originally taken
to the Marshall County Hospital in
Benton. but later transferred to
Western Baptist in Paducah

Drought...

JCPenney
Summer Clearance

All of our
Spring and
Summer
Merchandise
Reduced

20%
and more!

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

biscife9rw'

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30

IP Bush...
(Coat'd from page 1)
also hinted at previous criticism
he has made of Massachusetts
Gov. Michael Dukakis, Bush's
likely Democratic opponent in the
November presidential election.
"We must also recognize that
some people who are sent to
prison, some do deserve to stay
there. The view that all convicts
can be rehabilitated is not just
naive. It is dead wrong," Bush
said, drawing applause.
"When first-degree murderers
sentenced to life without parole ...
get unsupervised weekend
furloughs and commuted
sentences, that view goes from
naive to dangerous, from wellmeaning to irresponsible." Bush
said.
The vice president received a
standing ovation before and after
his speech, which lasted about 20
minutes.
Audience members, some wearing their law -enforcement
uniforms, were polite, though a
few wore Dukakis campaign
buttons.
Bush, referring to his presidential bid, drew laughter when he
joked that it was appropriate for
him to be in Louisville. home of
the Kentucky Derby, since he has
been involved in some "horse
races" recently.
The vice president solicited the
help of law-enforcement officers
in the audience in the "war on
drugs" and praised them for their
help.
"The single most important
thing we can do to reduce the
crime rate at a time when 70 percent of the men arrested for
serious crimes test positive for
drugs. is to find new and creative
approaches to discouraging the
use and sale of'drugs," Bush said.
State Republican Party officials, meanwhile, were hoping
their lunch with Bush Wednesday
would generate at least $100.000
for the party's fall campaign
activities.
Republican State Chairman Bob
Gable of Frankfort had said he
hoped 20 to 25 couples would turn
out for the 55.000-a-couple meal in
a private dining room in the First
National Tower

(Cont'd from page 1)
300 feet and a project depth of 9
feet," Morgan said.
The closing of the river clogged
The proceeds will be used for the
barge traffic in both directions.
according to Ensign Rick Johnson state party's Victory 88 fund.
of the Paducah station. Wetines- which will be used to pay for
day afternoon, there were 1*, political mailings, phone banks
southbound tows backed up and 12 and similar services to support
Republican candidates this fall.
more trying to head up river.
The national GOP committee is
"They'll just nose into the bank
pa.-ing for the vice president's
and wait there.- Johnson said.
The traffic jam will likely get trip. Bush campaign aide Janet
worse. but Johnson said many Mullins said.
barge companies anticipated problems after the river was closed in
the same area late last week.
Wood said some interstate community cooperation resolved a (Cont'd from page 1)
problem when wells at South
acid emitted in the phosphorus
Shore in Greenup County ran dry. smoke, could produce skin burns
A line was run across the Ohio and, if inhaled, could burn the nose
River to Portsmouth, Ohio, to and lungs. Rodgers said.
replenish supplies in South Shore
Local DES and other officials
tanks.
were going door-to-door in the
The break in demand also allow- towns Wednesday night, warning
ed local wells to recover. Wood
residents of the plume and, in
said.
some cases, advising them to
Officials of the two cities are leave. Temporary shelters were
negotiating about a permanent ar- set up in schools and churches.
rangement for water service.
"We have approximately 500
In Stanford. commercial car people." said Lanny Woodward,
washes were closed, and personal principal of South Hopkins High
car washing was prohibited. School in Nortonville, where a
Residents also have been pro- temporary shelter was set up.
hibited from watering lawns or
"We're all over the building.
flower gardens. The town has told
The beds are se up in the gym. A
private water haulers to buy
medical area has been set up in
elsewhere.
the library. The cafeteria is open
Stanford Water Works for refreshments. We even have a
Superintendent Joyce Whitaker room set up for pets and animals,"
said the town hoped to use a
Woodward said.
mobile water-purification plant to
Many evacuees suffered from
treat water from the Dix River respiratory problems and burning
and other sources.
eyes, he said, and were treated
Two Harlan County comwith oxygen.
munities, Lynch and Benham, and
Between 40 and 50 people had
Manchester in Clay County asked
been treated in area hospitals for
their water customers to volun- similar problems, according to
tarily restrict such things as lawn
medical officials.
watering, car washing and filling
Most had not been admitted, but
pools.
at least six people were kept for
Kentucky-American Water Co. observation at the Regional
in Lexington mailed 100,000 letters Medical Center in Madisonville,
urging conservation Wednesday. said Dr. David Decker, the
They were sent to every address in
emergency room physician.
Fayette County and every
"I could taste it. My tongue got
customer in five neighboring
real tingly," said Ruth Blakeley,
counties.
67, of White Plains, who was spenThe company already has atked ding the night at South Hopkins
customers to restrict watering of High School.
Those who had seen the plume
lawns and gardens and has warned that mandatory cutbacks may said it resembled a thick, white
follow.
fog, Pitney said.
Bob Klein, a forecaster with the
The plume was traveling norweather service at Louisville, said theast at about 2 mph, authorities
there was a 20 percent chance for said. Armstrong said it would consome rain today as a weak cold tinue to elongate as long as the
front moves through the state.
phosphorus burned.
"It's just like a smokestack lyAny precipitation that does fall
is going to be scattered, probably ing on its side," Pitney said.
State police temporarily closed
on the light side," Klein said.
Even if locally heavy showers but later reopened the Western
erupt, it will not be enough to Kentucky Parkway between Leitbreak the dry spell and chfield and Princeton and a
temperatures are predicted to stretch of the Green River
stay in the 90s through the Parkway between Morgantown
and Owensboro. A part of the Penweekend.
"The basic pattern is not chang- nyrile Parkway in Christian Couning," Klein said.
ty also was closed temporarily.

Inmates...

(Coat'd from page 1)
his hair red, and Montgomery
had cut his hair.
"No I never thought-We'd get
caught," an irritated Montgomery told television
reporters after his capture.
Sapp said the two were being
returned to the Eddyville
prison.
Late Tuesday night, state
police had discovered tote bags
containing bullets, clothing and
hair dye believed dropped by
the two escapees.
State police said the two bags
were discovered by
neighborhood children near a
housing project approximately
six miles from the Green River
Lake area, where Hudson and
Montgomery had been seen
earlier in the week.
The bags were filled with
what appeared to be newly
bought socks, shoes, shirts.
canned foods and used and
unused cartridges. Some items,
including a bottle of peroxide,
had been opened, but most
were still in ,tzthe original
packages
The escapees. both from
Louisville. were among eight
who fled the Kentucky State
Penitentiary at Eddyville last
Thursday. Three had been
recaptured earlier, and officials in Tennessee were
awaiting records from Ken.
lucky to see whether an inmate
in their custody was another
escapee
The two apparently had
stayed with friends or relatives
of Hudson's in Marion and
Taylor counties since arriving
Sunday. said Trooper Rick
Moran said
"I anticipate some charges
against local people for aiding
these fugitives.- said Sapp
Those still at large include
another murderer. James
Blanton. 4. of Farler in Perry
County. Billy. Hall. 25. of
Paducah. serving 23 years for
burglary and assault. and
Derek Quintero. 26. oi
Clarksville. Tenn . serving 37
years for kidnapping and
robbery
Officials in Sullivan County
Tenn., said they were checking
the identity of a prisoner there
to see if he .might be Quintero
While the prisoner fits a
physical description of
Quintero. fingerprint records
and photographs would not be
available for a positive II) until
this morning, officials said
Officials in Dover. Tenn
were investigating Wednesday
whether the double murder of
an elderly couple in Leather.
wood, Tenn., a rural resort
community on Kentucky Lake
about 50 miles south of the
prison, was connected to any of
the escapees. Stewart County.
Tenn., Sheriff's dispatcher
Tina Hicks said investigators
from the Tennessee Bureau of
Investigabon and a laboratory
team from the Tennessee
Highway Patrol linked the slayings to the fugitives, but she
didn't have any details
The couple's car was stolen.
The couple's home is about two
miles from a home where Montgomery and Hudson stole a
vehicle they later abandoned in
Kentucky.
The eight sawed their way to
freedom from an upper level of
Cellhouse 3. The breakout was
apparently well-planned. with
inmates on the cellhouse's
lower level setting small, diversionary fires to distract guards.
More than 50 corrections officers, some weaning riot gear.
made a surprise sweep of
Cellhouse 3 on Tuesday evening
and removed personal items
from the cells of most violent
prisoners.
Warden Bill Seabold said:
"We are just taking control of a
section of the prison that
gradually has gotten out of control. It should be our most controlled area."
No injuries or major damage
was reported, but as the search
began, some of the 160 inmates
in the unit set small fires.
Others yelled and threw
various items at the corrections
officers.
Several inmates stopped up
toilet bowls, causing flooding
from the third floor. Water
eventually had to be shut off.
After each cell was inspected, the inmates were required to exchange their
clothing for prison garb.
Personal belongings removed included metal footlockers,
metal shelves, televisions,
radios and books.
Seabold said writing paper
and papers pertaining to legal
proceedings, eventually will be
returned in order to comply
with a court order granting inmates certain rights.

THURSDAY, JUNE: 23, 19814

PERSPECTIVE
New residents
welcomed here
One of the "hidden" assets that contributes to the economic stability and genreal good of Calloway County is the large and ever increasing number of retirees who have become attracted to this
community.
This is particularly true since Rand McNally designated MurrayKentucky Lake as the Number 1 Retirement Area of the United
States. The Chamber of Commerce and Murray are "on top" and promoting this plus for our area. Twenty contacts per day is average.
A great number of these new citizens are couples who have retired
after making good in there careers elsewhere. Many are not living on
small fixed incomes, but rather have money to spend. and they're
spending it here.
They move here for various reasons. Some have spent vacations in
the Kentucky Lake area and liked this part of the country and the people with whom they came into contact. Many have built new homes
around the lake, but by no means are all of them lake residents. Many
live in Murray where they have built or bought nice homes. They like
our town, our school system, our tax rate, our form of government.
our modern hospital, fire and police departments, etc.
These new residents become taxpayers, and most of them add little
to the burden of government services because their families are raised and they have no need for schools and other services for child care
and safety.
These new citizens add quality to the community life style. Many of
them possess a high-degree of expertise and wide experience. They
attend our churches, join our civic clubs, take part in our cultural activities and generally become good citizens.
Every time a new home is built for a retired couple who moves in,
new jobs are created for contractors, carpenters, roofers, painters,
electricians and plumbers. New sales are made by building suppliers
and new meters are set for utilities. And these are just for starters'
We should welcome these new arrivals with open arms. To them we
attribute much of the credit for the fact that local retail sales continue to climb

Columnist's shootout
gives new perspective

'*f T the crazy passions of vigilantism are as alive in America today
New York's
as the .411)S virus
*subway vigilante is getting away
with a vicious shooting spree
because those he shot could be
characterized by his defense attorney as 'a wolfpack• and
*savages 'God spa?r us all a widening spell of lawlessness in which
self-styled vigilantes may decide
what you and I deserve," — Carl
Rowan on Bernhard Goetz's wounding of four teenagers on a New
York subway (6-21-87
"When he kept coming I figured
that he must be stoned on marijuana — which police reportedly
found around the Jacuzzi — and
that he was a threat to my life.
After a third warning, with this
man perhaps 6 feet from me and
the door, he lunged toward me. I
fired a shot at his feet ... Let my
political enemies ... know that as
long as authorities leave this society awash in drugs and guns, I will
protect my family." — Carl Rowan
on the shootout at the Rowan
Jacuzzi 16-16-88i.
DEATH WISH IV:
BRONSON AT POOLSIDF: —
THE JA(11.73 ‘'1(I11ANTE
By Patrick J. Buchanan
It all depends, I guess, on whose
Jacuzzi has been invaded.
About the early morning shootout
at Mr. Rowan's backyard pool, we
have competing versions: The famed liberal columnist says he felt his
life threatened by a tall silent intruder, fooling with the doors to his
home; 18-year-old Ben Smith of
Chevy Chase, who was shot, says
he climbed out of Rowan's pool,
dripping wet in his underpants,
after a midnight swim with his girl
friend, when Rowan wordlessly
shot him, and scurried back in the
house to hide.
Perhaps a grand jury will decide
which account is the more credible; but about one point there is no
doubt: Rowan blasted the teenager
with an unregistered handgun, in a
city with the kind of stria handgun

law that Columnist Rowan has
championed for years.
Back in 1981, when Mrs. Reagan
confessed she sometimes slept with
a .25 automatic on her bed table,
Rowan scowled,"We must reverse
this psychology. We can do it by
passing a law that says ANYONE
found in possession of a handgun
except a legitimate officer of the
law goes to jail — period!"
If consistency is a virtue. Carl
may be on his way to Allenwood.
But perhaps Carl Rowan has
"grown." as my friend Wes
Pruden,suggests of our colleague.
the Jacuzzi Vigilante. Perhaps the
courts will temper the hard liberal
justice Carl Rowan demands for
those caught with illegal firearms,
with some conservative mercy.
Perhaps Mr. Rowan, who, one
suspects, will have occasion to
reflect upon the episode, will begin
to appreciate the fear that lives in
the breasts of the law-abiding, who
live in sections of this city where
the crime problem is somewhat
more serious than beer-drinking
teenagers skinny-dipping in your
pool at 2 a.m.
A is long as the authorities leave
this society awash in drugs and
guns I will protect my family," Mr.
Rowan writes today, words that
carry the authority of personal experience. But Mr. Rowan might reread, and reflect upon them, too.
The "society" Carl Rowan
describes as failed is a society Carl
Rowan helped to create. The
"authorities" who run Washington
are, after all, Marion Barry & Co.,
Rowan's candidates and Rowan's
friends. The city's political tone
and style are set by the Washington
Post, where Rowan works: and the
capital remains proudly the one
political precinct in America to
have voted liberal democratic in
the conservative landslides of -72
and -84. Washington is truly the
House That Carl Built, along with
his liberal friends; and if that city
Is " awash in drugs and guns."
whose fault is that? Ronald
Reagan's?
"At Least They're Not Writing
My Obituary "is how this Charles
Bronson defense was entitled; and
while that lacks the lyricism of,
"They will take my gun away from
me, when they pry it from my cold
dead fingers," as a motto for the
gun lobby, it will do, Carl, it will do.
Welcome to the Real World.
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No place like home after 60-day hospitalization
Good Murray and Calloway
County friends, I sit here at the
keyboard of this old, manual,
Royal typewriter a living
testimony to the love of God, His
wonderful healing power and the
way He heeded the hundreds of
prayers offered by you folks and
others across this nation in my
behalf during these past two
months.
For this I am so grateful. It is
very humbling to be the focus of
such an outpouring of prayers and
concern for an individual such as
I. How can I ever adequately express my appreciation to you all!
Two months is a long time to be
in the hospital, including three
major surgeries and three minor
ones — minor to everyone except
me.
But it so good to be home.
• • •
never
know
what a day will
You
bring. My recent ordeal started on
Wednesday,April 13.1 had gone to
Sammon's Bakery, as I have done
for years, about 7 a.m. to meet Dr.
W.J. Pitman.
Moses Koch, a former and
somewhat controversial member
of the College of Education at
Murray State, had written an uncomplimentary epistle in The
Courier-Journal lambasting Murray and Calloway County in the
wake of Rand-McNalley's selection of our area as the nation's No.
1 retirement area.
Now at Towson, Md., he hadn't
found Murray and Calloway County to be his "promised land," and
he proceeded to tear us apart
piece by piece. This infuriated W.
J., and he had written a reply, taking each point old Mose had made
and showed how wrong he was.
He had asked me to meet him at
Sammon's and to check it over
before he sent it to The CourierJournal, hoping they would use it.
During that conversation, he
looked me straight in the eye and
asked. "Are your glasses tinted."
"No," I replied, "just plain
reading glasses."

"Well," he said, "the whites of
your eyes are yellow. In fact,
you're yellow all over." I was. I
had become what they call "jaundiced." By 5 p.m., that afternoon,
I was in the local hospital, and two
days later underwent the first of
the three major surgeries.
From the outset, the doctors
here, in Paducah where I was sent
for one procedure and later at Norton's Hospital in Louisville
thought I had a pancreatic
malignancy. Yet, every biopsy
taken from it came back negative.
The surgeons here had found my
pancreas to be "as hard as a rock"
and recommended that I be taken
to a major medical center for further treatment. That's when I was
taken by ambulance to Norton's in
Louisville.
• • •
Why Louisville, I've been asked.
Reason No. I was that daughter
Kay and her family live in
Louisville. This gave Cathryn a
place to go at night where she
could be with family members and
in familiar surroundings instead
of in a lonely motel room alone
much of the time.
Reason No. 2, they had a good
pancreatic Specialist there in Dr.
Louis S. Heuser. A medical school
classmate of Dr. Richard Blalock
here, Dr. Heuser, a native of
Louisville, has served his internship at Norton's, his residency at
Mayo's and then returned to
Louisville and Norton's as a staff
physician.
We loved him from the start. We
found him a very quiet, understanding, compassionate young man,
and very confident of his
capabilities. He did shiike me a lit-

tle in our initial interview follow- like that. I think just getting home
ing a trip through the "Cat-Scan" has been the best medicine I've
when he said,"Mr. Garrott, we've had. Although down to 130 pounds,
got a bad abscess on the pancreas wearing only my dressings, I'm
that must be cleared up before we gaining strength every day, and
can treat you in any way, and we doing a little more each day.
may have some hard decisions to
Getting back to eating has been
a problem. I was fed intravenously
make."
Three days later, he went in and at the rate of 3,000 calories a day
drained that abscess, the second of for 51 days, the best I can figure,
my major surgeries. Then another and when I had a chance to eat
abscess was discovered at the bot- solid food, I had no desire for it.
tom of my right lung. They felt I'll have to tell you, too about the
they could drain and treat this one fAtiulous menus the hospital
without invasive surgery, using in- offered.
• • •
stead a procedure involving a long
needle.
I'm sorry you had to put up with
• • •
so many reruns of old "Gallies."
Now, if you want to go up and We had no idea there would be so
down some walls, you go through many of them when I asked Nick
that procedure sometimes. I'll Ryan at Parker Ford to go through
have to tell you about it one of the files and select a couple for
these days, but I've never had each week. I think he did a good
anything hurt me like that did. It job.
was the only time throughout the
Mrs. Nadine Turner, the retired
entire ordeal that I had any real
director of nurses at the local
pain.
Then a bleeding ulcer made hospital wrote that she had enitself known late one night, and for joyed them, many of which she
24 hours or so, it was touch and go had missed. Especially did she enfor me.But once it was removed in c.joy the one about the time I
the third of my major surgeries, thought I had lost my wife. "I
along with a portion of my laughed until I cried," she wrote.
In the coming weeks, strength
stomach and large intestine, I
began to head for home through permitting. I am going to try to
give you something new and, I
the various recovery units.
It was following this surgery hope, interesting. I have a lot of
that Dr. Heuser came out to tell stories to tell, but I don't want to
Cathryn, Kay and son-in-law Dick bore you with "my operations"
that there was no cancer in the before we can get back to local
pancreas. They had examined it people and things.
thoroughly during the operation.
It's so good, though, to be home
Praise the Lord! You can't im- — back in Murray among the peoagine the joy and relief that news ple I love, but I don't ever want to
brought. I'll have to tell you about forget that I'm here because God
that experience, too, one of these heard your prayers and through
days. I got mighty close to the the love and grace of His Son,
edge that night.
Jesus Christ, has given me a se• • •
cond chance at life.
But I'm home now, Praise the
Everybody has been so wonderLord, and how good it is just to sit ful with their cards, letters, phone
out in the yard under a tree, to feel calls, visits and. all kinds of
the breeze on my face, watch the delicious food, I don't know how
birds and an occasional squirrel I'll ever thank you all. but I'm goon the utility lines.
ing to try.
Many friends, seeing me sitting
Just give me time. I'm on the
there, have stopped to visit and I way back!

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Renovation at Murray Middle
School and air conditioning installation at Robertson and Carter
Elementary Schools are in full swing, according to Robert Glin Jeffrey, superintendent of Murray City Schools,
H. Ed Chrisman has been
elected president of Four Rivers
Council of Boy Scouts of America.
Births reported include a girl to

GIRAIF1Fnay

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Wilson, June
6, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Geurin, June 12,
Navy Airman Apprentice Hugh
M. Adams has completed recruit
training at Naval Training Center,
Orlando, Fla.
Twenty years ago
John H. Perkins was elected
high priest of Murray Chaper No.
92 of Royal Arch Masons and Arthur F. (Dick) Sykes was elected
Illustrious master of Murray
Council No. 50 of Royal and Select
Masters.

B.E. McClelland was installed
as president of Civitan Club at a
meeting at Kenlake Hotel with Dr.
Harry Sparks as speaker and John
L. Williams as master of
ceremonies.
Pvt. James M. Wilkerson, son of
Mrs. Larue Wilkerson and the late
Alston Wilkerson, is now stationed
with Armed Forces at San Diego,
Calif.
Thirty years ago
Enrolled at Murray State College for the summer session are

Letter To The Editor
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D Summer Fun Fair commended
Dear Editor;
As one of the parents whose
child is participating in the Summer Fun Fair at Robertson
Elementary this summer, I felt
that someone (so why not me?)
should write a note of thanks to the
Murray Board of Education for
having the foresight to initiate
such a program in Murray.
Those of us who work and have
children older than pre-school age
need a day care program for our
children during the summer, and
many of us want this care to be
more
than babysitting. The Mur/no.
to
ray Program is just that. My son,

who normally marches off grimly
to face another day away from
friends and family at the traditional daycare actually asked Me
to take him earlier today so that he
wouldn't "miss anything."
Because of his response, when I
arrived at work I decided to, write
to say thank you for this program.
Don't give it up, Board!
And: to your readers who are interested, there are still some openings. Call the Board of Education
office for information about that.
Sincerely,
Linda Bartnik
Murray, Kentucky

1,486 students, according to Mrs.
Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe E. Emerson,a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Milan a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Baker,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Holmes
Ellis Jr., a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Courtney Starks and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Barton.
New officers of Penny
Homemakers Club are Mrs.
Ernest Madrey, Mrs. Jack
Norsworthy and Mrs. Richard
Armstrong.
The formal opening of the new
auditorium at First Baptist
Church will be Sunday. according
to Dr. H.C. Chiles, pastor.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Fair will be
held at Murray City Park Aug.
18-20, according to A. Carman,
president of the Fair Board of
Directors.
Ed Settle of Belk-Settle Co. has
returned from a business trip to
Charlotte, N.C. ..
Miss Peggy Cash and Richard
E. Boggess were married June 21
at St. Joseph's Catholic Church,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Catherine Patton waz
honored with a dinner in celebration of her 78th birthday on May 20
, at the home of of a son, Hubert
Williams.
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Kelly and Auth wedding planned

Paulette Eldora Kelly and
Edward Gerard Auth III to marrv

DATEBOOK
HOMCCOMing at MaSOn'S

Chapel

Sunday, June 26, is Homecoming Day at Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church. The Rev. John B. Underwood of Jackson, Tenn.. will
be returning to his home church to speak at 11 a.m. A special time of
memories will be shared in honor of Mrs. Helen Shipley Wall who has
been a member at Mason's Chapel approximately 76 years which is
longer than any other member. The church invites all of Mrs. Wall's
family and friends to come and share in her special Sunday. A basket
lunch will be served at noon to welcome the new minister. the Rev. Dan
Leslie. his wife, and family.

Well, now you can!
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds

DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES
ALL SEATS S2.50

Fun Day planned at Oaks Club
Fun Day for Grades 5 through 8 at Oaks Country Club will be Tuesday.
June 28, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Each one should bring a sack lunch. For
more information call Carolyn Colson, 753-1239. or Sue Ann Hutson.
753-8179.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Paul Copeland, Robert Davis and James Ward, all of Murray, from Western Baptist: Murrel Smith, Patricia Allbritten and Vada
Grogan, all of Murray, and Danny Baker and Ilene Mills, both of Hardin.
from Lourdes.
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reunion planned Sunday

The families of Jimmy Atkins and Tommy Atkins will have a reunion
on Sunday. June 26, at Hazel Community Center. A potluck lunch will be
served at the noon hour. All family members and friends are invited, a
family spokesman said.

Stewart Cemetery day Sunday
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Ellis born

Major and Mrs. Terry Ellis of Clarksville, Tenn., are the parents of a
daughter, Molly Kathryn, weighing seven pounds VI ounces. born on
Tuesday, June 7, at Blanchfield Army Community Hospital, Fort Campbell. The mother is the former Janie Flora. The father is a dentist with
the Army. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Ellis of Paris. Tenn..
and Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Flora of Murray. Great-grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. H.C. Barham of Henry, Tenn.
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Rebt't ki Louise Shuffett ;out
Michael Cross Spann were married May 14 at 2 p.m. in the Murray Woman's Club House. The
ceremony was performed by Dr.
David C. Roos, minister of the
First Christian Church, Murray.
The bride is the youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Shuffett of Murray. She is the
granddaughter of the late Rev.
and Mrs. Thurman W. Squires and
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Shuffett. all of
Greensburg.
The groom is the son of Ms. Bettie Ann Spann and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cross Spann. He is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. J.L.
Culpepper and Mrs. Bennie Spann
and the late Mr. Spann. all of
Murray.
Preceeding the ceremony.
musical selections featured Mrs.
Oneida White at the piano She accompanied vocalist Traci Wells, a
lifetime friend of the bride who
selected: -If.- "I Will- and
Evergreen."
The massive stone fireplace was
decorated with a brass arch
candelabrum entwined with silk
greenery. Matching spirals were
placed at each side of the hearth.
Boston ferns on Colonial stands
were set on each side of the arch.
Ferns in matching urns filled the
fireplace and graced the floor
around the hearth The mantle
centerpiece was a large arrangement of mixed greenery and
peach roses Family seating was
marked with ivory stain bows
The bride, escorted by her
father, and given by her parents.
wore a tea-length gown of ivory
chanti11v lace over satin The
bodice was designed with a deep
V-net yoke edged in a matching
wide lace flounce. The back was
open from the collar to the waist
The long, fitted sleeves were sheer
and had scalloped embroidery
trim at the wrists The handkerchief hemline was encircled with a
rose cut lace edging The embroidered collar covered a short
strand of baby pearls, borrowed
from her mother, and worn by her
older sisters for their weddings.
She wore single pearl earrings and
a long strand of pearls. borrowed
from her mother-in-law.
To complete her ensemble, the
bride chose a floral and pearl crescent bouquet of peach roses. ivy
and baby's Kreath with streamers
of antique ivory lace and peach
satin ribbons tied in love knots
The bride'chose Lori Morris of
Orlando. Fla. to be her maid of
honor and Cathy Phillips of Ft
Lauderdale. Ha was bridesmaid.
Both were Pi Beta Phi sorority
sisters at U.K
They wore identical tea-length
gowns of peach taffeta overlaid
with ivory lace. The boat neck was
cut to a deep V in the back. The
sleeves were sheer and softly puffed at the shoulders, long and fitted
at the wrists. The tucked cumberbund style waist was fastened in

Todd Orlando Ross of Murray.
an undergraduate student at Murray State University. has been
awarded a $1,500 Gannett Founda-

(('ont'd on page 5)
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back with selk covered buttons.
They carried single, long-stem
peach roses with baby's breath.
wrapped and tied with antique
ivory lace ribbon.
The groom chose Tom Shown of
Murray as best man and his
brother. Jerry Spann of Murray
for groomsman. Ushers and candle lighters were Jay Simmons
and Ricky Rogers. cousins of the
groom.
All the men in the wedding party
were attired in dorian gray tuxedos and tucked ivory shirts. The
groom was the only member of the
party who wore tails. Their
cumberbunds and bow ties were
peach. The bride's father selected
matching gray tie and cumberbund All male family members
and the groom's party wore peach
rose boutonnieres.
The guest register was jointly
kept by Anne-Marie Hale. niece of
the bride and Michelle Spann.
sister of the groom.
The bride's mother wore a longsleeved mint green street-length
dress with overlapping bodice and
knife pleated skirt. The mother of
the groom chose a pale blue dress
of similar style. They wore double
gardenia corsages. The grandmothers and all female family
members had single gardenias.
A reception was held downstairs

following the ceremony The
Golden ;iris ot ‘1;in.
- 0 entt•rl,i!
rd the zliero.s
t.i!,:.
was covered
n v, Ty I 1(Ith•"
center arrargemen! was a silver
urn filled A it h.- twat h and ivory silk
flowers Match:n4 sliver
candelabra holding ivory candles
Were placed on
slfic ot the
centerpiece
The three-tiered wedding cake
was ivory with peach rose bud
trim The top layer held a fresh
flower arrangement which matched the bride's bouquet Punch,
handmade mints miniature sandwiches and mixed nuts were also
served. The guest tables were
covered in matching cloths Silver
bud vases of peach and ivory silk
flowers centered each table.
Servers at the reception were
Diane Vaitinova„ Jan Dodson and
Nan Benfiley. sisters of the bride
Anne-Marie .Hale. the bride's
niece, and Michelle Spann. sister
of ttie groom. assisted
Tiny mixed seed bags were
distributed by Chas Villanova.
Brad Bentley and Mark Bentley.
nephews of the bride. Following
the reception, a celebration for
family. friends and the wedding
party was held at the Murray Holiday Inn
Mr and Mrs Spann now reside
in Lexington

Ross a II"arded journalism scholarship

Stewart Cemetery,located between Almo and Dexter, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, June 26. A basket lunch will be served at
12 noon. Persons unable to attend may mail their donations for the
upkeep of the cemetery to Sue Thweatt, treasurer, Rt. 1, Box 96C, Almo,
Ky. 42020.

DOT SALE

c.

.hutli_Itt-Spann vows solemnized

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L. Kelly
Jr., 712 Gibbs Store Rd., Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Paulette Eldora, to Edward Gerard Auth III, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward G. Auth Jr. of
Edmond, Okla.
The bride-elect is a 1986
graduate with a degree in
engineering-physics from Murray
State University. She is employed
with E-Systems near Dallas,
Texas.
The groom-elect is a 1986
graduate of Oklahoma State
University with a degree in electrical engineering. He is also
employed with E-Systems.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, July 16, at 3
p.m. at St. Leo's Catholic Church,
Murray.
A dinner-dance reception will
follow the ceremony. Invitations
are being sent.

Ever
wish you
could start
your day
over?
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tion Journalism Scholarship.
As a winner in the Foundation's
annual national journalism
scholarship competition, Ross is
one of 58 outstanding young
scholars selected from more than
800 applicants. A total of $105,000
was awarded.. Recipients Were
chosen on the .,,,basis of their
developing Iournalistic skills.
educational aptitudes and personal qualities.
Ross is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Ross.
Forty-one undergraduate and 15
graduate students, earned either
full-year or one-semester
scholarships.

Since the program began in 1981,
the Foundation has made 329
scholarship awards totaling
8597,500 '
Applications for the 1989-90
scholarship program will be
available from the Foundation in
mid-October. 1988
"The Gannett Foundation's goal
of improving media professionalism ultimately depends on
the talents of the young people who
choose journalism as their profession," said Gerald M. Sass, Gannett Foundation vice president/education. "We're delighted
r('font '(I on page.3)
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Chu, Gantt
participate
in program
Two local seventh graders, who
participated in Duke University's
Eighth Annual Search for
mathematically and verbally
brilliant students, were honored at
a ceremony held at Western Kentucky University on June 8.
Among those honored were
David Chu, son of George and
Angela Chu, of 1521 Beckett Dr.;
and Darren Gantt, son of Vernon
and Dolores Gantt of 1205 Mimosa
Lane. Both are Murray Middle
School students.
All students invited to the
ceremony had earned scores on at
least one section of the Scholastic
Aptitude Test (SAT) or the
American College Testing Assessment ( ACT) equal to or greater
than the scores obtained by 50 percent of college-bound high school
seniors. These very capable
seventh graders took college entrance tests as participants in
Duke University's Talent Identification Program (TIP(.
"TIP was established in 1980 to
identify bright young students, to
help develop their special
abilities, and to direct them
toward special academic programs for the gifted and talented.
The 1988 TIP Talent Search involved nearly 46,000 students and
covered 16 southern, southwestern
and midwestern states. It is one of
four university-based talent searches which together cover the entire United States," said Dr.
Robert Sawyer. executive director.
of the program.
The 337 students invited to the
Kentucky Ceremony had attained
at least one of the following
criteria: an SAT.Math score equal
to or greater than 500 I for boys)or
450 I for girls ); an SAT-Verbal
score equal to or greater than 430;
a TSWE Test of Standard Written
English I score equal to or greater
than 52; and ACT-Math score
equal to or greater than 21 for
boys ) or 17 for girls: and ACTEnglish score equal to or greater
than 24; an ACT-Social Studies
score equal to or greater than 20;
or an ACT-Natural Science score
equal to or greater than 25. All
participants received Certificates
of Distinction in recognition of
their achievement; the highest
scorers also received scholarships
and books.
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Anniversary open house on July 3

(('ont'd from page 4)
Emi4r Kate Barber born
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Barber of Houston, Texas, are the parents of a
daughter, Emily Kate, weighing eight pounds 14 ounces, measuring 20
inches, born on Wednesday, June 15. They have one son, Alex, 3. The
mothec is the former Suellen Alexander. Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Barber of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. C.H. Alexander of
Henderson
Palestine plans homecoming
Palestine United Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming
on Sunday, June 26. The pastor, the Rev. Calvin Clark, will speak at 11
a.m. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and a basket lunch will be served
at noon. A gospel singing with all singers and listeners invited will follow
in the afternoon. Persons unable to attend may mail their donations for
the upkeep of the cemetery to Edna Jones, Rt. 3, Box 105C, Murray, Ky.
42071.
•
•
Vacanies in swimming classes
Vacancies in all swimming classes for the periods of July 4-15 and July'
18-29 of Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross are still
available. These will be conducted at the pool at Murray-Calloway County Park. To register for the classes, persons may go to the Red Cross office in Calloway County Courthouse from 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday, according to Peggy Billington, Red Cross director here.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Newsome
will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, July 3.
An open house will be held at
their home on Kentucky 564 (Gobo
Road off Kentucky 80 East. Hours
of the event will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
All family, relatives, friends,
neighbors and co-workers are invited to celebrate the event with
the couple.
Mrs. Newsome, the former Robbie Bazzell, is the daughter of Mrs.
Pearl Adams Bazzell and the late
Gernie Bazzell.
Mr. Newsome is the son of the
late Bird V. Newsome and Eula
Manning Newsome.
Their children are twins, Mrs.
Joyce Newsome Sullivan and
Gerold Newsome.

Cherry Corner pkins revival
Cherry Corner Baptist Church will have revival services starting Sunday, June 26, and continuing through Friday, July 1. The Rev. John Merck of Easley, S.C., will be the evangelist for the services at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. Sunday and at 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. Cecil Glass will
direct the music with Anna Requarth as pianist and Lucy Ann Forrest as
organist. The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor, invites the public to
attend.

Mrs. Fred Newsome

Nen-1)0113s and

iklichael W rens gets degree
Michael N. Wells, son of Barbara A. Wells of Murray and the late Billy
T. Wells, was awarded the degree of Juris Doctorate at recent commencement ceremonies at University of Pacific, McGeorge School of
Law. Sacramento, Calif. Associate Justice Anthony M. Kennedy of the
Supreme Court of the United States was the guest speaker at the 64th
commencement of the School of Law. Wells was a member of the Black
Law Students Association and the Phi Alpha Delta legal fraternity.
Kim 7revathan gets degree
Kim Trevathan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Trevathan of Murray received his Master of Arts in journalism degree from the University of
• Wyoming, Laramie, Wyo.. in the 98th commencement exercises on May
15. He graduated with honors while attending on a graduate fellowship.
Trevathan is now residing in Santa Fe, N.M.
Timothy Fannin

Mr. and

gets 1)11.1)

Timothy E. Fannin. son of Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge Fannin of Murray
received his Ph ft in Zoology and Physiology from the University of
Wyoming. Laramie. Wyo., in the 98th commencement exercises on May
15. He is now working with U.S. Division of Fish and Game. Department
of Interior, at Grand Island, Neb

Leslie Adams named to list
Leslie H. Adams, a junior at Oglethorpe University. Atlanta, Ga., has
been named to the Dean's List. To be named to the list requires that the
student have a 3.5 grade point average and carry 14 or more hours per
semster. A graduate of Murray High School, she is the daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. John Adams of Murray.

dismissals listed
by local hospital
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday, June
21, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Hart baby boy, parents, Sharon
and John, Rt. 7, Box 258, Murray;
Bearsby baby boy, parents, Lorraine and Kevin, Rt. 1, Box 442,
Murray;
Ellis baby girl, parents Beverly
and Doug. Rt. 3, Box 43A, McKenzie, Tenn.
Dismissals
David A. West, 1639 Miller, Murray; Gregory Bazzell, Box 86,
Sedalia; Mrs. Mildred L.
Steinkamp, 202 West 17th St.,
Metropolis, Ill.;
Paul Maggard, 807 North 20th
St., Murray; Mrs. Ruth Jones, Box
517, Lawrenceville, Ill.; Mrs.
Nadine Hill, Rt. 1, Box 606,
Dexter;
Mrs. Myra Gradisher, 114 North
14th St., Murray; Curtis L. Smith,
(Cont'd on page 6)

Pereira gets scholarships
Sonia Monique Pereira, granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. RE. Hale of
Murray, has been awarded a University Scholarship and Achievement
Scholarship for 1988-89 academic year at Murray State University. A
1988 graduate of Hopkinsville High School. she participated in National
Honor Society, Beta Club and was a 1987 Governor's Scholar. She received the Presidential Academic Fitness Award and was named to Who's
Who Among American High School Students and Society of Distinguished American High School Students.

CRAFTS SHOW THIS WEEK-END — Discussing details of the second
annual Kentucky Lake Arts and Crafts Show, scheduled for Saturday
and Sunday, June 25-26, at Fenton Access Area on U.S. 68, just across
Eggner's Ferry Bridge in Aurora, are from left, Beverly Galloway, Linda Rogers, Edna Vaughn and Peggy Carraway, members of Xi Alpha
Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi sorority, co-sponsors with Tennessee
Valley Authority. Hours will be from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. each day. Entertainment will be provided each day along with the many artists and
craftsmen distributing their items. A $1 parking fee will be taken with
all proceeds being donated to Murray-Calloway County Need Line and
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities training school for the handicapped).

Come
to the

Weekend
Special
Rent 6 Movies For 10
Each Additional Movie 99c

Heather 1)ovle named to list
Mary Heather Doyle. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Doyle. 103 South
14th St., Murray, has been named to the Dean's List for second semester
1987-88 at Miami University, Oxford. Ohio. To be named to the list, a student must have achieved a 3.5 grade point average or better. She is a
graduate of Murray High School.

Rent a VCR for the Weekend for Only $8.95 and get a FREE movie.
Pickup Weekend Specials Friday, Bring Back Monday

MURRAY
TODAY

Darren Gantt

Ont'd from page 4)
to help these students as they
prepare themselves for their
careers."
The scholarship selection committee was chaired by Richard R.
Cole, dean of the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
School of Journalism. Other committee members were: Susanne
Shaw, executive director, ACEJMC, University of Kansas
,William Allen White School of
Journalism and Mass Communications; Felix Gutierrez,
associate professor, University of
Southern California School of
Journalism, Mariahn Marzol,
associate professor, University of
Michigan Department of Communication; Edward M. Welch,
instructor, Department of Journalism, Memphis State University; and Reese Cleghorn, professor
and dean, University of Maryland
College of Journalism.
The Gannett Foundation, of
Rochester, N.Y., with assets of
more than 9600 million, is among
the nation's 20 largest private
foundations. It was created in 1935
by Frank E. Gannett, founder of
Gannett Co., Inc.
Since then, the Foundation has
given more than $35 million to national programs to improve journalism education and professionalism. It also funds community projects as well as programs to
promote alult literacy, philanthropy and volunteerism. The
Foundation's 1967 grants and programs totaled about $29 million.

EZELL BEAUTY SCHOOL
Introduces

Sloppy Joes Casualwear in Carefree Fabrics.
*Shorts & Tops
'Rompers
'Skirts & Tops
Available In Regular & Petite Sizes
*Also Plus Size Tops
Available Only In Beauty Salons

RENTAL'SALES
Choose from over 2850 movie titles like
Full Metal Jacket, Iron Weed & Hello Again.

See Out New Line Of Jewlery & Paul Mitchell Products
See Us For Complete Hair, Skin & Nail Care Services
306 N 4th

Hours: 8:00 to 4:30 M-F

Open til 8 Friday & 6 Saturday

CENTER
200 E. Main St.

Murray

753-8201

753-4723

St

SIMHTS

SMITS

DOWNTOWN MUHRA

COORDINATES

Summer Sale

JUNIOR & Missy Sportswear Oroups From Personal Haberdashery
RUSS • THAT'S ME

tr

NOW

'A

14.

TO /
1 3 OFF

BRAS

SLEEPWEAR

Bali •Formfit 'Maidenform • Playtex • Olga
Selected 14 00 to 23 00 Values

Varney Fair •Olga • Miss Elaine • Greg Adams
Selected 400 to 4000 Values

SAVE

OFF

25°. Sot tegs or,s.ngle bra purc hoses

NOW

A4 TO

2

OFF

Famous Brand Dress & Casual Styles
Regular 29 00 to 78 00 Values

SELBY •NATURALIZER • LIFE STRIDE • MANELLI • CAILCO • AUDITIONS
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Garner is graduate
Melinda Garner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Gallimore of
Puryear, Tenn., graduated with
honors from the University of Tennessee, Memphis College of Pharmacy on June 3.
Garner received the four-year,
Pharm. D. degree.
She is a member of the Pharmaceutical Honor Society, Rho
Chi and is ranked fourth among a
"field of 49 pharmacy graduates.
Garner currently resides in
Memphis and will be a
staff,'clinical pharmacist at Germantoun Community Hospital
Methodist East. Her duties will include development of a
parenteral enteral nutrition program, therapeutic drug monitoring, antibiotic surveillance, drug
utilization reviews, pharmacy
education conferences and staff
duties. She will also be a staff
pharmacist a the Veterans Administration Medical Center.
Garner is married to Richard
Garner of Burlington. N.C., who is
employed with Northwest

Corning community events are listed
Thursday,June 23
Thursday,June 23
Humane Society of Calloway
Playhouse in the Park will preCounty will meet at 7 p.m. at sent "Guys
and Dolls" at 8 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library. The
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
public is invited.
County Park.
————
Compassionate Parents' Group
Murray Single Connection will
will meet at 7 p.m. at Calloway
meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor
County Health Center to car pool
to home of Hughes and Hilda classroom of Educational
Building, First United Methodist
Bennett.
Church
.
————
Prepared Childbirth Class will
————
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
National Scouting Museum will
classroom of Murray-Calloway be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
County Hospital.
— ——
————
Industrial Development Task
Summer Showcase will present
Force of Purchase Area Develop- its program at 7:30 p.m. at The
ment District will meet at 5:30 Stables, Curris Center, Murray
. at PAAD office, U.S. State University.
hway 45 North, Mayfield.
————
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
Men's Stag Night will be at Oaks p.m. at Senior Citizen Center,
Country Club with Virgil Dick, Benton.
Ned Galloway, Lennis Beane and
Mike Schroader in charge.
Chapter 50 of Disabled

Thursday,June 23
American Veterans and Auxiliary
will meet at 7 p.m. at Legion Hall.

Saturday,June 25
should bring a sack lunch.
————
Potluck dinner honoring the
Lorin Watson family will be at 6
p.m. at University Branch of Bank
of Murray. This for all members
and former members of Young-inHearts' Class of Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
————
Rose Ball, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance of Murray,
will be from 8 p.m. to 12 midnight
at Elks Lodge, Paris, Tenn.
Tickets are $10 per person.
———
MSU Student Alumni Association will have a car wash at
Hardee's from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
———
Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
is for members only.
————
Sibling Class is scheduled at 10
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Fifth Annual Kings and Queens
Golf Tournament will start at
Murray Country Club.
————
Playhouse in the Park will present "Guys and Dolls" at 8 p m. at
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park. For information call
759-1752.

Friday,June 24
Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 toll p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.
————
Dr. Melinda G. Garner
Summer Showcase will present
Airlines.
its program at 7:30 p.m. at The
She was a 1980 salutatorian of
Stables, Curris Center, Murray
Henry County High School and a
State University.
1984 cum laude graduate of Mur————
ray State University, where she
Twilight golf will be at 5:30 p.m.
earned her bachelor of science
at Oaks Country Club.
•
degree.
————
Carol Barrow Wicker has been
Twilight Golf will be at 5:30 p.m.
policy committee; supervision of
employed by Colstrip School
various curriculum area commit- at Murray Country Club.
District No. 19. Colstrip, Mont., as
tees; and evaluation of classroom
————
director of special program and
Vacation Bible Schools will be
aides.
vice principal of Frank Brattin
In addition she will function as a as follows: St. John Missionary
The annual Ray Family Reu- and Mrs. Cordelia Farmer Terry. Middle School for the 1988-89
full-time assistant to the principal Baptist Church at 10 a.m.; Poplar
nion was held Saturday. June 18, Melber;
school year.
of the middle school and a Spring Baptist Church at 9 a.m.
at Kenlake State Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dale Ray.
member of the four-person team for children and 6:30 p.m. for
Her duties will include the adMr. and Mrs. James Mallett, Mrs. Carol Davis and Brandon
from
Colstrip to the national Mid- youth; Memorial Baptist Church
Main Street Youth Center at 205
Chattanooga. Tenn., and Mr. and Davis, calvert City; Mr. and Mrs. ministration of federal programs,
at 9 a.m.
dle
School
North
Fourth St. will be opne from
Future
s
Consor
tium
Mrs. Dan Harrell, Murray, were Jack Frazier and Meredith 2oordination of Indian Education
sponso
1
red
p.m.
by
to 12 midnight. For inforthe
Associa
tion
for
in charge of the event.
Jenkins'. Old Hickory, Tenn.; Mrs. Programs and Johnson-O'Mally
Games will be played at S p.m. mation call 753-TEEN.
Supervision and Curriculum
expendi
tures;
supervi
sion of home
A meal featuring barbecue, Ken Thomas and Jay Thomas,
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
Development, Washington, D.C.
————
school coordinators; direction of
fried chicken with all the trimm- New Concord:
for
members only
Mrs.
Wicker
AA
and
is
Al-Ano
a
1967
n will meet at 8
gradua
te
ings and a variety of desserts was
Ms. Theresa Farmer, Hayti, the district's staff recognition proand former teacher of Calloway
————
p.m. at American Legion building.
gram;
chairm
an
of
district
the
served at noon and in the evening. Mo.; Mrs. Christine Smith, Mrs.
Playhouse in the Park will pre- South Sixth and Maple Streets.
County High School. She received
Afternoon events included Nancy Smith and Jessica Smith.
her B.S. and M.A. degrees at Mur- sent "Guys and Dolls" at 8 p rn. at
————
boating, swimming, tennis, horse Mayfield:
ray State University and her Playhouse in Murray.Calloway
Events in Land Between the
back riding and other games.
• Mrs. Irene Woods, Mr. and Mrs.
Secondary Administration cer- County Park.
Lakes will include BetCetinvktivers
Present were the following:
James Thomas and Tiffany
and Friends, hourly from 9 a.M. to
tification from Montana State
————
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ray, Mr. Thomas, Mrs. Stella Hurt, Mrs.
Carter Center Third Graders 4 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
University.
and Mrs. James Mallet, Leann Linda White, Glen Beach. Mr. and
She and her husband. Morris will be featured on Murray Center Iron Industry at 10,30
Mallett, Kenneth Ray, Brittney Mrs. Harold Hurt and Catherine
Wicker, have been in Colstrip for Cablevision, Channel 34. at 2,30 . a.m. and 1 30 p m at
and Derek Ray, Mrs. Jim White, Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Max Dodd,
five years where she has been P•m•
Homeplace-1850; Farm Wagon
Missy and Stacie White, Roger Mr. and Mrs. Gary Ray. Brad,
employed as a classroom teacher
——
Rides at 1 : 30 p m and 2:30 p.m. at
Reagan and Jeff McBrayer, all of Brock, Brenden and Benjamin
Main Street Youth Center at 205 Empire Farm; Drag Boat Rice at
at Frank Brattin Middle School
Chattanooga; Kim Ray, Ringold, Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Ray.
and Colstrip High School for past North Fourth St will be open from
Pisgah Bay: Children's Time
Ga.:
Mitch and Will Ray. Mr. and Mrs.
4 p.m. to 12 midnight For Infor- from 9 to 11.30 a.m.. Visit with a
three years.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jones and Dan Harrell and Josh Harrell,
Coyote at 2:30 p.m.. and HummWicker, a native of Reidland, is mation call 753-TEEN
Buel Ray, Benton; Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Mylene Beach, Mrs. Carla
an assistant supervisor in the Ininghbird and Butterfly Gardening
————
Joe Jones and Danny Board, Halkois and Angela Halkois, all of
AA and Al-Anon will meet at s at 4 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
strumentation and Control
Bowling Green; Mrs. Sue McNeil Murray.
Department of Montana Power p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
Center
Company's coal fired electric 10th Street Extended. 'Mayfield.
———
————
units No. 3 and No. 4 in Colstrip.
Summer Showcase will present
Mrs. Wicker is the daughter of
Events in Land Between the its program at 730 p.m at The
_
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow, Rt. 1, Lakes will include Between Rivers Stables, Curris Center. Murray
Carol Barrow Wicker
Puryear. Tenn.
and Friends. hourly from 9 a.m. to State University
101111t1111•111111
———
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
4
1811.
101.101.1.10151
011111010
Nationa
Scoutin
l
g Museum will
Center
Iron
:
Industr
y'
at
10:30
11111111111011•%•1•11111
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For
a.m.
and
1
0
3
p
m
at
• (('ont'd from page 5/
t111S1
Homeplace-1550, LBL Wildlife at information call 762-3383
atIOSIS
t
p.m at Woodlands Nature
2:30
Rt.
7,
Box
1210,
111
Murray; Mrs. Opal Woodruff and baby boy. 4724 Blue
IVS0a
Center.
L.
Moubra
y,
208
South
16th
Sunday,June 211
St.,
Spring
s Rd., Cadiz:
Sat
————
Murray;
law
Mr. and Mrs B.K. Farris will be
Mrs. Tonya Troutt and baby
Memorial Baptist Church Pup- honored on'50th wedding anniverMrs. Cecilia C. Malone, Rt. 4, boy, Rt. 4, Box 124,
Camde
Full size "jumbo" landBox 56, Benton; Mrs. Esther Term.; Mrs. Dorothy J. Higger n, peteers will perform at 5 p.m. at sary with a reception from 2 to 4
1" Thick 4x8 Premium
son, Hillma
scape timbers.
Treated Lattice.
n Ferry Campground in the p.m. at Murray Woman's Club
Doores, Rt. 1, Box 58, Kirksey; Rt. 6, Box 292. CO, Murray
: James Land Betwee
n the Lakes.
Mrs. Gola A. Boyd, Apt. 7, Murray H. Lee 1713 Calloway. Murray
House. The family requests that
————
Manor, Murray.
guests not bring gifts.
Mrs. Deborah Jean Goodman,
Friendly Hands of First Chris————
Rt. 4, Box 114B, Murray; William
Mr. and Mrs. James R Miller
Two newborn admissions and Frederick Fitch, Rt. 5. Box 151. tian Church will have a ,potluck
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Benton: Mrs. Cindy Ann Duncan, luncheon from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in will be honored on 50th wedding
Fellowship Hall of church.
anniversary with a reception from
County Hospital for Wednesday, Rt. 1. Box 482, Dexter;
————
June.,
2 to 4 p.m. in Community Room of
-22, have been released as
Mrs. P. Faye Boggess. Rt. 1,
As Low As
follotvs:
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Saturday,June 25
Box 88A. Murray; Jesse James.
i
Newborn admissions
Second annual Arts and Crafts The family requests that guests
Rt. 6, Box 315, Murray; Mrs. Dana
899
Freeman baby boy, parents. Bazzell and baby girl, 1405 Hughes Show, sponsored by Xi Alpha Phi not bring gifts.
Large selection of Screen
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi and
Kelly
and Kevin, Rt. 3, Box 112, Ave., Murray;
————
Grade 1 Railroad Ties.
Doors.
National Scouting Museum will
Benton:
Carl Melton, 1704 Magnolia Dr., TVA, will be from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m
Williams baby boy, mother, Murray; Charles H. Parrish, 107 at Fenton Area on Highway 68 just be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m For
Juanita, Rt. 5, Box 267A, Paris, Clark St., Murray; Mrs. Gracie across Eggner's Ferry Bridge. information call 762-3383.
Proceeds will go to Need Line and
Term.
————
Ann Orr. Rt. 7, Box 50, Murray:
Events in Land Between the
Dismissals
Warren C. Allbritten (expired ) WATCH.
Mrs. Iris Simmons, P325 Hale Rt. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Jean Vought.
Lakes will include Between Rivers
————
St., Murray: Mrs. Donna Odom, Warren )expiredi HC Box 12, New
Open house will be at Murray - and Friends, hourly from 9 a.m. to
Rt 1. Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Tina L. Concord.
Calloway County Airport, Kyle- 4 p.m., at Golden Pond Visitors
Oakley Field, Highway 783 North Center; Iron Industry at 10:30
(Penny Road from 10 a.m. to 7 a.m. and 1 : 30 p.m. at
p.m. For information call 489.2160. Homeplace-1850; Farm Wagon
Rides at 1:30 p.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
————
•Fully compatible with all low-voltage lightin
g products
Ernpire Farm; Drag Boat Race at
Indepe
*Easy to mount on railings, stairways or ground
ndence
United
Method
ilk
surfaces!
*Solid wood construction, kiln dried to prevent
Church will serve supper at 6 p.m., Pisgah Bay; Turtles of LBL at
shrinkage
'Low-voltage for safety and economical operati
followe
d by gospel singing by The 2:30 p.m. and Birds of Prey at 4
on
'Includes transformer and 50' of cable
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center.
Faithmen.
*Made in U.S.A.
————
—
—
—
—
*per person
AA
will
have
Fifth
and
a closed meeting at
Sixth
Grade
Class
of
.•
double
New Shipment!
South Pleasant Grove United 4 p.m. at American Legion
• ,.
Methodist Church will leave par- Building, South Sixth and Maple
sonage at 2 p.m. for picnic to Col. Streets. For information call
3 Day/2 Night
umbus Belmont State Park. Each 759-4059, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
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We're Making Waves

with Jekyll's Best Oceanview Package
00,$75
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Stop by and check out our new stock of Fiesta Royale
lawn and patio furniture. On Sale Now!

Comfort Inn Island Suites on Jekyll Island
offers a package of fun and lets you
choose your favorite oceanfront accommodations.
OCEAN WAVES
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Treas Lumber
Doritcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week

.4

Your Compete Horne Bulklutr Supply Cenur

Iten.-Tri. 7:50-11:00 Sat. 14 Sun. 1-11
Sale Prices tined at Murray Store Only
Other L•eations—Seiton and Lake City

t-i

Aur

Package Includes
choice of:

Ocean Suite with separate
Lanai Suite with privat
or whirlpool
living area and kitchenoverlooking 4ie
ette/convenient for the
Atlantic/great for coupl
family.
PLUS
•Complimentary Breakfast Buffet each morning
•Complimentary Social Hour each night
•I pass to Summer Waves Water
'Rate valid Sun. -Thurs.,
Park(opening 5/18/88)
subject to availability and
does not indude service
•1 pass to miniature golf
charge
or taxes. Not valid
Now
with meetings or special
•A day's bike rental
Corniort
Inn

ta 1,16

rates. Offer expires 9/30/88.

Island Suites
11 Bcachview Drive, Jekyll Island, GA 31520
912/635-2211
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SATURDAY ONLY - June 25th

Men's Slacks
Sale $

1 250

Reg. Si 775

"Why buy retail, when you can buy wholesale?"

WHOL
ESALE STORES INC.
Mon.
-Sat. 9-5, Sun 1-5

204 S. 5th St., Mayfield

VISA-MC

247-2757
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Vaughn discusses survey on skirt lengths
The following article was submitted by Linda Vaughn, assistant
professor, Fashion Merchandising, at Murray State University. It
relates to a study that was conducted at MS1' on preferred skirt
lengths.
SKIRT LENGTHS —
UP OR!MIA?
Whether the mini skirt will be as
popular as it was 20 years ago has
been a major question among
many Successful designers, apparel manufacturers, retailers,
and fashion-minded consumers
continue to ponder this one fashion
item and try to determine which
skirt length is preferred.
The concept of fashion theory
dictates that fashions recur about
every 20 years: therefore, it is
time again for this style to
resurface.
Last year mini skirts and short
skirt lengths bombarded the
fashion scene with great expectations of being the hottest fashion
item in a female's wardrobe. In
general. acceptance of the newer
skirt lengths was not overwhelming. One prominent sales
representative from a well-known
manufacturing company stated
that the tnie mini ti-s inches
above the knee I was not as mucessful as just shorter skirt
lengths
Last year NISI. students were
polled, their overall preference
was for midcalf 436 six percent
and just below the knee 129 percent! skirt lengths.
With summer here, selection of
the fashionable skirt length arises

again.
A clothing survey of MSC
students conducted in April 1988
revealed that students like a variety of skirt lengths. There were 109
students who participated in this
survey. They were asked to select
their skirt length preference and
were given a choice of: i a above
the knee, ib ) at the knee, ici
below the knee, id) midcalf, and
e ankle-length. Thirty percent
said they preferred skirt lengths
above the knee and thirty percent
preferred the midcalf skirt length.
Other choices expressed included: 17 percent below the knee, 10
percent at the knee, six percent
selected more than one response
even though they were asked to
select one 1, five percent no
response, and two percent anklelength.
Some characteristics of the subjects were examined to determine
whether the characteristics would
influence their selection for any
particular skirt length.
Students identified themselves
as either male or female. Males
may be thought to show a
preference for short skirt lengths
over females. This might occur
because legs are an erogenous
zone and males like to look at
them.
Body type was a physical
characteristic analyzed. If a person possessed a slender body type
or an average body type, one
would expect that they might be
more willing to wear skirt lengths
above the knee and at the knee.
For a stocky body type. there

may be a tendency to wear skirt
lengths below the knee, midcalf,
or ankle-length.
Subjects were also asked to respond to the question of whether
they were generally satisfied with
the way their body looked.
An answer of no to this question
may influence students to wear
below the knee or longer skirt
lengths to camouflage certain
parts of the body.
Students also selected persons
whom they dressed for. They were
given a choice of la yourself lb)
male friends, lc female friends,
and I di parents. It may be
speculated that if one dressed for
someone other than himself or
herself there may be a tendency to
show off styles and popular
fashions that one does not normally wear.
The skirt length of above the
knee was selected by 50-percent of
the males and 53 percent of the
females. This was expected. Most,
61 percent, said they had an
average body type, 24 percent
slender, and 15 percent were
stocky.
The results here are also in line
with the notion that average to
slender people may feel better
about themselves and want to
show off their bodies more so than
someone with a stocky body type.
An overwhelming 72 percent
were generally satisfied with the
way their bodies looked: and
therefore might want to draw attention to them. Other information
on these subjects revealed that 79

day afternoon.
Larue Orr visited Mrs. Grace
Humphreys Saturday afternoon.
Mrs Bertie Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Jenkins, and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Miller has supper out
together Friday for Fathers' day.
Visitors of Mitch Sykes while he
was in the hospital were Mr. and
Mrs. Bernie Bomar and Shannon,
Linda Greer, Jimmie Valentine,
the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
daughter, Tabitha, Mr. and Mrs.
Ken Robertson, Joetta Paschall,
Darrel Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. John
Weiher, the Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, the Rev. Leo Douglas, the
Rev. Malcolm Norton. Sue Ellis,
Christie Freeman, Vickie Wilson,
Mark Rudy, Harold Perry, Mr.
and Mrs. Tony Sykes, Bruce Alexander, Pam Rice, the Rev. James
Phelps. Caroline Tumersville, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Webb. the Rev.
Ron Harber, Eddie Crosser and
Mrs. Elizabeth McWherter.
Visitors Mitch Sykes at home
were Joetta Paschall, Steve and
Tina Paschall. Russ and Jamie
Orr, Ruben Fletcher. Pauline
Boyd and Berma Love
Tarkington.
Mrs. Joetta Paschall took Mr.
and Mrs. John Weiher Sr. amd Mr.
amd Mrs. Mitch Sykes and son.
Matthew, to Carmack fish bar
Sunday. for Fathers' day dinner.
Maybern Key returned home
June 7 after being hospitalized at a
hospital in Nashville, Tenn.
Visitors in to see him were Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Young of Covington, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Clef%
ris Wilson and Lavettia. Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert Deering, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Key. Kevin and
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

percent dressed for themselves
when given one choice. The results
may have been different if
students were given more than one
choice.
Those students who preferred
the midcalf skirt length were 99
and nine tenths percent female
and point one tenth percent male.
As previously stated, this might be
expected.
An average body type was
characteristic of 49 percent with 33
percent being stocky and 21 percent being slender. The large
percentage of those with a stocky
body build was expected, but the
average and slender body types
were not.
One explanation here may be
just overall preference for the
style. Fifty-five percent of this
group was generally satisfied with
the way their bodies looked.
The findings here showed that 45
percent were not satisfied even
though percentages were expected
to be higher. When given one
choice to make, 97 percent said
they dressed for themselves, but
they were asked to select only one.
If given two or more choices the
results may have been different.
The results of this study showed
that a majority of the MSC
students polled expressed a
preference for both above the knee
and midcalf skirt lengths. Overall,
they were generally satisfied with
the way their bodies looked, and
most possessed average body
types. When asked to make one
choice, they said they dressed for
themselves and not other people.

Lee family 'ittencis Southern Baptist Convention
Hy MR.S. R.D. REF
The Rev. and Mrs Jerry Lee
and daughter. Tabitha. left June 9
to spend the weekend with Mr. and
Mrs Jimmie Jackson in ArlIngt4in .rrxas Then they went to
San Antonia, Texas for the
Southern Baptist Convention.
They returned home June ..17.
Tabitha spent Friday night with
the Rev and Mrs. Warren Sykes.
and enjoyed a trip down on the
lake Saturday with the Sykes and
several members from Central
Point Baptist Church spending the
day
Linda Greer visited Dorothy
Sykes Friday morning Little Matthew Sykes spent the day Friday
with hi grandparents, Warren and
I iorothy Sykes
Mr and Mrs Steve Smith and
boys of St Louis. Mo.. visited Mr.
and Mrs. Ludic Malray recently.
Mrs Smith and boys stayed over
for several days
Mr and Mrs. Clerris Wilson and
grandson. Tab, Curtis Lane . Mrs.
Reva Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
Ludic Malray, Mrs. Sharon Smith
and boys visited with me Thursday afternoon
Jerry Boyd of Texas and
Jeremy Boyd of Mayfield visited
Mrs. Pauline Boyd Sunday, June
12, and attended services at North
Fork Baptist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr visited
the Rev and Mrs. Glynn Orr and
Mrs. Myrtle Vandyke in Murray
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Holley are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jackie
Smith of Louisville for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mrs. Bette Jenkins Satur-
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Jeremy Key, Mr. and Mrs. Hollir.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Jones. Mr. and Mrs. Enloe Tark- Ricky and Bryan, of Murray
ington, Cooper Jones, the Rev. visited Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr on
Malcolm Norton, Mr. and Mrs. Or- Sunday, Fathers' day.
tis Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Ruben
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Fletcher and
Fletcher, Ted Cooper, Derrel sons, Chris Jeffery and Danny
Wilson, Tony Nance, Crawford visited Mr. and Mrs. Ruben FletMcNeely, Mr. and Mrs. Tolbert cher Saturday night.
Story, Carlie B. Paschall and Mr.
Max Paschall visited Mrs. Reva
and Mrs. Charles Paschall.
Paschall on Sunday.

"Change is scientific, progress is
ethical; change is indubitable.
whereas progress is a matter of
controversy."
— Bertrand Russell.
Few bridge conventions have survived the changes of time so well as
the grand slam force. Devised by
Ely Culbertson in 1936, the convention remains essentially intact, although some have introduced modern variations. Today's tournament
hand offers an excellent example of
the GSF in action.
After the first three bids, North
had little bidding space left to properly describe his huge supporting
hand. No matter -- if his long clubs
were not to be used as trumps, they
would prove just as valuable as
side-suit tricks — more valuable, as
it turned out.
North's only problem was choosing the level at which to play. If
South held the two top honors in diamonds, the grand slam rated a super chance; if not, six diamonds
should prove easy.
The jump to five no-trump (not
part of Blackwood ace-asking) did
the job. Known as the grand slam
force, the jump asks partner to bid
seven of the agreed trump suit when
he holds two of the top three honors
and to bid only six with fewer. In today's case. South has an easy bid to
seven.
The play is routine. South ruffs
the opening lead in dummy and
draws trumps. The clubs are established with one ruff, and dummy's
heart ace provides the entry to
dummy's long clubs.

NORTH

6-23-A

•- - -

A J 10
•Q 104
40 A K J 9 6 3 2
WEST
EAST
•
865 2
4A Q J 97 3
•K 8 6 5 3
II 9 74
•8 7 5
•6
8
4Q 5 4
SOUTH
•K 104
•Q2
•A K J 9 3 2
+10 7
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: East
The bidding:
•

East
24
Pass

South
3•
7•

West
North
44
5 NT
All pass

Opening lead: Spade eight
BID WITH THE ACES
6-23-B

South holds:
4A Q J973
97 4
•6
4Q 5 4
North
14
1 NT

South
14

ANSWER:Three spades. Invitational. Partner should continue to game
with a useful minimum.
Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyright, iNs. United Feature Syndicate
es.

Homeplace Family Restaurant °
so
.41
10
.0
to
Good
10
to 8 Oz. Rib Eye
if
Thurs.-Sat. 60
choice of potato,
'IncJaes
60
f•
10

75
tossed Salad and French bread $4

to

ALL YOU CAN EAT

to
to
in

June 23-25

Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks
........-...,•:::.

*SALE STARTS FRIDAY at 9 A.M.*

,

All Dresses and
Summer Sweaters

Dresshirts

Arrow Short Sleeved

Now s

Reg. '22

7

11
/
2 price

Yorke and Mancini Short Sleeved
Reg '26-30

Now $20

All Summer Slacks

200Io

All Long Sleeved Dresshirts
Big & Tall Long Sleeved Dresshirts

off
30% off

1
/
2 price

Knitshirts
Including Big & Tall
Reg '20-'22
Now $1 3"
Reg '24-'30
Now 96"

Men's Golf and Camp Shorts & Sportshirts

All Shorts and Tops
81
/
2 price

30% off

"THE SPECIAL DECORATOR"

All Blouses and Skirts

Pants

1/,%

Dress Pants by Corbin, Thomson & Jaymar

Special Purchase

14995
TAKE WITH
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

'
Black. 36 X 80 only
8. Decorator Grill
▪ 3 Stainless Steel Hinges
8. Pre-hung for Easy
Convenient Installation
Tempered Glass Kickplate
• I. tuck. 2" wide main frame • Self-storing storm door of extruded.
heat treated aluminum • Tempered glass inserts interlock at meeting
rail • Al inserts are weatherstripped and are removable • Key lock
tinder anti lockout feature • Wide drip cap on the Z-bar frame header
• Wraparound -Marine type'. glazing on glass inserts • Adjustable bot.
tom expander with vinyl sweep • Strong extruded key corners held
firml double screwed • Zinc hardware and metal swivels on all Inserts
• Contoured Z-bar is adaptable to most casings • Delivered and installed S199 00
A.
'MUST $UNS TO GET
IT INSTALLED

mom

30%

,

20% off

Young Men's Sportswear
(Pants & Shirts)

price

One New Group Koret

1/2 price

1
/
2 price

All Handbags and Accessories

Shoes
All Timberland
30% off
Dexter Boat Shoe (3 styles)
40% off
1/2 price
Dexter Casuals (3 styles)
Freeman & Dexter Dress Shoes

30% to 40`)/0 off

1
/
2 price
Racks at $10 • 95 - $20

Nutitingliam fang 14 :0
970 Chestnut St.

F !re E 51,1-nate%

IA

off

Large Rack Dress & Casual

.0
io

.0
sO
141
I
P5
in
10
in
• Every Thurs. Fri & Sat
if' 1906 Coldwater Rd.
759-1864 oil
to)
in
A.E.E.VEN.EVEA.A.C.E.E.VE.A.A.NEEEE-ILIEE.E.E.ILILEILVE.C.A.Y.

grr
eLEARANeE
Men's Suits and Sportcoats
40% - 50010 off

sO
01

*Alterations Extra

* All Sales Final
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
lie's got the beat

'Showcase' is worth seeing
Review By Ruth Perkins
Murray State University's "Summer Showcase" opened last
Wednesday in the Curris Center
Stables. It's a sparkling, fun-filled
hour of song and laughter for the
entire family, and since it will continue at the Curris Center
throughout much of the summer,
western Kentucky audiences do not
have to worry about changing
vacation plans to avoid missing it.
The "Showcase" has become a
summer tradition at Murray State,
celebrating the university, the
community, and the region with
energy, exquisite voices, and
enough silliness to satisfy the child
that still lurks in all of us.
The script by James I. Schempp
utilizes old vaudeville jokes, tidbits
of local history, and current information in the loose framework that
ties the songs together. There is no
plot, as such, since there are no
characters in the classic sense of
the term, and no story—just the
message that Murray and the
Jackson Purchase and the Commonwealth of Kentucky can provide fun and beauty and varied, attractive life style.
What makes the songs in this
show so special is the wonderful
blend of voices achieved by
Musical Director Joe Jackson.
Most of the songs are ones you've
heard before, familiar, long-time
favorites, but Jackson's ar-

rangements develop harmonies
and interpretations that make
them fresh and new. And there are
plenty of songs—traditional songs
like Murray State's Alma Mater
and Stephen Folder's "My Old Kentucky Home;" silly songs like "Do
Your Ears Hang Low?" and
"Smick,Smack,Smuck;" haunting
ballads like "Down in the Valley;"
bouncy regional songs including
"Way Down in Bowling Green"and
"Paducah" as well as a medley of
songs from surrounding states—
songs to cheer and enliven your
summer.
Two members of the cast, Greg
Aplin and Donna Krueger, along
with Trade Leslie on Keyboards,
are back from last year's
Showcase; the other cast
members. Deborah Gamblin, Itsy
Galloway, Kellie Morris, Robert
DeSimone, Shane K. Morton, and
Phillip Garrett, are new to the show
this year. Murray State students all
(Aplin and Leslie are graduates;
the rest are currently enrolled),
they will impress you with their
talent and professionalism.
William R. Peeler, Technical
Director of the MSU Theatre,
designed the handsome set and
lighting. Karen A. Balzer, head of
the Murray State dance program,
provided the lively, up-beat
choreography. With costumes by
Renay Johnson and company
management in the hands of C.
Todd Birdsong, the cast and pro-

1Viiirray Ledger at Times

duction staff of "Summer
Showcase" represent the vary best
of Murray State. We are lucky to
have such talented people in our
midst, and it is to be hoped that all
of us will take advantage of the opportunity to enjoy this combination
of their talents.
"Summer Showcase" is a great
way to show off our community to
visitors. It's also a great way to
escape the summer heat (the
Showcase is live entertainment,
and the performers come out into
the audience to talk to you after the
show).
You'll
enjoy
"Summer
Showcase". You'll carry a lot of
memories with you when you
leave: the fun of Greg Aplin's
rapid-fire ad-libs in the audience
participation numbers, the unexpected humor in this version of
"Father Come Home," the new
dimension Garrett and Gamblin
bring to "Casey at the the Bat,"
the really fine voices and harmonies in "Murray Memories"
and "Delta Dawn," Leslie's
feather-light touch at the piano.
"Summer Showcase" will be per.
formed on Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday evenings
through August 5. For information
and reservations, call 762-4483. Go
with friends and neighbors. Take
your family. Recommend it to
visitors.
Make
"Summer
Showcase" part of your summer
this year.

Pianist Brown to perform in England, Wales
Dr. Stephen Brown, professor in
the Department of Music at Murray State University, will join Dr.
Dinos Constantinides, Boyd Professor of Music at Louisiana State
University, for a series of concerts
in England and Wales in July.
The piano-violin duo will perform for the Royal Society of the
Arts in London and at the
celebrated Wrexham Festival of
Contemporary Music in Wrexham, Wales. Additional concerts
are scheduled in London and in
Portsmouth and Bedford.
Brown and Constantinides
presented several recitals this spring. appearing at the College
Music Society's Southern Convention at Belmont College,
Nashville, Tenn.; premiering
"Genesis," a work written for the
pair by Jay Weigl at the Contem-

porary Arts Center in New
Orleans; and performing in the
Bruno Walter Auditorium at Lincoln Center.
A violinist and composer, Constantinides chairs the composition
department at LSU. HiS works
have received numerous prizes
and awards, including nine
ASCAP Standard Composition
Awards.
Brown joined the music faculty
at Murray State in 1982. He earned
the B.A. degree from Tufts
University, a diploma in piano
from the Conservatorio di San
Pietro a Maiella in Naples, Italy,
the M.M.A. degree from the Yale
University and the D.M.A. degree
from Ohio State University. He
frequently performs as a piano
soloist as well as an ensemble
artist.

Dr. Stephen Brown

Murray drummer Steve Holland, a member of the Girls ‘ext Door's "Down
the Road Band," adjusts his
drum set for a practice session in Nashille, Tenn. The "Down the Road
Haw" star Jeff Smith in a country music show at 7:30 p.m. Jul) 4 at Band" will be featured with "Hee
Murra State nhersit)'s Stewart
Stadium. Admission to the show, which will be followed f) a major firework
s display, is free.

Dancing in the park

Theater busy
getting ready
for Lir Abner

Playhouse announces cast for show
The Playhouse in the Park has trigs, Lori England, Carrie Gerannounced the cast and crew for mann, Allison Graham, David
the upcoming production of Greene, Merideth Julian, Behnaz
Goldoni's "The Servant of Two Kibria, Julia Maddox, Debbie
Masters," now in rehearsal. The Mott, Patrick Orr, David
play is under the direction of Bob Weatherly, Dusty Wilson, Christy
Valentine and all cast members Bell, Jennie Bell and Michelle
belong to the Young Actors' Guild, Woods.
a theater training program for
"The Servant of Two Masters"
students in grades 7 through 12.
will open Friday, July 8 and conThose members involved with tinue July 9, 10, 15, 16, and 17. All
the production include: Paul performances begin at8 p.m.. For
Cagle, Gene Cook, Rob Carpenter, ticket information, call the
VaLerie Chapman, Christy Qunm- Playhouse box office at 759-1752.

lesAlwaysGood
ToHaveA Friend
With Money.
Hardly arwtxKly
makes it without a
little hel))t III'S('days.
That's why it'sgood
to have a friend at
11-anSout h.
We're inakitig iiiore
loans—and bigp•r
loans—than (.ver. S4).
stop by and sec us. If
YOU need tuono; wi
could become fast
friends, indeed.
Casey Teagi it,
Martager
•

TRANSOUTH
We're proudtolend to you.
1300 ,Johnson Blvd. • Murray •(502)759-4941

The fun at the Playhouse starts when Cuban Dancers Roderic
k Reed and Nancy Schempp entertain Sky (John
McDonald) and Sarah Brown (Media Erickson) while waiter Candy
Vaughan looks on. "Guys and Dolls"
closes this weekend. Saturday night's performance is sold out
but there are plenty of seats akailable for the
Thursday, Friday and Sunday night shows at Murray's Playhouse in
the Park. For reservations, call 759-1752.

Kentucky Lake

Arts 1? Crafts Show
Sponsored by
Land Between the Lakes
and Beta Sigma Phi

Saturday, June 25
Sunday, June 26
10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
at LBL Fenton access Area
'1 00 Parking - Proceeds Donated
to benefit NEEDLINE & WATCH

It isn't just the excitement of
entering the old theatre at the
American Legion building or the
shimmering
curtain
that
backdrops Lil' Abner tryouts.. it's
the theatre iteself • so lovingly patched and preened by a few
dedicated hands.
It's got character...a bit of relief
gone here, as squeekey board loose
there, a facelifting in process here,
new curtains there and all the time
its supporters confident in the
knowledge that things are going in
the right direction.
One has only to climb the stairs
and the excitement mounts.
There's Sue Boyd in her cutoffs doing incredible dance steps...there's
a group sitting on the floor in the
middle of the lobby planning sets.
Two people in the corner concerned with budgets, half a dozen people onstage with hammers and ladders and grins.
There's Sharon Logsdon wit4tier
easy smile and positive direction
intent on everyone feeling comfortable with their part. All the time
her mind is taking in the set, the
lighting, the music and seeing it all
come together just right eventually. Her face is quiet in concentration then something funny happens
and she laughs out loud. She really
knows how to enjoy herself and in
the process make others enjoy just
being !a part of this ambitious
undertaking. Forget the work, the
nights away from home...this is a
gift to our town and we are pleased to present it. Excitment. The
characters learning their lines,
flubbing their lines, upstaging,
downstaging...where do I stand
anyway? Does this costume fit
right? I haven't eaten for days! Do
it again...until Opening Night. Let
the excitment begin! Our little
town of Mayfield is blessed with
talent. Music, Jean Gray, please!
Reservations for LH' Abner may
be made by calling 247-577. Leave
a message and your reservations
will be confirmed by telephone.
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In high-tech age, state clings to horse and buggy
Kentuckians are tired of seeing
their state ranked so low among
the states in individual income,
schools, industrial progress and
national recognition. They want a
better state, a better economy,
better schools, more efficient
government.
The trouble is that they refuse to
vote that way. In a high-tech age,
they cling to antique politics and
practices.
This was the message repeatedJohn Ed Pearce
ly given by experts on government
to the recent conference of the
Shakertown Roundtable studying
1111
the condition of Kentucky.
A case in point is the state constitution, a horse-and-buggy docu- 16
.*"
ment usually called the worst in of any use, imposing on their taxthe United States. It was written in
payers a heavy burden and poor
1891, when Kentucky was torn by services. It has made it hard to
hatreds lingered from the Civil modernize the legislature. It
War. Feuds still bloodied the
makes it hard for the state to offer
mountains. Farmers distrusted
modern service to business and inbanks and cities. Whites and dustry the state needs. It builds
blacks clashed. Former Con- the impression that Kentucky is
federates resented Unionists and
backward.
vice versa.
The voters refuse to change the
There was a deep distrust of constitution and get a better one.
state government, especially in They are like prisoners refusing to
pro-Union Eastern Kentucky. be set free.
which saw Frankfort dominated
The county system is as out-ofby Former Confederates. It was date as the constitution. There was
this atmosphere of suspicion and some reason for forming so many
hostility that contributed. in 1900. counties, back in the last century
to the assassination of Governor when roads were bad — when
William Goebel, the only U.S. there were any roads at all. Peogovernor to be assassinated, a ple needed a county seat that they
mad act which further split the
could reach on horseback in a few
state, weakened the Republican
hours, ar-id access to the protection
Party and bred factions among the of the sheriff.
Democrats.
Too small for services
Counties also out of date
These conditions have disapSo it is. not surprising that the
peared, but the counties remain.
constitution produced in 1891, The system has no place in the
unlike the I'S. Constitution. was
modern world. Many counties are
designed not to guide government too small or poor to afford modern
but to restrict and limit it. It has services. Their schools are starvcomplicated the task of governing ed because of the lack of taxable
the state ever since.
property. and further weakened
The constitution saddles the peo- by House Bill 44, which limits inple with government agencies and
creases in property taxes on which
state officials no longer needed. It the schools depend. County elecdeprives the governor of authority tions are shot through with voteover cabinet-level officials. buying, corruption, and dominasomething no president could ention by machines devoted to
dure. It complicates the job of run- spoils.
ning cities. depnves them of home
The constitution makes good
rule, denies them the right to ex- county government almost impand or make laws governing
possible. Jails have become a matheir own affairs
jor problem. Many counties can't
It saddles the taxpayers with 120 support one. Yet running the jail is
counties, many of them no longer
made harder by the fact that

SHAKERTOWN
ROUNDTABLE

Wilford A. Lane, son of Levi and
Maxine Lane of Murray, recently
received the Commander's Award
for Civilian Service from the U.S.
Troop Support Command, St.
Louis. Lane is a computer programmer analyst for the information management directorate at
the U.S. Army Aviation Systems
Command,St. Louis. He was cited
for his professional capabilities
and extraordinary dedication as
an automation consultant to the office of the deputy commander of
procurement and readiness and
the complelition management office for improved management of
critical command procruement
actions. Lane and his wife Ruth
reside in Collinsville, Ill.

everyone has a voice in its operation — the county judge, sheriff,
magistrates and jailer — while no
one is completely responsible.
Last year 18 counties found
themselves unable to pay their
bills. This year the number may
rise to 40 — one third of all counties. They can't expect much help
from a state facing its own money
shortage.
The crisis might be eased by
inter-county agreements that
allowed merger of certain county
functions — fire, police, jail, ambulance, landfill and health services. But in the long run, only
consolidation of counties, a new
constitution and a modern tax
structure including repeal of
House Bill 44, can assure progress.
But Kentuckians, like unrepentant
sinners, refuse salvation.
Why? Politics is one obvious
reason. In every city and county
there are political organizations
accustomed to operating within
the current constitution and county system. They do not want to risk
change that might cause the loss
of their little kingdoms, with their
jobs and patronage.
Kentucky's low level of education, Kentuckians' lack of
knowledge of their government,
and their fear of basic change are
others.
Other states do reform
Kentucky's problems are not
unique. Other states have money
and school problems as deep.
Others suffer worse corruption,
some have voter turnouts, as low,
constitutions almost as bad.
On the other hand, many states,
including many southern states,
have been showing remarkable
success with government reform
in recent years. They have rewritten their constitutions, overhauled
their legislatures, modernized
state agencies. Kentucky has
refused such action.
Kentucky has an unusually low
voter turnout. Even in the
Democratic primary which usually decides state races, fewer than
half of the voters usually vote, well
below the national average. This
enables machines in power to buy
enough votes to win. The constitution is partly to blame for this.

Any 4

given money and enforcement
powers. The constitution, which
saddles Kentucky with too many
counties, to many offices and too
many elections, can be revised. A
few prison terms could discourage
vote buying a crooked counting.
There is nothing other sttes are
doing that Kentucky can't do, the
legislature has already shown that
it can modernize its operation. If
Kentuckians are willing to (I,
mand and vote for decent government, they can get it.
Or they can continue with the
corrupt, inefficient, undemocrat!‘1.
system they have.
Fifth of a series on the "State of
the state" conference sponsor0!
by the Shakertown Roundtable at
Pleasant Hill, Mercer County,
Nov. 8-9, 1987, Wilson W. Wyatt.
conference chairman. Earl I;
Wallace, Lexington, is chairman
of the roundtable, a non-profit
non-partisan study group. .1'
Smith is vice chairman.

1984 Pontiac Fiero, 5X,XXX miles.
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL!

MURRAY-NISSAN
CHRYSLER-DODGE
604 So. 12th St.

753-7114
•

0/111
Startin' Easy,
Runnin' Strong!
IDEAL FOR SMALLER YARDS.
• Powerful 21.2 cc two-cycle engine
• Pro-Fire' Electronic Ignition for
easy starts
• Centrifugal clutch for quick starts and
easy operation
• Easy-to-use manual line head with
automatic line cut-off
• Lightweight—under 9 lbs.
• Safety goggles included

13'

$176"
Any 4

14

$19200

larl7P1114104/07

Any 4 - 15"

GT-1100

$2
08
"
Prices include
computer spin balati
and new valve stems

Frances Drake

•Modern All Season
Tread Design
•2 Steel
Belts/Polyester Cord
Body
•Superior Traction &
Handling
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and nothing will distract you. Career
interests also receive a favorable
boost. Money improves.

SCORPIO

(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Don't divulge today's positive
financial developments. Make a point
of saving money. An invitation for
travel could come now. Confidence
improves tonight.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
the
You may take on some extra
responsibilities in connection with a
group or club activity. Tonight is
quiet but relaxing. Catch up on some
favorite pastimes.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Behind-the-scene career developments are in your favor. Continue
work on a project. Relax with friends
and loved ones tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
News comes from distant friends.
You may make plans for a visit. It
should be a good day for you in
business. You may receive recognition and praise.
PISCES
rear
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
-sow
Morning hours find you quite
productive. You'll be on top of what
needs to be done. Take in a movie or
VIRGO
other entertainment tonight. Leisure
(Aug.23 to Sepi.22)
is emphasized.
It's a good day for shopping. Stock
IF BORN TODAY you are a person
up on necessities and take advantage who must* keep
busy to be happy.
of bargains. You'll win friends and Without a job to
pour your energies
Influence people tonight. Group inter- into, you become
restless and
ests are emphasized.
unprogressive. You are dramatic and
LIBRA
would succeed in show business. The
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
tet ability to express yourself well is an
Serious intellectual work is favored asset to you in both business
and the
now. Your concentration is at its peak arts.

e

pie distrustful of those in office
and discourage honest people
from taking part in elections.
There is no sense in making a costly campaign for office when you
know the voting is rigged and the
election will be stolen. A big company can afford to finance the
campaign of a candidate who will
promise to keep down taxes on
company property, robbing the
county of money needed for
services.
What can be done
• Such familiar practices help to
keep counties poor and backward.
The trouble is that people finally
assume that nothing cn be done.
Something can.
Campaign spending can be
limited to give the not-so-rich candidate a chance. Contributions
from Political Action Committees
can be limited. Post-election fundraisers can be prohibited. Honest
election laws can e enforced, if the
Registry of Election Finance is

ALL SEASON
RADIAL

Your Individual
Horoscope
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
fPlit
Partners work well together.
Responsibilities are shared and eXPcuted efficiently. Yoli may make an
important domestic decision now.
Finances improve_
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Long range security should be your
goal in business. Shopping isn't
especially favored, though you'll
enjoy warm camaraderie with loved
ones. Partnerships are emphasized.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
It may be a visit to a familiar haunt
that perks you up. News that you've
been waiting for comes now. Career
developments today mean extra
income for you.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
016
You'll be tackling some home
improvements today. Free-lancers
gain new assignments. Evening hours
are perfect for a special outing.
Romance is likely.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Put the finishing touches on a
creative project. You'll reach a new
understanding with a child. Home life
Is more satisfactory than socializing
now.

Some kind of election is required
every six months, asking voters to
stay interested in too many elections, many of them involving
unknown people running for
obscure offices.
And the voters are seldom clear
about what they are voting for.
The Republican party is seldom a
major factor in state races.
Democrats in the past split into
factions which usually offered at
least a few solid issues. But the
factions have largely faded.
Rich amateurs have dominated
recent elections, and it is often
hard to tell by their platforms
whether they are Democrats or
Republicans. They base their appeal on television commercials
stressing personality more than
policies. As a result, there is not
often real discssion of state problems,or solutions.
What money buys
The rise of the rich amateur is
troubling. It is hard to mount a
campaign against a wealthy candidate able and willing to spend
his own millions for advertising
and publicity, and who can recoup
his money by fund-raisers after
his election, getting contributions
from people wanting favors. Much
of this money comes from
Political Action Committees,
pressure groups that, unlike individual voters, can make
unlimited contributions to candidates and thus have an obvious
advantage in gaining influence
with new administrations.
The rich amateurs can and do
hire campaign experts, pollsters
and advisers who shape their campaigns not on what the candidate
believes — if he believes in
anything — but on what the polls
say the people want to hear. And
what the voters want to hear is
that no one is going to rock the
boat or raise the taxes.
Many county elections, based
not on issues but on the question of
who gets jobs and contracts, are
rife with vote-buying, votestealing and corruption at the
voting place. Last year a school
bus driver had himself declared
blind so that a precinct worker
could go into the voting booth with
him and show him how to vote. In
another county, the school
superintendent admitted that he
had participated in vote-buying,
and defended the practices.
Such practices produce
dishonest government, make peo-

Olt

MAGNETA GT is the sporty economical alternative
in a Performance radial, intended for
the uncompromising...compare its performance
and style - compare its value

FREE
with purchase of an
Echo GT-1100 or GT-21 00
through June 25

FREE Weed Butcher
FREE Goggles
FREE 2 Bottles Mixoll

Total Value

13.99 Value
'2.99 Valu'1.99 Value

'18.97

TRIMS TOUGH
JOBS DOWN TO SIZE
Magneto GT
Size
P I 75/70SR13

Pro'

• Top value - the right combination of price and performance
• New, improved Echomatic"' line
head
• Lightweight but powerful —
21.1cc engine
• Pro-Fire" electronic ignition for
quick, easy starts

42.00

P185/705313

43.00

P185/70SR14

43.00

P195/7051,14

47.00

P205/70SR1 4

50.00

P225/70SRI5

34.00

P215/6551115

34.00

P245/60SR1 4

ss.00

P235/60SR15

WOO

P255/605515

37.00

Through Saturday
June 25th
& Get a FREE Kit

90 Days Same As Cash or
Low Monthly Payments
with Approved Credit

Jones Goodyear
721 S. 12

St.

GT-2100

753-0595

16995
MEW
Fist from the start

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110
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Huie uses workman-like attitude
in his quest for the perfect body
By Se0-1T WILSOA
Staff Writer
It is early afternoon on a
sweltering summer day and Corey
Huie is walking nervously around
the gymnasium.
He checks his lifting belt to
make sure it is snug,something he
has already done, several times
before. A few minutes later, he
walks over to get a drink of water
And steps in the doorway of the
building to catch the cooling
breeze from outside.
Though Huie's actions may
seem a little unusual to the outsider, they really aren't. He is
merely preparing himself for a
workout.
For Huie. it is just another day
at the office. You see, he is a competitive bodybuilder.
After a few more moments, a
few more moments of "psyching
up." the 20-year:old Murray
native heads to the back of the
room where hundreds of pounds of
weights await him.
He does not socialize during his
workout. There is little, if any.
small talk with the others in the
gym, who usually take time from
their lifting schedule to watch
Huie go to work.

Huie - is not being' arrogant. though he is treated with a great
deal of respect in the weightroom.
He has come there with a purpose.
a mission in mind. He has a job to
do and only that must occupy his
attention.
"I only work for 90 minutes and
then I get out of here. There is no
time to mess around." Huie
relayed."We (his workout partner
for that dayl kind of sit around and
get psyched up before we lift. A lot
of bodybuildng is in your mind.
You have to focus your strength.
Then, we start working out."
Huie lift's on a rigorous
schedule. He works three days on,
one off, and then three days on
again. Huie said the schedule,
though tough at first, becomes
habit. He said it is like the
"reverse" of anorexia, you get
upset if you are not big enough.
"You need to work on a regular
schedule. I feel bad if I miss a
day," said Huie, the son of Eddie
and Lou Huie of Murray. "Lifting
begins to work on your mind and
after a couple of weeks you will
start gaining."
Huie's workout schedule is not
recommended for the beginning
lifter. The Murray State

Huie has progressed well for only three years of serious bodybuilding.
He is not sure about how long he will,continue.

Huie gets some help from John Robson during a set of seated
a sophomore at Murray State University, tries to always workdips. Huie,
out with a

sophothore urges anyone interested in lifting to consult with
experts and be put on a program
that will best suit them.
"After a period of warming up, I
lift on a pyramid schedule. I start
with lighter weights and heavy
repetitions. Then, I move up to
heavier weights and fewer repetitions," said Huie. "This technique
allows me to build mass and
strength at the same time."
Huie's workout may vary slightly from exercise to exercise, but
he usually follows a certain
routine.

On the first day of his workout,
Huie works the muscles in his
chest and triceps. The exercises
for the chest include:
1. Bench Press — 12 repetitions
at 135 pounds. 12 reps at 185, 10
reps at 225, eight reps at 250 and
4-6 reps at 275 pounds.
2. Incline Press — three sets of
12-8 reps starting with 185 pounds
and going to 245.
3. Dumbbell Flys — three sets of
12-8 reps with 85-pound dumbells.
4. Pectoral Deck — two sets of 10
reps at 120 pounds.
5. Hanging Dips — As many as
possible.
Huie uses three major exercises
to work his tricep muscles. They
are:
1. Lying Extensions — three sets
of 12-8 reps with 85-100 pounds.
2. Standing Pushdowns — three
sets of 12-8 reps at 160 pounds.
3. Seated Dips — As many as
possible with 45-pound weights in
lap.
"You have to go real light to
start with." relayed Huie -Then,
you do 10-12 repetitions for each
body part. If you do more. you
may exhaust the muscle and lose
your intensity."
During the second day of his Corey Huie works out six days a week. He is on a three days on, one off. three day s on schedule.
workout, Huie works the muscles
in his back and biceps. The exer3. Hack Squats inclined stan- However.-a workman-like attitude
ducts." lamented Hine„ N ho also
cises for the back are: "
ding leg press — 12 reps at Is0 keeps him coming back- to the
said he has had to cut di w r on his
1. Weighted Pullups — four sets
pounds. 10 reps at 245 and eight weights day after day
beer consumption "I eat things
with a 30-pound weight tied around
reps at 270 pounds.
lately. Huie has had another
like fish. chicken. fruit, potatoes.
the waist. These are also done in a
4. Leg Extension — three sets of driving force behind him Recentpasta and drink a lot of water '•
pyramid style, ranging from 12-6 12-8 reps with 120-160 pounds.
ly. his girlfriend broke up with him
Huie said he eats five or six
repetitions.
5. Leg Curls — three sets of 12-10 and losing himself in the weights small meals a day instead of the
2. T-Bar Machine — three sets of reps with 120 pounds.
has seemed to be an easy way for
normal three meal routine -Your
12-10 reps with 175 pounds.
The exercises Huie uses for his Huie to clear his mind
body
needs 100 grams .of protein a
3. Lateral Pulldowns — three to shoulders are:
"I take my frustrations out on
However
day
''or stomach can
four sets of 12-8 reps with 135
1. Behind-the-Neck Press — four the weights I have to work out
only
hold
about
?.0 grams at a
pounds.
sets Of 12-6 reps with 95-1A5 those emotions somehow." Huie
time,
'•
he
said
The biceps are worked through
pounds.
_
explained -I am trying to get my
As a competition draws near.
three specific exercises. They
2. Side Lateral Raises — 10-s mind and body in the best possible
caloric intake fluctuates
Huie's
are:
reps with 25-pound dumbbells.
shape.'
He will eat a lot of foods N ith car1. Standing Curls — three sets of
3. Military Press — three sets of
And he has done a pretty good
bohydrates. which give you
12-10 reps with 95-105 pounds.
10 reps with 60 pounds.
job of it. Huie, 5-10. 190 pounds, is
energy,
and then practically
2. Bench (Preacher) Curls —
4. Shoulder Shrugs — 15-s reps 51 inches around the shoulders and
starve himself in the final days
three sets of 12-10 reps with 85-95 with 225-405 pounds.
has a 16-inch neck. 44-inch chest.
before the competition That_ au
pounds.
5. Up-right Rows — three sets of 32-inch waist. 24-inch thighs and
cording to Hun.. refluces fat awl
3. Dumbbell Concentration 12-8 reps with 95-115 pounds.
15-inch (salts
water levels in the both
Curls — three sets of 12-10 reps
6. Bent-over Rows L three sets
And the contest judges seem to
Therefore,
his muscles are more
with 30-pound dumbbells.
of 12 reps with 125 pounds.
like his body. In his last two con-, defined and shaped. a condition
The final day is probably the
Huie works his calf muscles tests. Huie finished third at the
bodybuilders call 'cut
toughest for Huie. That is when he every other day and the muscles in Kentucky Derby Festival
and fifth
Huie has been modestly SUCworks his legs and shoulders.
his stomach are exercised on his in the Mr Kentucky Teenage('onressful in three years of competiThe exercises for the legs are:
day off. For cardiovascular help. test. He is now preparing for the
tion. However, he is realistic
1. Squats — 12-10 reps at 145 he rides a bike three times a week. next Mr. Kentucky Champions
hip.
about
his efforts in the spurt
pounds, 12 reps at 185, 10 reps at
"It almost becomes an obsesHuie's body is solid. Besides
"I
would
like to try modeling or
225, 10 reps at 275, eight reps at 315 sion. You have to concentrate on working out, he maintains a
strict
maybe
own
a gym." said Hine.
and six reps at 365 pounds.
each muscle and feel that muscle diet. Food is a key factor in the
You
aren't
going to get rich in
2. Leg Press — 12 reps at 400 work," Huie explained. "You success of a bodybuilde
r.
this sport However. you can have
pounds, 10 reps at 490 and 8-10 reps want to be sore after a workout.'
"I don't eat fried foods, red
personal rewards I just want a
at 550 pounis.
Huie has been sore many times. meat, drink milk or eat milk prohealthy body."

partner. He is the son of Ed and Lou Huie of Murray.
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Sunday School
Lesson
H.C. Chili's
MOSES CONFRONTS PHARAOH
Exodus5:1-7
It required great faith and
heroic courage on the part of
Moses and Aaron to confront

Pharaoh, the cruel, arrogant and
proud despot who regarded
himself as equal to the god of
Egypt. At the, command of God,
they entered Pharaoh's presence

fully -believing that ultimately
their mission would be successful.
God demanded that he permit the
people to have a feast in honor of
Jehovah. This proud and haughty
tyrant informed God's servants
that he was defiantly refusing to
allow the Israelites to go on a
religious pilgrimage.
Forthwith, Pharaoh defiantly
refused to grant their request, and
indicated his wounded pride and
anger. Moses and Aaron then

Cere-money

repeated their request in a milder
form, appealing to the mercy of
Pharaoh, who was being asked to
allow his captives to heed the
voice of their own God. He argued
that it was not so much the honor
of God about which they were concerned, but it was their desire to
escape from their work. He
declared that he was not only going to force the Hebrews to continue their hard labor, but that he
was going to increase the amount
of their work. He refused to provide them any more straw.
Gathering the necessary straw
without diminishing the number of
bricks which they produced in the
same length of time was both an
unreasonable demand and an impossible achievement.
Exodus 11:1-5
By means of a series of ten
devastating plagues God sought to
teach Pharaoh and his subjects
the utter futility of trusting gods
other than Himself. God had indicated to Moses that several
plagues or judgments would befall
the Egyptians prior to the emancipation of the Israelites, but He
had not revealed their exact

THURSDAY, JUNE 23. 1988

number. The last plague in this
series was the death of all the first
born among the Egyptians. God
sent this plague upon Pharaoh and
the Egyptians in order to get them
to recognize Him as the true God,
and that he might be induced to
permit them to go forth and serve
God.
It is practically impossible for
us to imagine the grief and the
wailing which characterized the
homes on the night when the
firstborn were put to death. In
oriental society, the firstborn
male child was the heir to a double
portion of the father's inheritance
and the one who would succeed his
father on the throne in the event
the father occupied such a position. The death of the firstborn
was not limited to human beings.
but it also included the animals.
The destruction of the firstborn
was strictly a supernatural
operation.
From this passage, we learn
some important lessons about the
existence of God, the power of
God, and the love of God. This
same God, Who delivered His people from the hand of the cruel

717
/
4

The Only
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taskmasters of Egypt, is able to
deliver from the more cruel
taskmasters of sin all who put
their trust in Him.

Center for Leadership
works in conjtiction
with public schools
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
newly formed national Center for
Leadership in School Reform will
work in conjunction with Jefferson
County's public schools this summer to develop programs and
school management techniques
for nationwide dissemination.
Funding for the non-profit
organization will come from the
Matsushita and BellSouth foundations, which have pledged a total
of $900,000 over the next five
years.
The center is the creation of
Phillip Schlechty, executive director of the Gheens Professional
Academy, set up by the Jefferson
County district to help schools
change the way they operate.

Italian Pizza

LARGE
16" PIZZA

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

Extra Cheese
•
officials attended a ribbon-cutting ceremony for Jr. Mart gas and con%enience store which opened
Thursday at the corner of Fourth and (bestnut streets. The offical ribbon was taped with money to be donated
to the Main Street Youth Center. Pictured from left: Mac Fitts, Murniy•Calloway County Chamber ambassador: Hutch Seargent; Jeff King, Main Street Youth Center; Chuck Foster. mayor pro-tern; George
Reaks, Callimay County judge executiye; Joe Ross, contractor; Brad Rilcher. Belcher Oil Company; Tim
Bel( her, Nest Kentucky Food Service, and owner of Jr. Mart; Joe Belcher. Reicher Oil Company; Glen
Ikiran, president. Peoples Rank; Nalt pperson. chamber president; Pete Lancaster, chamber ambassador;
and Siete 'Lea. executiye 'ice president of the chamber.
IAWal

COW3101%1T
.
31rocoell
cciiiiromr•imiourform

Extra Cheese

plus 2 toppings of your choice

U

Dine In Or Pick Lpunk

ot

•

Worh $ 15 00 Additionsi

Purchase

doz
Excluding Tobacco.

Central Shopping Center (across from MSU Stadium)
Murray
759-9600

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682
Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat

I CM

ruLo

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

Sale Dates June 23-29

Shedds Country Crock Squeeze

MARGARINE
Breyers All Natural All Flavors

i
D:0
a. 1i
44
1
:
651/
6
1
/
EDGES

Dd,

79
'289

REAM
WHOLE MILK ,„ $ 189

fl sy 0 Rich

Scotts Decorated

TOWELS

'pion Family

TEA BAGS
CORN OIL

CHARCOAL

5„,

a

FRIED CHICKEN

$289
99
$119

2 Liter

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI,
MT. DEW DR. PEPPER
32 oz

Owen s Best Storemade

COLE SLAW
Owen s Best Deli Baked

ROAST BEEF

”

Ragu Twin Pack 32 oz

SPAGHETTI SAUCE $289
Ronco Reg. or Thin

$

SPAGHETTI

7 oz.

White Cloud 4 Roll Pkg

99

TOILET TISSUE

•
•

Prairie Farm

2% MILK

gal.

ARKET HOME IF UPER RIM MEATS 1/4 IN. OR LESS
Owen's Famous Family Pack

% PORK LOIN

99°

BACON

$ 1 39

$1 19
lb

US Choice Boneless

$399

American

CHEESE
Baby
SWISS CHEESE
owen s Best
BBC, CHICKEN

GLASS CLEANER

a

Gold Kist Young & Tender

i
$ 1 39

79'
,

18 oz

Glass Works 22 oz

Canc

CHUCK ROAST PICK—O—CHICK

Whole

BBO SAUCE
•

KETCHUP
US Choice Boneless

Heinz Thick & Rich

ROYAL CROWN, DIET RC,$ 149
DIET RITE SUNDROP....
Plus 'ep.

Hunt's Squeeze Tomato

-'

0

44, 4111
• lc
..•

8 Pk. 16 •z.

-COME TO OWEN'S F1 ID

9

CORN MEAL...5..

64 oz

PRODUCTS

99

Martha White Plain or Self Rising

59
179
$329

PEPSI & PEPSI

Single Roll

Royal Oak

24 ct

Mazola 40' Off

12 Pk

Dine In Or Pick Up Only
,
Expires 6-30-88

•

Expires 8•30•88

'899

alias..d
lags
Plaza

Pizza

Hyde Park Grade A

LARGE EGGS

plus 2 toppings of your choice
on each pizza

$c99:
I
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Red Ripe

TOMATOES
Fresh Green

$219
$329

$ 1 69
$ 19
$429

BELL PEPPERS
Crisp & Crunchy

CARROTS . .

59°
4/$1 oo
3P1°°
lb

1 Lb Bag

BANANAS

2 lb.

Crunchy Red

Fresh Yellow

CORN .

6

oz pkg.

4/$ 100

5 ears 99°

$

169

GROUND CHUCK

II,$

59

Center SIsced

PORK CHOPS

lb

$239

mot, Beef or Reg

WIENERS
f

Golden Ripe

RADISHES

CHUCK STEAK
Ektra Lean

12o

All Moat

BOLOGNA

1 lb

8.9
'
(
$119

Boston Butt

PORK ROAST

lb

Extra Lean

PORK STEAK
IL

lb

$1

19

$1 39

fr., I 0,,,r)

PORK CUTLETS

$

89
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Sports nuggets

Newton impressed with SMU commitment

Soccer standouts

Southern Methodist interviews MSU coach

Z.1111
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The Chiefs under 14 girls soccer team which just concluded its 198S
campaign are: 'sitting, left to right) Coach Dave Johnson. Coach
John Miller. (kneeling' Lair Booth. Darra Mitchell. Kim Johnson.
Sara Fitts. Maggie Snyder. -Jill Miller. April Barksdale. (•ctanding
Leah Stuart. Cristy Lambert, Laura Shouse, Krista Stalls. Julie
Waldrop. %.anessa Sammons. Amelia Davis and Jenny Lough.

By CLAY WALKER
Sports Editor
Steve Newton has listened, just
as he said he would, and now he's
willing to listen some more.
Newton, Murray State University's head basketball coach for
the past three years, was contacted by Southern Methodist
University two weeks ago. On
Wednesday, Newton visited the
SMU campus and met with school
officials.
After SMU Athletic Director
Doug Single made initial contact
with him. Newton said that it
would take an extremely attrac-

tive offer to lure him away from
Wisconsin head coach Steve Yoder
Murray. After visiting the school, are the other two frontrunners.
Newton is seriously considering
The SMU coaching position
the position.
became available when Dave
"It's a very attractive position Bliss resigned to take over the
and there's certainly a high University of New Mexico's
degree of mutual interest," basketball program. Under Bliss,
Newton said. "We're weighing the the 1987-88 Mustangs, champions
pros and cons of the move and try- of the Southwest Conference, were
ing to reach a decision in the event 28-7 and defeated Notre Dame in
that the job is offered to me."
the NCAA tournament before losAlthough Newton said that SMU ing to Final Four participant
hasn't made any offers, sources Duke. .
close to the program say that
Although the Mustangs return a
Newton is one of the top can- solid team, a lack of support and a
didates for the job. Notre Dame dark cloud over SMU athletics
assistant coach John Shumate and (Contd on page 13)

Cardinals' slide to fifth has Herzog fed up
St. Louis continues to falter with 6-2 loss to Montreal
The .A•oeociated Pre%•4

MONTREAL — St. Louis Cardinals manager Whitey Herzog is fed up
these days. and who can blame him?
The defending National League champions lost their fourth straight
and their 10th in their last 12 games when the Montreal Expos beat them
6-2 Wednesday night.
The Cardinals have dropped to fifth place in the East Division.
games behind the New York Mets.
"Right now it seems like we're never going to win one said Herzog,
whose club managed onl16 hits and four runs in the three losses to Mon.
treat. "We're not hitting the ball and we're not s:oring runs
-We shouldn't even have got the runs we did tonight
Bryn Smith. 5-3. worked six innings, giving up four hits, walking none
and striking out three. Joe Hesketh allowed two hits in three innings to
earn his second save.
"They both did good jobs out there. especially keeping their rabbits at
the top of the order off base." said Expos manager.Huck Rodgers. whose
club moved past St. Louis into fourth place
Joe Magrane. 1-2, took the loss for St Louis after allowing seven hits
and five runs in 5 1-3 innings.
"I had good enough stuff to win. but I didn't make the pitches when I
had to." said Magrane.

Jenny Lough

Cristy Lambert

Cristy Lambert and Jenny Lough were recently chosen :
state pool of soccer players for the under-14 Girls Olympik Development Program. Lambert and Lough attented two try-out sessions and
were two of 22 players selected. If selected for the final 1. players.
they will attend the Regional Soccer Camp in Parkside,
4-9.
Lambert, a member of the Calloway County boys varsity sq,.1,-id is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Doug Lambert.
Lough. also a member of the Calloway County teani. is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lough.

Members of the Murray Rowdies soccer squad recently participated
in the Murray State Soccer Camp with instruction by the Memphis
Storm indoor soccer team. Storm members include: (back row)
Tony Whicker, Darrin Jones, Rod Castro and Vincent Beck. Rowdies
include: (middle row) David Graves, John Key, Roman Shapla,
Aaron Perkins, Ryan Haverstock,(front row) Michael Boone. Steven
Watkins, Chris Germann,Sean Haverstock and John McConnell. The
Rowdies were coached by Gary Haverstock and Rocky Shapla.

CLEAN UP BIG
SNAPPER's Hi-Vac' Rider
with an optional Bag-N.
Wagon' bags up to thirty
bushels of grass or leaves
without stopping
• HI-VAC CUTTING DECK:
Cuts grass evenly
Vacuums clippings. Waves
and Pine straw will ease

les•snap with
;i
A division of Fuqua Industries

• CHOICE OF HORSEPOWER. Choose among
6 8 10 1 1 or 12hIP
engines
• DISC DRIVE: Provides
on.the-go shining through
live forward speeds
• HEIGHT ADJUSTMENTS:
Sir settings easily shift
from one to four inches

• OPTIONAL ATTACHMENT'S: Maintain your
lawn year round Bag-N
Wagon available fOr 28'
and 33" models Only
See why more Americans
buy SNAPPER Rear Engine
Riders than any Other brand

As Low As

1600

WIMBLEDON, England I AP
— Javier Frana struck a blow for
the underdogs of men's tennis.
Sort of.
Frana, a 21-year-old Argentine
playing in his first Wimbledon,
took defending champion Pat Cash
to five sets Wednesday and nearly
eliminated the head-banded
Australian on the third day of the
tournament.
Cash prevailed in the sun to win
6-2, 4-6, 3-6, 6-1, 6-4 but it was
Frana who received a standing
ovation from the Court No. 1
crowd.
"In the end, he took advantage
of my lack of experience," Frana
said.
Two other underdogs briefly had
the thrill of an upset in their grasp.
Australia's Darren Cahill won
the first set from top-ranked Ivan
Lendl but couldn't handle his opponent's power and went down 5-7,
6-2, 6-4, 6-4.
And Michael Chang:- the
youngest male player in 61 years
to compete on the Centre Court.
had his time, too.
The American, who turned 16
four months ago, gave seventh-

seeded Henri Leconte of France a
big fright for two sets before losing
2-6. 7-8. 6-2, 6-3. Chang missed four
set points in the second set.
-I'm not disappointed. It's not
hard for me to take this loss."
Chang said "This year was just
an experience year. It's been a
great experience."
Cash, Lendl and Leconte all Lad
today to draw a breath while other
top contenders took over the
spotlight on the show courts.
In second-round play on Centre
Court was two-time titlist Jimmy
Connors, up against Australia's
Jay Stoltenburg. They were being
followed by Gabriela Sabatini
against Radka Zrubakova, with
John McEnroe, safely over the
first hurdle in his Wimbledon comeback. up next against Wally
Masur.
On Court No, 1, Martina
Navratilova continued her quest
for a place in history against
Japan's Elly Hakami.
Navratilova, the defending
women's champion, seeks a
record ninth singles title at
Wimbledon.

heavyweight title fight

Talk revolves around
pain, fear — and cash
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J.(AP — Mike Tyson spoke of pain and Michael
Spinks of fear as the two fighters appeared together for the final time
before Monday night's heavyweight title fight.
Promoters, meanwhile, talked of dollars in a fight that shapes up to be
the richest ever.
"This thing is really a monster," said developer Donald Trump, who
predicted a record gate of nearly $13 million for the bout.
Tyson and Spinks both appeared relaxed during a two-hour press conference on Wednesday at Trump's Plaza, where they patiently answered
the same questions that had been offered hundreds of times since the
fight was announced.
(Cont'd on page 13)

Aim
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Dealer in Murray'.

512 So. 12th St.

753-4563

JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.

SNAPPER

The Cardinals scored a pair of unearned runs in the fourth. Toni
Brunansky hit a two-out single. stole second, and scored when first
baseman Andres Galarraga misplayed Tony Pena's grounder
Pena stole second and scored on Jose Oquendo's
Montreal came back with three runs in the bottom of the inning
against Magrane. Galarraga singled and went to second on Hubie
Brooks' walk before scoring on Tim Wallach's double
Nelson Santovenia then hit an 0-2 pitch down the right.field line fur a
two-run double.
"It was the same type of inside pitch I Magrane i had Just gotten a
strike with on me. but I fought it off," said Santovenia, who was playing
in only his second game since coming off the disabled list with a strained
tendon in his right hand.
"When you come back like that right away, it gives you a big lift
The Expos took a 5-2 lead in the sixth. Brooks and Wallach singled A ith
one out and Santovenia hit a bloop RBI single to right Wallach A e• I til
third on the play and scored when Magrane threw away a squeeze attempt by Luis Rivera for an error.
"The benchmark of a good pitcher is keeping teams from sk oring
more after they've had a big inning." 'Magrane said "I didn't do that
tonight."
Galarraga had an RBI single in the seventh

Unknowns Frana, Cahill and Chang provide
scares for Wimbledon's top-seeded players

IIP•

D & W AUTO SUPPLY
"Your Now Snapper

Steve Newton
Unpressed with SM1'

1984 Chevrolet. 12-Passenger Surburban,
'8250.00

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, Inc.
8:00-5:30 M-F, 8:00-Noon Sat.
502-753-1372
Murray, Ky.(3 min. So. on 641)
Jack Foley - Ben Nix - Don McCord

Mats Wilander. on the third leg
of his bid for the Grand Slam, was
due up next against Glenn
Michibata of Canada.
Cash was pushed to the brink by
Frana. ranked only sixth in his
country and 80th in the world.
On the same court and in the
same round in which Boris Becker
was dethroned last year. the
defending champion was twitchy
and nervous.
His aggressive game, which
reached a pitch 12 months ago.
was rarely in evidence as he hit a
stream of errors. But Cash would
never say he almost lost his
crown.
"He played fantastically well
for the two middle sets but there
was only one way he could go, and
that's down." Cash said. "I was
not unhappy with my game."
Lendl. who has never won

Wimbledon, played like a grass.
court novice for a set against
Cahill. Then he changed his tactics„staying back and hitting service returns past the Australian.
"Everybody knows this is not
my best surface and potentially.
he's a very difficult and dangerous
opponent.- Lend] said.
Few spectators left their seats
at Centre Court as Chang made his
mark on the tournament.
He hit Leconte with passing
shots and had the unpredictable
Frenchman in deep trouble. But
Chang's lack of variety and weak
serve were exploited in the last
two sets.
Chang was the youngest man to
play on Centre Court since
15-year-old American Sidney
Wood lost a first-round match to
Rene Lacoste in 1927.

ca I ha se hal I

HT, Corn-Austin claim wins;
FOP advances with 23-8 win
Stott Report

Chris Bailey, Mike Kelso and
Allen Rayburn enjoyed three-hit
games during winning efforts by
their teams Wednesday in Junior
Babe Ruth League action as
Hawaiian Tropic downed Kiwanis
7-4 and Corn-Austin trounced Taco
John's 14-3.
Bailey delivered a pair of
singles and a double to drive in
three RBIs for HT in support of
winning pitcher Bart Crum, who
tripled in a run as well. Ryan
Dawson stroked two hits for HT,
while William Beale had two hits
and Micheal GWiam doubled fqr
Kiwanis.
Kelso had two triples and a
single for C-A as Rayburn picked
up the win while collecting a double and two singles. Greg Melton
tripled and singled and Lucas
Denhart added two hits for C-A,
while Joey Bazzell tripled to lead
Taco John's.
Little League
Fraternal Order of Police qunched Pagliai's as Wednesday
night in first-round action of the
Little League tournament as
Wesley Cogdell and Adam
Ferguson cleared the fence and
the bases with home runs.
Cogdell homered with two
doubles while Ferguson added a
single and double to his round.
tripper. Joel Johnson doubled and
singled and Jesse Arent doubled
for F.O.P.
Chris Waking tripled and Lucas
Cherry and Travis Anderson
doubled for Pagliars.

The tournament concludes first
round action tonight, with secondround action on Friday and the
championship series set for
Saturday.
Park League
Atkins and Associates and
McKnight and Sons Sawmill battled to a 10-10 standstill Wednesday
night in Park League action.
John Eric Yezerski had three
hits, including a home run, while
Jeff Nix doubled twice and tripled,
Ben Mjos homered and singled,
Michael Downey had three singles
and Seth Grogan added a pair for
Atkins.
Heavy hitters for McKnight and
Sons included Matt Roberts with a
double and home run, Robbie
Naulty with a home run, and
doubles from Adam Larson, Adam
Nance and Peter Hershey.

Ski Nuts host

tournament
The Kentucky Lake Ski Nuts
Club is sponsoring a water ski
tournament Saturday and Sunday
at Twin Oaks Lake located on
Oaks Road in Paducah. Skiers in
all age divisions will be taking
part in the action which gets
underway at 8 a.m., both days.
The tournament, In its fifth year,
will bring in an estimated 60
skiers. Events include: slalom,
tricks and jumping. Concessions
will be at the site and admission is
free.
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McCray extends `ambassor' role with title
primarily as a recruiter, replaces
Bobby Dotson, who resigned to
open his own State Farm insurance agency in Louisville.
Head coach Denny Crum has
confirmed that McCray will
replace Dotson on July 1, the day
Dotson's resignation is effective
and the beginning of the school's
fiscal year.
McCray, a former standout who
helped Louisville to the Final Four
in 1982 and 1983, said he feels no
pressure returning to the program
as a coach.
"What is pressure?" McCray
asked coolly during an impromptu
news conference held in the

Talk revolves...
(Cont'd from page 12)
At one point, Tyson put his head on the table and feigned sleep as yet
another question was asked about his strategy for the fight.
"My objective is to inflict as much pain as possible to get the fight over
with," the undisputed heavyweight champion said.
Spinks drew the biggest laugh of the event when asked if he had a
secret weapon to fight Tyson.
"Yeah, it's going to be down my trunks," quipped Spinks. "Where can
you hide anything in the ring?"
Spinks grew a bit more serious when asked about his motivation for
meeting Tyson, a ferocious puncher who has knocked out 30 of 34 opponents in becoming the youngest heavyweight champion ever.
"It feels good to have some terror in my life, something that frightens
me," he said. "It's exciting, it's something a lot of people can't do. That
motivates me."
Spinks, a 4-1 underdog, vowed not to make Tyson chase him in the
scheduled 12-round fight. a tactic many figured would be his only chance
against Tyson's power.
Tyson allowed as to how that may make the fight more interesting, at
least for those watching.
"Iche comes to try and win the title, it could be a good fight," said
Tyson, who turns 22 a week after the bout.
With wife Robin Givens looking on from a nearby booth. Tyson touched briefly on his well-publicizedkrsonal problems, including a tiff with
his manager and reports he and his bride of four months were on the
verge of divorce.
The majority of what has been written in the press is hilarious, it's
funny," Tyson said "Its a joke."
Tyson said whatever personal problems he has had have tvaporated
as his training intensified for the fight
"I'm not involved with what's scandalous or what's happening in my
personal life," he said. "I'm just ready to fight
Tyson. though, grew testy at some questions including whether
Spinks' awkward style would present problems
'The majority of this is bull," Tyson said. "I just want to fight as soon
as possible "
While the participants discussed the fight, promoters boasted of a
surge in closed-circuit and pay-per-view sales that could push the fight
to a record gross of some $70 million, above the previous mark of an
estimated $60 million for last year's Sugar Ray Leonard-Marvelous
Marvin Hagler middleweight title fight.
"This will be the biggest-grossing and biggestnetting fight ever."
Shelly Finkel. who handles the broadcast promotion. said
Finkel estimated Tyson. who was guaranteed $1w million before a
ticket was sold, will earn over $21 million Spinks will get $13 5 million

98-degree heat outside Crawford
Gym on the university campus.
McCray said he will simply be
doing full time what he has always
done part time.
"I have a lot of knowledge of
what coach Crum wants," he said.
"You've got to match the talents
of the kids with the personality of
the coach. I wouldn't go into any
other ( coaching) situation."
Crum said he wasn't concerned
about McCray's lack of experience as a coach and a
recruiter.
"He's well-known and visible
through his exposure as a player,
and in recruiting, getting in the
door is half the battle," Crum said.
"Scooter is good with people and
makes a great, first impression.
He's been through our program
and knows our system well. He
can recognize talent arid knows
what we look for in a player."
McCray said he never thought
about becoming a coach when he
was a player, but added he had

Newton impressed...
((Wird from page re)
have troubled the basketball
program.
SMU's football team received
the NCAA's "death penalty" for
recruiting violations last year and
will not be eligible for competition
until 1989.
Because of the controversy surrounding the football team, SMI:
has tightened the reigns on all of
its athletic teams, raising the
academic standards of its studentathletes which has made
recruiting more difficult.
Newton said that school officials
impressed him with their commitment' to building a competitive
and respected athletic program
that would compliment the
school's strong academic
reputation.
"It will take dramatic restructuring from A-Z to build a program with a solid foundation,"
Newton said. "But the commitment to the program is definitely
there."
Another important factor that
Newton is weighing is the manner
in which he became a candidate.
"I didn't seek the position. They
contacted me," Newton said.
When people recruit you and are
interested in you and your services, that becomes a factor."

NO RAIN
CLEARANCE!
assaisma
-
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IT WILL

changed his outlook since leaving
the game.
"I thought it might be interesting, and each time I thought
about it! started to get fired up,"
he said. "I've been through the
program here as a star and a
bench-warmer. Now I'll come
through it as a coach.
"So I can give a player insights
on whether he's going to be a role
player or if he's going to be a star
player. I think I can offer a lot."
A four-year letterman, McCray
helped Louisville to its Final Four
appearances following an injuryredshirt season in 1979-80, when
the Cardinals won the first of their
two national championships. After
graduating in 1983, he played for
the Seattle Supersonics and the
Cleveland Cavaliers in the NBA
and spent one season on a pro
team in France.
McCray has been involved in
private business in Louisville
since completing his playing
career.

RAIN

Newton said that he is optimistic
concerning his chances at receiving an offer, but is not committed
to accepting the job.
"The most difficult thing would
be to leave the young men who
we've brought into our program,"
Newton said. "They're the bottom
line and they certainly merit
serious consideration.
"The big concern for my family
is leaving a fine university and
wonderful community," he added.
"I'm very grateful to Murray
State for the opportunity here and
I'm excited about the future of this
program."
Newton guided MSC to a 21-9
regular-season record, the Ohio
Valley regular-season and tournament championships and a 78-75
upset over North Carolina State in
the NCAA tournament.
Newton's three-year record at
Murray State is 55-37. Before taking over as head coach, Newton
served on the MSC staff under Ron
Greene for seven years.
In 1988, Newton was named the
OVC Coach of the Year and the
District 7 Kodak Coach of the
Year.
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

AMERICAN LEAGUE
N ATION AL LEAGUE
East Division
East Division
IA
I. Pct. GB
Pet. GB
Detroit
43 26
New York
623 —
45
24
652
New York
40 28
588 2,
,
Pittsburgh
543
38
32
Cleveland
40 30
571
3,
,
Chicago
36
33
522 9
Milwaukee
36 35
507 8
Morttreal
34
35
493 11
Boston
34
13
St Louis
507 is
34
36
486 11%
Toronto
35
37
496 94
Philadelphia
37
31
456 13%
Baltimore
49 51
271 244
West Division
Best Division
W
L Pet. GB
W
I. Pct. GB
Los
Angeles
39 30
Oakland
565
45 25
643
Houston
38
32
Minnesota
543 14
38 30
559 6
San Francisco
34
36
486 5%
Kansas City
37 34
521
Cincinnati
33 37
Texas
471
64
34
36
466 11
San
Diego
31
41
Chicago
431
9%
31
38
449 131
,
24
44
s
C'e
aalitfto
353 144
l:nia
30 41
123 15,
, AUanta
27 45
375 19
Wednesday's Games
Wednesday's Games
Philadelphia 5. Chicago 3
Minnesota 3, California 1
New York 3. Pittsburgh 0
- Oakland 6. Milwaukee 2
San Francisco 8, San Diego 7
Cleveland 3. Boston i
Montreal 6, St Louis 2
Detroit 3. New York 2. 10 Innings
Houston 5, Cincinnati 1
Toronto 4, Baltimore 2
Atlanta 4, Los Angeles 1
Chicago 5 Kansas City 4
Thursday's Games
Seattle 3. Texas 2 10 innings
New York Fernandez 3-5 i at Chicago
Thursday's Games
Maddox 12'3i
Cleveland 'Hades 6-6. at Nev. York
Pittsburgh iFisher 4-Si at Montreal (DoriRhoden 3
n
Baltimore 'Tibbs 2-3. at Toronto .Clancy
s°n1-5,
Philadelphia
n'
iRawley 5-6i at St Louis
3-9,, in.
'Tudor 3.2i. in'
Only games scheduled
Only
games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cleveland at New York. ni
Friday's Games
Baltimore at Boston. n
New York at Chicago
Detroit at Toronto. n
Los Angeles at CInclruutti. in
Chicago at Texas, in .
Pittsburgh at Montreal, in,
Kansas City at Seattle, " n
San Diego at Atlanta, in
Milwaukee at California .n
San Francisco at Houston. i n
Minnesota at Oakland. in
Philadelphia at St Louis,

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355
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AGAIN

SOMEDAY!
3 HP Rotary 20"
Push Mower

Said19.99

3 hp briggs & Stratton
engine, handle throttle
control. 4 cutting heights.
extended rope starling In
carton )481 0016i

Mastercraft 22"
Push Mower

Sale 179.99

35 hp Briggs & Stratton
engine. 14 gauge steel
side discharge. fully
baffled underdeck

Rear- Bagging 21
4 HP Lawn Mower
Sale279.99
Cast aluminum deck Hear
bags, single lever height
adjustment Briggs &
Stratton Max engine In
carton 1481-06851

Tilf I

TNDLS1111,111q11{11)

111,1‘11 IGHT(1L111110NS1111)

MiWIRY.11 NE 27

REG. 329.99

21" Convertible
4 HP Mower

sal.329.99
Self-propelled Converts
from rear-bagger to side
discharge. Single lever
height adjustment,
positive gear drive, fully
baffled underdeck In
carton 1481 -06691

CLEARANCE
PRICES LIMITED
TO QUANTITY
ON HAND

IWO. 379.99

c4,
416

OLP
PLAZA
TRUMP
Centerpiece
hotel and Casinos Atlantic City
I

I .

k1/111 • 1'11 PI

II-1k 11\11

CABLE
Call visrma N Today
753-5005

TCDTA L I-1 A R OVVA H E
8:30-9:00 Mon.-Sat.
1200-0:00 Sun.

and reserve the fight in your name

3-Fight Event Only $2495

753-8604
1
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SCOREBOARD

Former Louisville player named assistant coach
By TED M. NATT JR.
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Scooter
McCray has considered himself a
goodwill ambassador for the
Louisville basketball program
ever since his college career ended five years ago. Now he has an
official title: assistant coach.
"I feel good about it, but I'll feel
better when it becomes official,"
McCray, 28, said Wednesday.
Louisville sports information
director Kenny Klein said no official announcement will be made
until McCray receives administrative approval, but no problems are expected.
McCray. who will serve
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OBITUARIES
Mrs. Jean Vought-Warren

Claude Adams

Born Jan. 5, 1937, in Springdale.
N.Y., she was the daughter of the
late Edgar Darling and Margaret
Payne Darling.

The funeral for Mrs. Jean
Vought-Warren will be Saturday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Sammy Cunningham will officiate
and Mrs. Olivene Erwin will be
organist.
Cremation will follow.
Friends may call from 6 to 9
p.m. Friday at the funeral home.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to The Salvation Army,
c/o Wilma Billington, treasurer,
Bank of Murray, Murray, Ky.
42071.
Mrs. Vought-Warren, 51, New
Concord, died Wednesday at 8:30
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

She is survived by her husband,
Dan Warren; one daughter, Mrs.
Richard (Dawn) Lanham, New
Concord; six sons, Dennis Vought,
Ray Vought, Warren Bought.
Wayne Vought, Paul Vought and
Dale Vought; stepdaughter, Mrs.
Bobby (Barbara I Mallory; two
stepsons, Jackie Warren and Jimmy Warren; two sisters, Mrs. Ann
Fiala and Mrs. Sandra Hampton;
half sister, Karen Darling; half
brother, Eric Darling; seven
grandchildren; 13
stepgrandchildren.

Mrs. Wilma Geraldine Gream
The funeral for Mrs. Wilma
Geraldine (Gerry) Gream will be
tonight (Thursday) at 8:30 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry
Moore will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mt. Olive
General Baptist Church
Cemetery, Bluford, Ill.
Friends may call from 5 to 8:30
p.m. tonight (Thursday ) at the
funeral home.
Mrs Gream, 63, Dexter, died

Tuesday at 8:12 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital, Benton.
She is survived by her husband,
Curtis L. Gream; two daughters.
Mrs. Jerry 'Janet Gail) Lane and
Mrs. Charlotte Williford; stepdaughte, Sonya M. Kuhn; sister,
Alice Charlotte Nicholson;
brother, James R. Lockeby; 11
grandchildren; 11 greatgrandchildren; one step greatgrandchild.

•

Holland Drugs

Claude Adams, 58, of Rt. 1, Farmington, died Wednesday at 12:25
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
An Army veteran of the Korean
Conflict, he was a member of the
Church of Christ and was
employed at General Tire,
Mayfield.
Born Dec. 3, 1929, he was the son
of Mamie Morgan Adams and the
late Curry Adams. He also was
preceded in death by one sister,
Nancy Adams, and one brother,
Wade Adams.
He is survived by one son, Mitch
Adams, Rt. 4. Benton; his mother,
Mrs. Mamie Adams, Rt. 1, Farm.

ington; one sister, Mrs. Ruby
Reed, Mayfield; thee brothers,
Joe Adams, Mayfield, and Hugh
Adams and Ray Adams,
Farmington.
Services will be Friday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. Terry Walters
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jimmy
Odom, Jack Taylor, Jim McKinney, Cleo Hubble, George Harmon
and Wally Mohler.
Burial will follow in Bazzell
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. tonight 'Thursdayi at the
funeral home.

Thomas F. Bright
Thomas F. Bright, 53, died
Wednesday at 5:45 a.m. at his
home, 809 Beech St., Mayfield.
He was a member of Second
Christian Church, Mayfield. His
father, Richard Bright, and one
sister, Martha Maddox, preceded
him in death.
Survivors are five daughters are
Loretta Black, Dorothy Bright and
Iris Bright, Chicago, Ill., and
LaDonna Moore and Angela
Moore, Mayfield; six sons.
Thomas Edward Bright, Fort
Lewis, Wash.. Steve Sherfield,
Fort Leavenworth, Kan., and
Michael Bright, Donald Moore,
Troy Moore and Billy Wayne McCampbell. Mayfield.

Also surviving are his mother.
Mrs. Otelia Bright. Mayfield;
three sisters, Caroline Moorris
and 011ie Bright, Mayfield, -and
Barbara Jackson, Paducah; three
brothers, Richard Bright and
George Bright. Mayfield, and
John Bright. Springfield, Ill.; 12
grandchildren; several nieces.
nephews and cousins.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. at St. James A.M.E. Church.
Mayfield. Burial will follow in Oak
Rest Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Friday at Mason's Memorial
Chapel, Mayfield. The wake will
be Friday from 7 to 8' p.m. at
Mason's.
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Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
-4.44
2152.20
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
51% +
251 4B 2521A
Jerrie()
Kmart
2711 .1.
32 -Kroger
25 ,Il 4
•JCPenne
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2712 +14
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Pillsbur)
811B 83,..4
Quaker Oats
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Texaco
5334 -11
44% -11
Time Inc.
/
4
t" .S.Tobacco
80% -571
1111/3 unc
Wal-Mart
55 vac
C.E.F. Yield

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366
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SIZZLER
SALE
FREE!
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AUTOMATIC
ICEMAKER
WITH PURCHASE OF
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Large Capacity
Washer
Mini Basket" Tub

GE
v..

Large tub for family-sige
loads .Separate MmBasket
tub for small
loads and delicates

The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev
Virgil Blankenship and- the Rev
Buron Richerson will officiate
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday

Orvie Lee Henderson,80, retired
farmer of Milburn died Tuesday at
Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah
Born Jan. 25, 1908, he was the
son of the late William Henry
Henderson and Fronk. \Cooley
Henderson His wife. Mrs Jessie
Lee Henderson. preceded him in
death
He is survived by four
daughters. Mrs. Peggy Allgood.
Murray. -Mrs. Nell Heath.
Mayfield. Mrs. Helen Trainer.
Lexington, and Mrs. Joy Jackson.
Arlington: one son. Joe Frank
Henderson. Milburn. three
sisters, Mrs. Mary H. Wilson,
Chicago. Ill.. Mrs. Lucille Vaughn.
Arlington. Texas. and Mrs Betty
Newman. Garland. Texas: 10

grandchildren. Dye greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 2
p.m. at Milburn Baptist Church.
where he was a member The Rev
Charles Nelson. the Rev James
Tharpe and the Rev Shire i )akley
will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Raymond
Green, Junior Wallace. Randall
Johnson, Ronnie Jackson. James
Wilson. tilmond Morefield. -Albertis Long. Donald Guhy. Hubert
Crider. Ralph Edrington H
Johnson and Jewel Williams
Burial will follow in Milburn
Cemetery with arrangements by
Story and Orr Funeral Home. Arlington Friends may call after 5
p m. today 'Thursday' at the
funeral home and after 10 a m
Friday at the hunch
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Also surviving are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Brown Howard, Rt.
7, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Anna
Colson, Chapel Hill, N.C.; two
brothers, Billy Paul Howard, Rt.
7, Murray, and Ted Howard,
Spokane, Wash.; four grandchildren, Ashley Galloway.
Natalie Galloway. Terri Lamb and
Sherri Lamb; five stepgrandchildren, Chad Windsor, Michael
Boggess, Mark Boggess. Mitzi
Boggess and Mona Boggess.

()nit. Lee Henderson

"1 4
6.54

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Services for Warren Allbritten
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
The Rev. Dan Leslie and John
Dale are officiating. Mrs. Oneida
White is pianist and soloist.
Pallbearers are Billy Hendon.
Jotuiny Kelso. George Allbritten,
David Allbritten, Kenny Colson
and Mark Ferguson. Burial will
follow in New Pros dence
Cemetery.

HEAT

Ulbritten
Mr Allbritten 90. Rt 2. Hazel.
died Wednesday at 3 43 m at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
He was the son of the late lobe
Allbritten and Sharpie Meadow
Allbritten
He is survived by two sisters.
Mrs Cassie Hendon and Mrs Liza
Craig. Rt '2. Hazel and one
brother. Elbert Allbritten. Hazel

AtitIF
Through Sat.
June 25

q's a snap with

SNAPPER
A division of Fuqua Industries

30"
8 H.P.
Electric Start

Li,!I.,

,449

Automatic Dryer
with Permanent
Press Cycle

Less Murray Home
Auto Discount

4 cycles including permanent press knits 3 drying
selections Durable por
celain enamel finish drum
Removable up-front lint
filter

'14.
11;

NOV. ONLY

FREE!

•

Deli% cry &

c.

,

Normal Installation

Through Sat.
June 25

FREE

AMERICA'S #1 CHOICE IN
REAR ENGINE RIDERS

JrModel

Snapper

111X1(17KI

212CST

ENERGI• EFFICIENT REFRIGERATOR
17.4 cu ft capacity, 5.01 cu, It, freezer. Equipped for optional
automatic icemaker. Adjustable glass shelves. One sealed Mgt
humidity pan for vegetables, one low-humidity pan for fruits
Meats and Snacks storage pan.

$599

'90 Day Money-back or
Exchange Option from OF:
on retail purchases

GE ANSWER CENTER • SERVICE
800616 2000
•

.o.411 ,

Convenient Credit

Trimmer

Prompt. Reliable Service
Home Owned
Free Warranty!

•230/208 volts,
130/13.9 amps

FREE

• Energy saver switch

DELIVERY
Ali
11001MAL

•8 fan/2 cooling speeds.
• it/position thermostat,

An ICI 2/144111

Purchase of a Snapper Model 30085S
Rear Engine Rider Through June 25

With

JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIED SNAPPER USERS.

$549

EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE
Long Monthly Payments
Low Interest Rates'
Large Inventory
Fast, Efficient Service!

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRP Y
212 East Main Street - 753-1586

4

969
Value

—
Model ALIII8DAMI
• 17,700/17,400 BTU

..

Written Wa,ram'y Protection
Do-11•Yoursell Help

$100

1349

$368 $318

47

•
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16%

1578f1

phis, Tenn.; one son, Darren
Nelson Howard and wife, Jenise,
Rt. 1, Murray.
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Charles Nelson Howard, 61, of
Rt 7, Murray, Lynn Grove community, died - Wednesday at 4:40
p.m. for injuries sustained in a
construction accident at Ryan
Milk Co.
A plumber for Lamb Plumbing
Co., he was a member of Laborers
International Union of North
America Local 1214. An Army
veteran of the Korean Conflict, he
was a member of Salem Baptist
Church.
Born Jan. 22, 1927. in Calloway
County. he was the son of Brown
Howard and Clara Waters
Howard.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Wanda Paschall Howard, to whom
he was married on Dec. 21. 1957:
three daughters. Mrs. Denise
Windsor and husband, Freddy. Rt.
7, Murray, Mrs. Rosalyn Galloway
and husband, Larry, Rt. 1.
Mayfield, and Mrs. Carita Boggess and husband, Mickey, Mem-
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Charles Nelson Howard

SNAPPER

Murray's Oldest & Largest Super Dealer
We Service What We Sell

Murray Home & Auto
Hours: 7:30-6 Mon.-Fri., 7:30-5 Sat.

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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By Abigail
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Van Buren

DEAR ABBY I am writing after
reading the letter in your column
about the woman's aunts remains
arriving by regular mail It wasn't
funny at the time, but I had to
chuckle when I recalled the memories of my father's cremation a few
years ago
After his death, my two sisters
and I decided to have !bid cremated
and bury. his (-remains in the
Veterans Cemetery. The funeral
director nsked if we would like to
carry the (-remains or have them
transjs•rted for an addit00000 al feel
to the cemetery. We immediately
said. "Have them transported'''
We then proceeded to make ar
rangements for the time and date of
the funeral service., which was to
take place the blowing week
Imagine our surprtse when we
irrived the dav of the service only

to discover that, the mail was
running late, and our "father" had
not arrived in that day's mail — and
would probably arrive on the following day. We had no choice but to
proceed with the funeral service
anyway — without the cremains.
iSmall detail.)
My sisters and I just looked at
each either and cracked up when one
said, "Isn't this just like Dad? He
was always late for everything!"
THREE SISTERS
DEAR ABBY: The letter about
the cremated remains brought back
a funny memory. I had only one
sister, whom I loved very much. We
shared a lot of laughs.
She was living in Ohio when she
died. I was in Missouri. She was to
be buried in the family plot in
Arkansas after cremation.
The remains were sent to my
house by mistake. I was canning
tomatoes when the mailman ar
nved. My 5,year-old granddaughter
ran out to the mailbox. She came in
and said, "All there is is a box. Can
1 open it?"
She took it out on the back porch
and in a minute she had it opened.
She made a face and said.
-Grandma, why would anybody
send you a whole box of gray
sand"
I grabbed the box and said, "My
God, that's Aunt Grace!4 I dropped
the box and most of the "sand" on
the ground! We gathered up as much
of the "ashes" as we could and put
them in dmore sturdy box and sent
it to Arkansas. I am sure my inster
would have had a good laugh had
she witnessed that hilarious scene.
I went out and bought a rose bush
and planted it on the spot where the
ashes had spilled. It really grew,
and to this day, it is known as the
Aunt Grace rose. Why must most
people take life so seriously?
1 am 72 years old. Print this letter
if you wish, hut, please, omit my.
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INVITATION
TO BID
The Murray-Calloway Co. Park
Board will accept
bids to purchase a
1988 model tractor.
Specifications may
be obtained at the
Park's Dept. office,
P.O. Box 224, 10th
8r Payne St., Murray, Ky.
Bids are to be
returned by 3 p.m.
July 8, 1988 to the
Park's Dept. office.
The park board
reserves the right
to accept or reject
any or all bids.
Signed,
Harry Patterson,
Chairman,
Murray-Calloway
County Park
Board,
P.O. Box 224
Murray, Ky.

PROPERTY
TAX NOTICE
The City Clerk's Office will, during the week of July
4, 1988, file liens on all real properties in the City
of Murray which have 1987 unpaid tax bills. In addition, the City Clerk will forward copies of unpaid
tax bills to the City Attorney for tax recovery process through the Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk's Office,
Jo Crass
City Clerk

"Sealed bids will be
received at the Office of the Food
Service
Coordinator, Murray City Schools, 9th &
Poplar Streets, until 1:00 p.m. on
Wednesday, July 6,
1988 for furnishing
the following items
to the cafeterias of
the Murray City
Schools:
Milk
and
hiCream
Bread.
Bid forms may be
obtained from the
Office of the Food
Service Coordinator or will be mailed upon request."

NOTICE
100% PENALTY - CITY AUTO
STICKERS - JULY 1, 1988 ($70.00)
$50.00 PENALTY FOR NOT
DISPLAYING THE STICKER ON
THE VEHICLE.
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Scatter
6 Supports
11 Pieces of

I COULDN'T WAKE
HIM SO I PUT HIM
UNDER A COLD
SHOWER

I DECIDED NO MORE
STAYING OUT WITH THE

dinnerware
Lea
Diphthong
Ingredient
Neon symbol
Spigot
Inclines
Poem
Pierce
Fruit seed
Barracuda
Supercilious
person
28 Spruce
30 Paddles
32 Producer
Norman 33 Spread
irregularly
35 Snare
37 Lampreys
13
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15
17
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20
21
22
24
25
26

HE'LL RUN
SCREAMING OUT
HERE ANY
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;ME SURPRISED
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16 Servant
19 Full suit of
armor
*
21 Manage
23 Wild hogs
25 Extra
27 Bikini part
9
10
6
7
8
29 Fondle
31 Faints
33 Pertaining
II
to old age
17
34 Peruvian city
16111
36 Baggage
21
carrier
37 Mollifies
25
39 Boundary
111 41 Metal
fasteners
28
43 Vehicles
44 Containers
32
47 "The Burning
—"
.
14
35

43

42U
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1 Ankle covers
2 Folds
3 Sun god
4 Consumed
5 Shout
6 Writes
7 Rodent
8 Hypothetical
5

EAR

GANG
1A L 0 E
S INN

DOWN

12

14

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Lubricate
40 Kind of collar
42 One, no
matter which
43 Funny
45 Period of
time
46 Yes Sp
47 1971 Woody
Allen film
49 Agave plant
50 Senior
citizens
52 Glossy paint
54 Sows
55 Mixes

it
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Ashes Turn to Dust Sooner
Than Some Might Suppose
DEAR ABBY: The letter in your
column about the cremated remains
showing up in a regular box reminded me of this story. Nobody
(outside our family) iieill believe this,
but it's true: Our father requested
cremabion,- - so we followed his
wishes. The urn we ordered did not
arrive in time for the funeral
service, so we brought a lovely
container from home Actually, it
was a Chinese rice bowl. We had
service for 12.) We had Father's
remains placed in that bowl temporarily until the urn arrived.
• After the service, we brought the
bowl home and placed it in the
cupl
d. That very day, we had a
new cleaning lady who spoke very
little English.
You guessed it When we went to
get the bowl, she had already
cleaned the kitchen and thrown the
contents in the garbage can! My
brother and I ran out to the alley
behind our house, but it was too
late The garbageman had already
collected our garbage, and hauled
"Dad- -away.
ASHES TO ASHES
IN ATI.AVIA

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1988
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COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET
DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received by the
Department
of
Highways in the
Auditorium located
on the 1st Floor of
the State Office
Building,
Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00
A.M., EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME
on the 1st day of Ju.
ly, 1988, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened
and read for the
improvement of:

SRS GR 88 0000026,
CALLOW Al
COUNTY
Bituminous
Surface on various
roads.
SEE PROPOSAL
FOR
ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION.
Bid proposals' for
all projects will be
available until 9:00
A.M., EASTERN
DAYLIGHT TIME,
FRIDAY, JULY 1,
1988 at the Division
of Contract procurement. Bid proposals for all projects
will
be
available at a cost
of 88 each and
remittance
payable to the
State Treasurer of
Kentucky must accompany request
for
proposals.
I NONREFUNDABLE).
BIDS PROPOSALS
ARE ISSUED ONLY
TO
PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
proSpecimen
posals for all prowill
be
jects
available to all interested parties at
a cost of $8 each
( N0N REFUNDABLE ).
Specimen
proposals cannot be
used for bidding

INVITATION TO
BID FOR DAIRY
AND BAKERY
PRODUCTS
The Calloway
County Board of
Education
will
receive sealed bids
for dairy and
bakery products
for the Calloway
County
School
District for the
1988-89 school year
until 1 p.m., July 6,
1988.
Specifications
and general conditions are on file in
the Board Office
Building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky,
and interested bidders may obtain
necessary forms
there.
envelope
The
containing the bid
shall have written
on the outside the
name of the product bid, the name
of the bidder and
the date and time
of bid opening.
The
Board
reserves the right
to reject any or all
bids and waive any
irregularities in
bidding

2 .Notice
AOMISSIONS Coun
selor. Postition availa
ble for admissions
counselor at Bethel
College. Requires col
lege degree, previous
experience in admission
marketing, sales, or
counseling. Postion part
of a mature, ex

perienced four person
team. Some travel re

quired. Send resume to
Dr. Thomas Hamilton,
Bethel College,
McKenzie, TN 38201.

GOING out or business
sale. John's Saving
Center, 2206 Coldwater
Rd. All merchandise
sale priced. Cash sales
only.

PAGE It;
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NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate
or Custodial Care.
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever.
For free information
call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

140W to build the con
vertable an all seaon dog
house, $895 (Ky. re
sidents add 5°0 sales tax).
Mail to
En
W W
terprise, P 0 Box 1306,
Hopkinsville. Kv 42246.

HOW TO
WRITE YOUR
OWNCHECK
.1 thc ,01:.n•i•ted rarn.ng•
Oett.nual )1 real t,tate ‘.O‘
,
looks goott to kou takt• ,1
gr,od took at IKA'
As an IRA
A•stot ,ate
•ou sell the industn • Illae.t

5. Lost and Found
LOST Black cat. has a
band aid on back Call
474 1356.
LOST May 20th, gap
phire and diamonds"
ring possibly near Vval
Mart. 45th Anniversary
gift Please call collect
901-642-5989 Reward for
return.

asked Tor ,onsurner
Sided h th,i 'mist i.iimi)r•hensisti •rale,tf.ilning In real
estate It•cla•
To ti •n the blani, • all
I.'. ji IRA

r

t. i1111.11,

5114D

6. Help Wanted
ACTIVTTY assistant
Must be energetic, self
Starter, outgoing per
Sonality, enjoy working
with elderly Experience
with crafts and typing.
Some college preferred,
full time Monday through
Friday. Ability to express
Self in writing Apply
West View Nursing
Home, 1401 S. 16th St.,
Murray. E.O.E.
ACT Now New House of
Lloyd Super Party
Plan, 500 Exciting
items. Area supervisors
needed. Work from
home. No investment,
pre-training. Call Doris
502-653-3671.
ATTENTION now hiring
demonstrators for
Christmas Around the
World, work part time
now until Christmas. No
delivery, no collecting.
Call Jana, evenings, 753
9805.
BABYSITTER needed for
6 week old. Mon Fri 7
3. 30. References re
quired Cal/ 435-4446
COLOR stripper & pro
cess camera operator,
experience preferred,
but will train if neces
sary. Contact Carl
Woods at Creative
Printers, 1611 111 By
pass.

-tree local claim *emir*"

EiROERINGMEYER
Health Awareness Center
is again being directed by
Mary Broeringmeyer,
ERA
Chiropractor. HERITA
GE REALTY
Osteopathic department
769•9ERA
and colon therapy department continue under
the directorship of Dr.
Bernard Morin. Center
hours are 9A.M. through THE Panarama Shores
5P.M., Monday through
Water Association ExFriday. For appointment ecutive Committee recall 753 2962.
quests residents of
BUSINESS CARDS Gef Panarama Shores to
1,000 Free with 1,000 limit their water usage
cards ordered. Highest
to household only. The
quality at lowest prices.
increased demand on
Weekdays only, 436-2263
the system from watering lawns etc., plus the
lowered water table
from dry weather conBerkline
ditions is causing the
urniture Gallery
possibility of unfiltered
water to enter the
system's lines. There is
also the danger that the
will not be able
Wiggins Furn. system
to continue to provide
EtiO9 217W.N of Murray
needed water and water
On U.S. 641
will have to be hauled in
Roan& Nell Mopes,
unless the demand is
decreased
7534566
TRANSFER your 8MM
Open: Thurs., Fri.
home movies to video
tape $3.50 per 50 ft
& Sat. 9-5: Sun. 12-5
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
GRANNYS Kountry and photographs. Free GET paid for reading
Krafts is now open on pick-up and delivery. books! $100 per title
weekends 9A.M.-6P.M. Call Donna Darnell, Write PASE 187P, 161
Lincolnway, N
Saturday and 12-6P.M Video Production S
Aurora, IL 60542.
Sunday. 5 miles South of Specialties 759-9246
Murray on Hwy 121. LOSE inches, reduce IF you are not satisfied
Come see what we have stress, improve pos- with your ..present job
and need at least $36,000
for you.
ture, tone & condition per
year, then we can
muscles. Get passive
use you. Send name and
exercise before work, phone
number to: OP
on lunch hour, or on the portunity,
P.O. box 479,
way home. Murray Hot
Paducah. KY 42002 0479
Tubs, 115 So. 13th St.,
T O. Y .0 T A'
E.D.E.
753-3492.
IMMEDIATE opening
of
for female kitchen help
Must be 21 and able to
Murray. Inc
work days Apply at the
Financing on the Spot
B ig Apple Cafe,
General fine antiPuryear, TN or call
901-247 5798 after
Si Dor* D.150 4X4 '12,487
ques, Collectibles
Ila.m.
reproduc
and
tions
'11711ustati
1017
1 NEED 5 teachers to
Open
Show WorldBook to 5
'87 Toyota Corr* Li
1487
Qualified families per
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
week for $100 per week.
17 Toyota P.V
'8317
Mon. thru Sat.
Call 502 554 5500 or 753
(Other times by appt.)
86 Do* 450 414
'7987
5570.
1 mils from Murray
NATIONAL advertising
86 S.10 414
Hwy. 94E
753-0079
'7U7
company seeks sales
Wayne & Sh,rley
person in this area.
86 Porn* Bonneville LE '12,187
Dame - Owners
Most expenses paid,
93 Dalgt Lana
'7117
S36,000145,000 yearly
NEW factory outlef Must have
sales ex
86 Tiso3 Cart
open. Lamps & shades perience and car
1417
at big discount, glass, Overnight travel. Call
Nadi Ctit
19417
ceramic_ & brass Mr. Campb
ell
available, located at 9A.M. 5P.M.,
16 Chamfer *drum 107
527-3869
Southside Shopping Ctr.
NEEDED. Someone to
Next to Quick Print.
'85 Toyota Cann
'8717
do clean-up work, light
Open Wed.- Fri. 9a.m.body work and minor
45 Hoods Accord
'8917
3p.m. & Sat. 12:15
mechanical repairs.
4:15p.m. Call 753-2332.
Salary commens
15Ransu1S11
'3117
WE clean your rir757 With experienc urate
e. Call
free. We discount Gary Taylor
'15 Chertiiet P.1.414
'1117
at 753-9251.
jewelry, every day. We
NEED a job? 4 openings
84 Toyota Cola GI
buy old gold. We sell for
'1317
now You may quality
less, we guarantee it.
if: (1)you do not have
84 Toyota TKO Wept '4187
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we GEO Or your high
'34 Chrysler E Cleu
'OUT
school diploma, (2) you
don't have what you want
have been out of school
ill
we
84 Ford Tarp
get
it
for you. Gold 9 months or
'4287
more, (3)
Nugget, 106 E. South
'84 hymoiat Voyager
1487
Street, Mayfield, Ky., You are between ages 16
&
21.
We are a EOE.
Phone 5022476762.
'This project is funded
'84 Oswalt Colotrity
'4987
by the Western Ky.
'84 Fad Roma 4X4
'11117
Private Industry
LBL and
Council
JTPA. Call
Beta Sigma Phi
14 VoM
'1417
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
Kentuck
y
Lake
753-9378 between 8.30
'13 WA 621 Coop
'4917
12:005 days a week.
Arts and
13 Oldsmobis 11 IM/ricY'
6317
Crafts Show
'82 Ford Escort
'687
LBL Fenton

Cr

Shoppers Mall

ByGones

'10 Pilo

'1187

Price & Payment
Displayed
on each vehicle
515 S 12th

753-4961

Access Area
Sat., June 25
Sun., June 26
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Admission-51.00 per car
Proceeds benefit ?Medlin*
WATCH.

HELP WANTED
The new Toyota
Dealership in Murray
hes Inunedlet• openInv for a Finance IL
'marmite Manager
and 2 Selespersons.
Experience helpful.
but not necessary,
will train.
Apply en person

10KilladLEDI
HOSPITAL INSURANCE
Age 40 To 65
If Your Company Has Raised
Your Rates, Please Call Us Immediately For A Price Quote.
We Represent 7 "A" And
"A +" Rated Insurance Companies. If You Are in Average
Health For Your Age, We May
Be Able To Save You Several
Hundred Dollars Per Year.
CALL TODAY
Jerry McConnell Insurance
753-4199
"Our 26th Year Of Service"

of

Murray Inc.
$15 So. 13th St.
PEPSI Cola company is
looking for professional
sales representatives. If
you are aggressive,
seeking great advan
cement opportunities,
want to live and work in
your local area and
have a college degree,
then you may have the
Qualifications 4or this
position with excellent
pay and benefit °pocktunities. Apply in person at the Pepsi Cola
Plant located at Hwy. 54
West in Paris, Tenn. on
Sat. June 25, between
the hours of 8 a.m. and 3
p.m.
P IPEFITTERS &
Welders needed im.mediately, skilled
pipefitters and welders
for Southern Indiana
Industrial project,
Welders must be able to
certify, stainless steel.
EOE Call 612-1316211.
r

Help Wanted

SECRITY officers
part time employment
available ti the Murray
area. Apply in person,
Murray Guard, Inc., 58
Murray Guard Dr.,
Jackson, KY 41339
00011668 3122. EOE,
M F
REGISTERED
NURSES
RN's can earn
$15.25 to $16.00 per
hour by accepting
full time temporary summer
employment
at
Lourdes Hospital.
Must be experienced 'RN. Will be
scheduled every
other weekend. No
benefits-wages
only. Full time 3
pm-11 pm - $15.25
per hour. Full time
II pm - 7am -$16.00
per hour.
For more information. contact Personnel Department
(5021 444-2125 or
1-800-633-1173(KY
or 1-800-626-5435.
LOURDES
HOSPITAL
1530 Lone
Oak Road
Paducah, KY 42001
WORLDBOOK Child
craft, needs a district
manager for Murray
area. For information
write: WorldBook, 1175
Clark line. Paducah, KY
42001

Mrray Ledger & Times
14

Want to Buy

Want to Buy
8" industrial
long bed rabbet
jointer w 1 1/2
HP motor.

24

Misceliarteous

LARGE. large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery
Acree Portable
Buildings. Mayfield,
Ky 502 2,47 7831

OREGON saw chains
pinch for the
3- 8following bar sizes 10"
$5 88. 17 $7 14 57 42
16
58 99 20
& 21
$999 wallin Hardware
Downtown Paris
PINE Bark 2 cu ft
bags Mulch Si 99 each
Pine Bark Nuggets
15. Articles for Sale
$2.29 each Patio Stones
ARMY- pants and shirts. 2 X8"X 16
Red or
Walker work boots, wes Gray. 569 17 Al2 X2
tern boots and Herman Rea or Gray $I 69 New
Survivors, Jerry's Sport
12 1 2" Hexagonal
ing Goods, Mayfield, Ky
Stones. Red or Gray
}iOLIDAY-Inn renovation 51 69 Coast to" Coast
sale 150 yards of dining Hardware 753 8604
room drapery and lobby PORCH Swings now in
furniture. See Tim Miller stock' Sold Oak Har
or Wanda Bailey No clwood 4 ft Swing.
phone calls Please
Sn31 99
5 ft . Swing,
$39 99- Coast to Coast
ANTIQUES FOR !Al.!:
Hardware 753 8604
Han+ Kentucky
SEARS air compresser.
Eight antique sheps ui one
30 gal tank I I 2 years
block Largest selection of
old. pale $600. sew $350
tine oak cherry walnut and
Call 759 1354
I pine furniture in 200 miles
Depression glass, kitchen col
tectibles old tools dolls
advertising items art pot
tery fine glassware iron
ware old blue stoneware
saliglaze, gramteware pictures and prints quilts Open
seven days a seek Ail in
Hazel Kentucky Eight miles
south of Murray or US 641
Call 502 , 49: •135 for
information

753-4409

29. Heating and Cooling
10
BTU central unit
$500 firm Call 759 4515
between 6 & 8 p m
AMANA air conditio.
ner, 18,000 btu Call
753 2500

Livestock•Supplies

37

SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls Per
formance & semen
tested Excellent qual
ity 5650 & up Cadiz.
Ky 522 8794

30

Business Rentals
ALL Building near
campus Ideal for office
or small business Call
753 2967
31
Want to Rent
RESPONSIBLE adult
wants to rent your 2 plus
bedroom house very
imaginative Call 753
7313
32 Apts for Rent
1 AND 2 bedroom apar
tments Call 753 8668 be
tween 9A M and 3P M ,
Monday through Friday
E qual Housing
Opportunit
I BEDROO
Y M furnished
apartment. close to un
iversity and hopsital
Some utilities paid
Phone 753 4012 or
753 8756
1 BEDROOM efficiency
apartment
penal
utilities paid No pets
1753
97D
BEDROO
41
M apartment,
partial utilities paid No
pets 753 9741
1 BEDROOM furnished
apt available July
$165 month Water and
cable paid, no pets no
children Call 753 5980
/ BEDROOM apt. $1015
Per month, no pets. 121
N orth
next to
fairgrounds Cali 753
3139

41

Public Sales

4-Party
Yard Sale
(1st Time Ever)

Saturday Only
7-2
1658 Calloway
(Something for
everyone)

5 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7-4
1 mile north of Murray on Old Benton
Road

37

Livestock-Supplies

SADDLEHORSE, 7
year old filly, nice
racking gilding, reg
saddle bred, 3 gaited
pleasure mare - and
yearling colt Call 753
9390

41

Public Sales

Al1114)%i
Sat.. June 2.5, 9 a.m.
1,,w,•.4114)!.. 14 miles south of
Paducah tiy 6 miles north of
Mai field Ky S les mile north
of the Ky State Police Post on
Old Hay 45 Nest tools

Community
Home. Ira% el Trailer,
Campers. 4s4 Truck. Fouls
meat. %bop Teets, Furniture 4
MIsi
Mi 11411.F. fit )%IF.
12 ‘70 Peer 3 bedroom with
141 baths
TH4VVI. TRAILER
0.4%1I'ERS
4%4 Tfil

Intern:4

CI,
ortrine.1

trate! 1r:o'er a tandem
•1“r. t T111,
•• r huailer
,'abuser calliper r gle%e
▪
))leelks 1976 Silt erado
4•4
I'S
rut)) shit..
k
IYA.4 111.111/4 %TN
:I
*teeter tmll:rig rflOtof
WWII( tai ale. Coleman amp

nrig equipment !tiwart
Eke ;I'MP:tiiiT
Slii /I'

Yard
Sale

4
Its
%1:•O
Holie front end
loadr.
r.-ar
Kash llog
tiller Snapper riding !miser
•napper
rtl•naer 11t tw•1
tr•aer IC Mr T1 trdk. r
• No*
S 'alt:'. stilt' p• -r
tallie feed miser mtte
aheei Nan"... :1 speed
press table mode; helt sarAso
• LA*
1,11 Nos
sander .:.' tr.i 4h.),$) ?4].).
!,.‘!".• 7. • Aro), )
er, r,r•

16. Home Furnishings
1 PIECE bedroom suite.
$75 Call 474 2361
7m3
entgEuDnRfu
°
r°
n•M
apabrutt
sned
Berkline sofa, rocker
with stove and refrigera
recliner, & 2 lamps. Call
tor Nice, clean close to
'• 2 )
753,0271
campus
75
Available July 1
Have
choice
BEAUTIFUL Walnut
• 1•.
7 1.
Antique Furniture
BOYS
Speakers. 18" Woofers.
2 BEDROOM furnished
retail $800. 1'4 price
apartment washer
GIRLS
Call 753 3964.
dryer 914 Coldwater
Re
available now, no
N EW twin size
childpets couple
o2Uso
Medipedic box springs
p
rn„16.• c
r,a ill
..•
••••••
$
& mattress, MO New
753 59k
twin size box springs &
mattress, $100 Call 26
BEDROOM furnished
TV
Radio
753,1733.
apt Water and cable
TOP of the .-• .F,sher pad no pets
horny' Stereo LC"
18. Sewing Machines
,
n$o190
ont7 Chall
ponent
.th w•re'ess 753 5980
USED
Singer
&
Viking
•remote
contra' &
BEDROOM un
Sewing machines, your
Cal( aft,- 5 furnished apt
Fri. & Sat.
5 miles
choice, $49 50 Murray Speakers
SAY 151 ONLY
p m 159 1274
form town
mOwing.
Sewing Ctr
24th
& 25th
water & sewage garb
27 Mobile Homes tor Sale
fiO NONE CALLS .7.
19. Farm Equipment
102 South 9th across
age pick up paid $150
2X46 2 bedroom steps month Deposit & re
from Murray Middle
SUPER C Farmall with
EVERYONE APPLYING
ferences required Call
& underpinning. •n,Le
School between
cultivato
after
Call
r
WILL BE HIRED
$4000 Cal! 435 4420
753 74/3 or 489 2256
Main I Poplar
6P,M 435 4596
12X50 4 bedroom 7 BEDROOM un
DENTAL assistant
--kakevie
furnishe
traiier
w
d apt Near
re
Receptionist part time, 20. Sports Equipin
Modeied
downtown Deposit &
most turn ,
4 afternoons I 5, some BUSINESSES Caps,
tore and airiPiian,eS references required No
Saturday mornings in Packets, T shirts golf
in;:loCle
partia f pets Call 4.35 4325
winter months. Long shirts for employees Covered C
patio ex c.,,,,ent
BEDROOM apt
term employment, will and advertisement Can concl,
t,on 5'3 000 Ca!! $750 month Call 759
train. Send resume to be embroidered or
4406
printed
SI CTI41 4*
P.0 Box 1040-D
Faye's, 514
1X753
70
6
150° TWO Bedroom
1 BEDROOM. 1 1 -2 bath,
•at . June 25. 9 on S111
Main St , 753 7743
EXPERIENCED pain
goat condit,on stove re
central
townhouse
A
H
I
.
I /r1 ,..l11,41. 4'% I
ters Interior or exterior
frigerator and uto,ty appliances furnished
Musical
,e)t,th of 1*.o/ .i!
22
capability. S5 per hour
pole Cal! 759 4805 atter Aiso 2 bedroom duplex
mile north “f
Call 753 6244.
7' MASON Hamlin 5P M
central
s• Post
53 89
A Coleman RE
,-•t
Grand Piano. excellent 14X70 Fleetyvoo
Community
d es.
condition,
S15,000 Call cellent condition 3
9. Situation Wanted
it 14)).
4C'el
Ii
be
BRICK duplex. with
753 8950
mobile home 7/ trai ei
drown. 2 lull bath, carport, 1 large bed
MOWING and Trim
trailer. 12
s
irta
Ai.ihin
o lvea
, irreat na
u,
con
ming, large or small UPRIGHT piano, ex
room shade. couples
cellent condition, with
camper trailer
'SF
1:
heal
preferred no pets, $235
yards. Call 435 41447
raboverI sniper
dehumidifier, bench & clerpinning porch and p-er
7
Si 4 710% •ti t P•
month
Call
QUALIFIED child care lamp,
Silverado Ott }lough
i.re.dy tsehlett.
Call outbuilding inc uded
$450
753 6931
in my home in Hazel. 753
front enit loader • fur
Su. tIoneer
9202.
Already set up on .arge MUR Cal opts Nor
Daytime hours only,
rotors. moaer• & more
!IOW Lone Oath Hoed
lot in Southwest area Inwood Dr 1. 2 or 3 BR
Monday Friday Call 24 Miscellaneous
•i:nt rrs 4t 4110%
I'aduuh. k
(lot can be rented Call Now renting
Equal
492.854.
554 51110
"•0744
492 8261
Housing Opportunity
WHETHER its office or 1 cu ff. WHEEL
let I. `ter%
house I will clean it for BARROWS Steel Trays 14)(70 2 BEDROOM 2
NEWLY
you
198
L1 remodeled et
References and Legs, only 516 88 4 Oath Excellent condition
Cu ft. Poly Wheel
Central electric heat and ficiency apartment
available. Call 753 7262.
barrow Poly Tray and air stove, refrigerator. furnish
Partial
ed
WILL sit- with sick or
wood handles, only dishwasher
utilities paid, $160
elderly, night or day
$29 . 9 9 ! 4 Cu
ft
covered
f
ci
5
shwa
large
s
p
ha
etio
2° month. 5160 deposit
Call 759-4171 or 753-0785,.
Wheelbarrows Steel worksnop storage build
Call 753 8835
between 6 11 p.m.
Tray and Wood Han
ing Swimming pool in NOW renting
2 bedroom
dles.
only
park
$2688
While
E
13
Coach
Estates
10. Business Opportunity
apartments Call 753 3530
supply lasts. Coast to S13,500 753 6923 or 753
Embassy Apartments
Sale: Redmon Stake Coast Hardware 753
ONE Bedroom upstairs
Co. because of illness. 4 8604
11•• .PU like a AMMO'that is unique in the nesghborhosal
1974 COUJENTRY house
apartment, outside en
miles South of Murray on 5 GALLbN Buckets
see this knelt ontemporart on 34 t outer lot three
of trailer, 12x50. retrigera
Hwy 641. 753 2417, 492
bedrooms. 1', baths large u ,,'..-red dcii and trio ed
Latex Paint Clearance, tor, stove, washer and trance, stove and re
frigerafor furnished
8400
hack yard, gas fireplace and fitere Prig e just redly ed
Your choice . Interior dryer, air conditioner
Reasonable Utilities
FOR a small invest
WOO.('all today!
High Hide Flat White, 54500 753 9200. 489 2836
No pets $115 per month
ment you can have your Flat White, Semi Gloss 1 9 8
3
2 4 x 6 CS 713
Elm Call 1 395 4756
own Business. Start White, or Wall Primer, SPRINGH
ILL, partially
making money, fast. only 520.00. Quantity furnished
253- 1222
711 Main
with satellite ONE or Two bedroom
Build your future with limited, no reorder
apartments near down
dish Call 753 6769
the knowledge, train
town
Murray
Call 753
Coast to Coast Hard
ing, & equipment from ware, Central Shopping 1984 BUCANNEER. I 4109 or 436 2844
bedroom, 7 full baths,
The Body Designer. Center, 753 8604,
TAKING applications
central heat 6. air
Murray Hot Tubs, 115
H.P. Sears riding lawn appliances, furniture, for Section 8 Rent
So. 13th St., 753.3492.
mower, wide cut, $350. electric pole and under Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
Sat., June 25th, 19401 at In a.m. at Mr. Ralph
BR
Apply Hillda/e
Call 759 1354
pinning Call 753 0220
11. Instruction
Kimbro home. From Murray.
Hardin, Ky
take 94
ANTIQUE oak vanity 1988 CLAYTON 14X70, I Apts
West to 732 south 1 mile. Watch for auction
dresser over 100 years bedroom„ 2 full bath, E qual Housing
old, $75. Minor engine excellent condition Call Opportunity
sign. Mr. Kimbro has sold his home and
repairs and car clean
753 0411, or 436 5874, TASTEFULLY de
moving out of state.
up, S35. Call before 3 after 6 p m
corated I bedroom log
Small chest freezer - large upright freezer
p.m. 759 4916.
1988 CLAYTON 14X57 all duplex, on private road
auto washer St dryer - lione china ups &
BEAUTY shop equip
electric, must be moved, east of town Energy
saucers - nice silver looking coffee maker
ment. Call 759 1084
efficient Deposit re
$11,750 Call 436 5435
TRAVEL AGEN'
COLORADO Lava / BEDROOM, central quired No pets $200
with cream & sugar. cocktail shaker some
Rock, 1 cu ft bag, electric heat. 2 large air month Call 753 8848,
(ild glass & china , lot of pots & pans - small
TOUR GUIDE
Great no rot landscape conditioners, like new before 9 p m
kitchen appliances - nice hidabed couch &
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST
material, only $2.59 a carpet, Fox Meadows
odd chair- 2 nice Etroyhill chairs - odd small
34 Houses for Rent
bag. 504 Black Land
B
753 59898Coleman RE
tables - nice table lamps - floor lamp - fanStart locally,full/part time
scape Rock only $175
I BEDROOM home
Train on live airline corn
per bag. Coast to Coast
cy pictures & frames - fancy wall decora•
East
side
of
Murray
BEDROO
2
M
doublew
Home
reel
study
and
putere.
Hardware. 753 8604.
sleeping rooms up
ide, 74x10. best offer
tion - card table & chairs - nice old treadle
dont training. Financial aid
DINING room table $75. Call 345 2799 weekends stairs Available Aug 8.
available Job placement
sewing machine - It&M' T V. - vacuum
8 horsepower 24 inch cut or before? 30P M
assistance. National Muir,
5400 per month Call
cleaner - nice set of flatware - lot of linen
Pompano Bch , rL
Briggs & Stratton riding 7 BEDROOM
mobile 753 5980
hand 8r face towels - lot of needle work mower $ 1 5 0 . Gas home, 8X50 on 1/2
NICE
bedroom,
2
5791
A.C.T. TRAVEL 14(14001.
acre
powered weed eater, lot. Electric and phone, Also, 2 bedroom
there may be 3 or 4 old quilts - flower box
1-800 32 7 7 728
chain saw, acquarium, storage shed, furnished. townhouse, central H/A,
bird bath. step ladder - bush cutter- line
and baby items. Call Call 436 2674.
redo..d merni,ei • ii
$250 Also 3 bedroom,
trimmer - hedge trimmer • bench saw 753 9818.
5350
Coleman
RE
753
LOTS, well, septic
hammock - 4 drawer chest - flat top trunk
E NTIRE slock tank, '77 Windsor 14X7
9898
metal shelf - krout cutter - iwn cutter McCall's patterns are $7000 Call 436 2997
NICE 4 bedroom, city,
half price, plus 50 cents,
clean fruit jars • filing cabinet - garden
fenced yard, 5500. Ap
JUNE specials! 3 bed
no limit, 1 week only
Ti? %I\
planter - old tool & dye maker chest - wren•
room double wide only plianced furnished, good
Murray Sewing Ctr.
re) lth
5)8,995. 3 bedroom 14x70 neighborhood, quiet
ches
& tools - hand & garden tools - crochet
IREWOOD for sale. only 513,995. 2 bedroom street July 1. Coleman
ESS1e)\.41,
set - push plow - old corn sheller, ClarksRE
7539698
437-4667.
14'
wide
only
$9995 All
*SECRET 481
ville, Tenn. - nice kerosene space heater
t-ULL size bed and these homes have 2x4 TWO or three bedroom
*SE(./RECEPTIONIsT
sheets, excellent condi
- push mower- super nice Case 222 hyd. 12
walls,
2x6 floor joist, house, newly decorated
•UltEt'l 1111:
Three miles on 94E.
hon. Also white metal storm windows and nor
h.p. riding lawn mower with about 100 hrs.
*
sECRET %RI
cabinet Emerson them n insulation Top Couples preferred. Call
Mr. Kimbro bought new with lawn tractor
Start Weak.
stereo. Call 759-9810 quality at a low price. 753 3450, after 6 p.m.
pan ions
- misc. items. Not respontsible for accidents.
lonnt word prwessiasau
after noon.
Volunteer Homes, Lake
wasted serwisrlel
36. For Rant or Loam
lunch available.
LTDDEN Latex Wail Hwy., Paris, Tn 901 642
bean flaids aid !Sender
Paint
5 gallon can 4466.
TralaWa.
refFire7r7""
3r ease
"
r1
1
Perapirs adi .
$2999 Get at Black's
7,900 sq. ft at 900 S. 4th
Decorating Center, 701 211. Mobile Homes for Rent
St. Will rent all or part.
14100-327-7.72s
licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 01281
S. 4th St., Murray, KY.
bR 3 BR, furnished or Call 759 1164 after 5P.M.
NB 14 Ulf ihvii
HIDE A-fied cough, unfurnished, some new RENT to Own a -Heavy
Darrel
or-re
l Beane - Terry Paschall
row
vanity type dresser, furniture, natural gas
Duty Washer and
•OMB.Auctioneers
also 14ft Cherokee boat, electric, air con
Dryer, 518 per week.
motor, trailer. Call ditioned. Shady Oaks Call Movie World at
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It l'ays"
492 MX
753 4663.
753 5209.

Fri. & Sat.
8-4
321 N. 7th
EverythIng
from A-Z

Backyard
Sale

FOR

KOPPERUD REALTY

Public Auction

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
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CLASSIFIEDS
37. Livestock•Supplies

37. Livestock-Supplies

41

Public Sales

REGISTERED

41 .

41. Public Sales

Limousine
436 2997

Public Sales

LARGE
YARD SALE

bull

Call

Multi-Family
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
8 til ?

1st Time
June 25-26
Poor Farm Road in
Penny. Watch for
signs.
It you need it we've
probably got it,

Take 94 to 497 Take 491 to
PinaCrest Resort furnish
2nd house.
Pinto motor bike 2
ten speeds some an' Pies& some cleptes,ii glass tots of nice
•

2 Party
Yard Sale

3-Party
Yard Sale

Fri., June 24
7-?
202 Irvin St.

Fri. 8-5
Sat. 8-12
601 Broad
Ext.

Old coins furniture,
quart jars. glassware.
2 guns punk boxes

Garage
Sale
Fri., June 24
94 East to
East Y Subd.
first street
on 280,
8th house
on right.

46. Homes for Sale

49. Used Cars

51

BEDROOM house in
Murray, aluminum
trim, newly re
decorated Call 753 5480,
after 5 p m.
1 BEDROOM, 1 bath,
well maintained home,
great location in town,
wood fenced backyard,
nice landscaping $40,
000. CAII 759 4842, after
5p.m.

1983 JEEP Scrambler,
$5000, 413 S. 9th St or
call 759 1336.
1984 CUTLASS Supreme,
white, Pioneer stereo
system, speakers,
equalizer. CT steering
wheel, tinted windows,
new tires, sharp. $5500.
753-9200, 489 2836.
198,4 FORD Escort L. 1
dr., 39,xxx miles, 4 sp.,
new tires, excellent
condition $3400. Call
759 9890 or 753 5677.
1984 FORD Tempo, p.s ,
p.b., air, cruise, good car,
13295, also 1976 Olds 88,
dependable, good car,
1595. Call 489 2266.
1984 MERCURY Grand
Marquis LS, extra nice,
dark blue, white vinyl
top, 18000. Call 527 8810.
1985 OLDS 98 Regency
Brougham. P.sair, tilt, cruise,
AM/FM cassette, wire
wheels, new Michelin
tires, 53,xxx miles,
$8400 Call 489 2704,
after 7 .m.
1987 NOVA 4 cyl Toyota
motor, p.s , ac,
AM/FM stereo, auto.
trans., 8,500 miles. Will
sell for a firm $8700.
Call 753 9513.
1987 PONTIAC Grand
Am, 2 dr, white with
burgundy interior, new
white letter tires, &
wheels, 35,xxx act.
miles, $8750
V MUSTANG LX, red,
sharp, 5 speed,
AM -FM, cruise, 10,yyx
act miles Call 753 5216

AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailers, pre owned.
Charles Cochran,
7530114

7 Party
Yard Sale
Thurs., Fri.
Sat. & Sun.
7-?
121 S. to Mt. Carmel
Church turn left
down road to Cypress
Resort. Watch for
signs.

Yard Sale
1001 Walnut

Garage
Sale

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
June 24 & 25
8 a.m.-?
Hwy 121 N.

& Sat. 8 AM-5 PM
104 S. 13th
behind
Bill's Upholstery
Pll&1
rnens & large
r en s ciothIng
No,
.4e,qT1Ts biCvc les &
oarts baseball cards
*0rages

,irorr

Super
Yard Sale

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
June 24 & 25
8 AM-5 PM
Lynn Grove

Fri Sat & Sun
June 24 25 1 26
9 AM to 4 PM
810 Sunny Lane
Murray

AFTER
INVENTORY SALE
r

I?

f

Salo Starts Juno 22
10005 a loows of 'lards To Choose From
I Truck Load of Short Roils
Homy, Commorc is I MII•B Colors

$2.25 Se. Yd.
I 2 Heavy HI-to Shag

$4.95 to $7.95
SC1 Vcj

1

Oiir Fte-.1

$7.95 to S12.4')
YdSq

1 498-8963
PASCHALL CARPET, INC.
8 Miles S of Murray KY • 641 Hwy
Between Hazel. KY and Puryear TN

MINC=====.9211MEIMM
Need A Special Gift?
'att•,- k..,o;4.k•r-Bras
`-s,PP e!,-Crysta,-Notior
°ea Swinqs
4Ja ly sofas-Jove seal,
i.i• ..•(
s-desks- tables &
. • ioidinment cente'

Motorcycles

1982 YAMAHA Seca 400,
low mileage, $900. Call
759-4506,
1986 KAWASAKI 454
LTD,68xx miles, maroon
Book value $1550, selling
price $1395. 753 7839
ilOCC YAMAHA, $150.
100CC Yamaha, $250
Call 753 7976, after 5
p.m.
/85 KAWASKI KST 2R1
Tecate 3 wheeler. Must
sell. Call after 6 p.m.,
753 44.17.
48

Auto Services

rNGINE, 305 Cl, '87
model, 3,500 actual
miles. $1,000, call 527
9729
49

Used Cars
197/ FORD pick up, 302
auto., $375. Call
759 1354.
1975 LINCOLN Town car,
"U air conditioners,
PS, PB, air, bought
used carpet, old quilt.
locally Power train in
good shape Asking $550
'urniture, glassware.
753 3163 days, 753 9894
name brand jeans.
evenings.
Now It's
children & adult
1976 BUICK, 2 door Calf
436 2868.
clothes
1976 DATSUN ti 210,
4,1,tra, 5 i•
wrecked, good motor,
43
Real Estate
auto_ trans , will sell car
15 ACRES of land, I mile for parts. $200 call
west of Kirksey Call 489 436 5560
2161
1976 DATSUN B 210,
rXPERT Real Estate good running car, ex
agents needed for cellent for work, 9375
Call 436 5560.
rtfaior real estate corn
1978 BUICK Estate
pany in Murray, KY
Send resume to P 0
Wagon, 9 passenger, all
901-842-3900
Box 742.
power, $700 Call 753
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
roR Sale Good rental 9873.
property, four apart
1978 PONTIAC Grand
ments, 1 block from Prix. Call 753 0222
Used Trucks
50
campus $40,000. call 1779 DODGE Colt, 4 dr,
PONT AC Cata
1975
753 1203
good dependable. need lina,
4 Or , automatic,
FOR sale Shop 30 x-40
to sell, $450 Call 759
a/c. S-450 1967 DODGE
with office 12'x12', 2 1/2 1480
4.40 Coronet wagon, 318
acres, city water, gas 1980 CU ILA 55
motor, stick, runs good
heat, has setup for trailer Supreme, p s , p.w.,
$375 Call 759 1354
or building 2 2 miles east p.b , tilt, A C. T tops,
on Hwy 94 $27,000 753 S3500.or best offer Call 1979 CHEVY pickup, 6
cylinder Call 436 2868
2527
759 1480.
kOPPERUD Realty 19813 PONTIAC Sunbird, 1980 EL Camino Super
offers a complete range 4 cyl , needs some body Sport, extra sharp, $3850.
of Real Estate services work, $425. Call Call 753 1217.
1981 CHEVY Scottsdale,
with a wide selection of 753 5016, after 6 p.m
quality homes, all 1982 PEUGEOT, like swb, auto. V 9, $2900.
prices 753 1222, toll free new inside and out, Call 753 0188, after 5
1 800 251 HOME Ext
needs little mech. work, P.m
711L for courteous, $1500 or best offer Call 1982 AMC Sierra
Classic, fully loaded,
competent Real Estate 759 9698
service. We make buy 1983 BUICK Electra 305 V 8 4 Barrel, tinted
windows, white lettered
ing & selling Real Limited, 4
dr , all
tires. 58,xxx miles,
Estate easy for you
options, immaculate
?xtra nice truck Call
condition, 51,xxx miles
44 Lots for Sale
492 8297
Call 753-0126.
1986 CHEVY S 10, red,
1 0X150 NEAR lake on 94
4 speed, air. AM FM.
east, 7 miles from
cruise. 13,xxx miles,
Murray, S33130 or best
'79 Chev. Monte
extra sharp, S6250. Cali
offer Must sell. Call
Carlo Landau. Tri753 5279, after 5 p.m.
753 9525
ple white, small V-8
1988 MAZDA convert'
kENTUCKY Lake Lot
ble truck. Days 759 4131,
12x60 Mobile Home, sep
PS, PB, air. stereo.
or evenings 753 4252.
tic, well. lot goes to TVA
1 owner. 58.XXX
survey line, S16,500. 442
Campers
51
actual miles!
1770 or 442 3632
1978 HERITAGE 5th
46 Homes for Sale
wheel, 30', fully self con
tamed with awning, ex
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
cetlent condition
home on beautiful 3
753 5216
700 Main St.
acre wooded lot on
1985, 28 Prowler trailer,
Whippoorwill Way, 15
Murray
twin beds, air conditio
minutes from Murray
759-1839
ner, stereo system and
onl Hwy. 121. Features
microwave 759 9542
large semi circular
glassed in family room
With fireplace, spacious
kitchen with breakfast
area. Large living room
& dining combination,
large - laundry/ play
room, 2 car garage. Call
for an appointment,
247 1468
BENTON, 515 W. 4th,
sharp 3 bedroom, central
1-1/A, redecorated. Only
S32,000. Financing
available Coleman Real
Estate 753 9898.
COMFORTABLE
Bedroom house in
Hazel, wall to wall
carpet, gas heat,
aluminum siding. $28,
300. Call 492'8755.
COMPLETELY redecorated 3 bedroom
brick, 5 minutes east of
town. You look we talk.
Call 753-5836.
rNERGY efficient, low
maintenance 2 bedroom,
1 bath, home with full
basement, aluminum
siding, Therma Pane
windows and central gas
heat/air, on wooded lot in
Benton. Owner moving so
711 Main
753-1222
priced to sell at 439,900.
Call 527-1938 after 5P.M.
}40USE for sale in Canterbury. Owner must
"UPCOMING"
move. Cali 753-2531 after
1P M. weekdays for an appointment
'PEAL nice 2 bedroom, on
Sat. July 9th, 10:00-12:00
1/2 acre. 10 minutes from
Murray on 732. $30,750.
Cadiz Ky. - Murray Ky.
Call 436 5435.
AC
113
AC
160
Two Bedroom House
on 3 acres with 24832
open
Beautiful wooded
shop, satellite dish and
several outbuildings in
Lake
located
near
sites,
building
Penny area. Call 753
2900 or 753-5702 after
Barkley and Kentucky Lake. Each
5P.M
WATERFRONT 2 bed
farm to be offered in tracts.
room 2 bath aluminum
sided home with central
heat and air, covered re
dwood patio deck, new
garage, On lovely wooded
lot Excellent boat dock,
spectacular view of Ken
Oki Air• Int
2••
• r,
tucky Lake. Only $63,700
41‘0424.0.14 NT 42.14
202 4•• •2••
.
Call today for apqdlnt
14.0..N.1011•1
POI
Ment to KW Kopøerud
Realty 753-1222.

Street
Fri. 8 a.m.-?

Dan Taylor

Chevrolet Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Inc, of
Pans, TN

McNutt
Motor Sales

32 Acre Farm

* Bargain *
Tobacco barn & base.
2 room block house,
3 bedroom house.

Borders on watershed.

You'll find it all

Shoppers Mall
Wiggins Furn. Bid
Murray US 641 753-45061
Open: Thurs.. Fri.. S Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5
ROV'otncNeWggns
161•111111111

...==11111MOINI

The Toyota Dealership
in Murray is

UNDER NEW
OWNERSHIP
and a New Name
* New 1 oyotas *
Arriving This Week

roiriroi

47

[A'

of Murray
515 So. 12th
753-4961
Murray

PAC

Mirrray Ledger & Times
Campers

FOR sale Ducks Rab
bits and Banty Chickens
Call 474 6856 or 753 1773
after 6P M

THURSDAY, JUNE 23, 1088

52 Boats -Motors
14 CeaNymph alum
ninum boat, floored and
carpeted, with steering,
1981 35 hp. Johnson
motor, trailer, like new,
all accessories in
cluded, $3000. Call 7591965 or 753-9235.
14 Crosby fishing boal
with 15 h.p. motor, tilt
trailer, depthfinder &
trolling motor. Call
753 8123, after 5 p.m.
1982, 1750 PROCRAFT
bass boat, 150 Mercury
motor, new batteries,
Lowrance depth finders,
excellent condition. 502
345 2374 after 5P.M.
ARROWGLASS Miksie,
1975 Evinrude motor,
S1800. Call 437 4157.
CRESTLINE fishing boaf
and trailer with 25HP
Johnson motor, must sell.
$1000 or best offer. 7591647.
141 Lo trailer, 19'. Call
436 2600.
PARKER'S Marine
Salvage Wants to buy
boat, motors, trailers
and marine parts. Hwy.
69 A, Paris, TN. 901-6426569
WANT To Buy or Sell:
Boats, motors, trailers,
parts, anything marine.
Paris, TN, 901 642 6569,
8A M. 5P.M. daily,
I 5P.M. Sunday.
53. Services Offered
A 1 TREE Service and
stump removal Your
professional tree service.
All types, removal, top
ping, feeding. Free es
timates. 50' bucket truck
and chipper_ Call
753 0906 .
ACE Lawn Services
Mowing, Landscaping,
any type of yard worx.
Call 492 8650
ALL Types of gravel
and white rock hauled.
Also, slabs and light and
dark mulch, hauling
and any type of clean up
work
Reasonable, Re
ferences (Industrial or
Residential), 753 0467.
APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 28 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby 1-63pper,
753 4872 or 436 58-48.
YARD landscaping.
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436 5430 or
753 0659.
BRICK block and coh
crete driveways,
sidewalks, patios, house
foundations, chimneys.
New and repair. 27
years experience. Free
estimates. Large or
small jobs. Charles
Barnett 753-5476.
LURCH Bros. General
Construction doing re
sidential and corn
merical repairs and
improvements Electric, plumbing, carpent r y , kitchns,
bathrooms, painting,
room additions, decks.
Small jobs welcome,
free estimtes. 492 8543
Hazel.
I E drive
ways, patios, carpentry
Call
and block work
502 492 8160
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn mowing including shrubbery
and hedges. Servicing
city and county. Lower
rates for Senior Citizens.
Call now and register
with a dependable Lawn
Service. 753 3534 or 753'
3455.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
most any type
driveway white rock
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
Hudson, 753 4545 or
75 6763.
'HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753 9400

FOR

53. Services Offered
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA ap
proved. Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753 2310 for free
estimate.
LANDSCAPING and
lawn service provided for
the Murray area. For free
estimates phone 753-3266.
LICENSED Electrp
clan, Doug Jones Elec
tric. Residential wiring
and electrical and elec
tric motor repairs. No
rewinding. Call
759 4751.
LICENSED electrician,
residential and commercial. Air conditioning. Sales and service.
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP. Fred's Repair 7537203.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former
County Attorney; former
District Judge. Office, 104
N. 4th St., Murray, 7533153, Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone,. gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753 1537.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist, Repair,
leveling, underpinning,
set ups, tear -downs,
roofs, floors, plumbing,
wiring, washing,
hurricane straps. 7594850.

Wayne Darnell
Boat &
Motor Repair
Buy. Se!i or Trade
25 Yrs. Experience
All Work
Guaranteed
' mile from Murra)
Hwy. 94E
753-0079
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436.2617
ROCKY COLSON Rome
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 174-2307 or
753 6973.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es'
timates. Call 474 2307 or
753 6973.
SEWING Machine Repair . All makes and
models. Home & Indust
rial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs. ex per ience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674, Stella,
Ky.
SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436 2811.
SUR EWAY Tree Service'
Topping, pruning, tree
removal. Aerial bucket
truck. Fully insured for
your protection. Stump
removal with no lawn
damage. Free estimates.
No obligations. 753 5484.
WET BASEMENT. We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
Call or
guaranteed
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky_
42001 or call 1 4.42 7026.
WILL do any type work.
Build privacy fences,
hauling, paint garages,
clean aluminum siding,
yard cleaning, build or
repair buildings or barns.
References. Call 753 0886.

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offere

Septic Tanks

Gil's

Pumped

Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Steam & Vacuum
System

--Sewer lines cleaned
--Grease Traps
pumped
...Portable toilet
rentals
...Office trailer rental
& sales

Lane's

Special!

Mobile John &
Septic Service

Three Rooms
& Hall

527 9945
1 800 592 3308

$39.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
Gil Sewell
15 years experience

PAINTING
Inter'
and exterior. 10 yea,
experience. Reasonat
rates, Free estimatc
Call Willie, 436 2579
56. Free Column

WILL haul any type
gravel, rock, sand, dirt.
Call Williams and Son,
759-1354.
YARD landscaping.
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436-5430
or 753-0659

FREE 6 week old pu
pies. Part Bird dog ar
part Beagle. 753 5474 a'
ter 4P.M. or anytirr
weekends.
FREE kittens Ca
after 5 p m

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

kir

Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - leeNna Bunny Breed'
**********************

Broeringmeyer Health,
Awareness Center
Mary Broeringmeyer, Chiropractor
Osttopatn.c Deoar:- - •
Colon TrIerat)v
Continues Under Tn+, D
Dr Bernard Mw •
Center Hours are 9 a.m. thru 5 p.m.
Monday thru Friday
For appointment call 753-2962.

New

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
(No Used Equipment)

Brinkley Pumps, G.I.C. Guns & Easy Rain
Call

Morton Enterprises
435.4131
Rob Morton

1111191111•9111,
RANCH-STYLE LIVING just minutes from
town. This 3 BR home features roomy floor plan
and storage. storage, storage! Priced to sell at
$48,500.00

ERA* HERITAGE REALTY
The village

759-9ERA

Speedway Auto Sales
Now at 2 locations
Corners of 4th & Poplar - 759-1026
and 12th & Poplar - 753-8911

'84 Dodge Daytona Turbo....5 speed AC PS PB elec
Inc mirrors, rear window defroster lit Am FM stereo
cassette Certified Miles $4300.

N. 16th Extended.

Ideal for subdivision
or home.

Kopperud Realty

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTIONS

and

III

JCPenney
NOW INTERVIEWING FOR A STYLING
SALON MANAGER AND 10 HAIR STYLISTS
ULTRA MODERN STYLING SALON
Want to try a new way to work. Paid vacation...Paid Holidays...Medical-Dental-Life Insurance...Store Discount..Profit Sharing...Excellent Salary Plus High Commissions available
to experienced Stylists with or without customer
following in this area.
For personal, confidential interview, apply Personnel
Department JC Penney,
Murray, Ky. or call 759-1400
Chestnut Hills
for an appointment to be
Shopping Center
scheduled on Monday, June
Murray, KY 42071
27.

JCPenney
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sending you a free copy of my Health
Report, "Choosing a Physician." Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1 and their name and address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
Peter
the title.
BOSTON AP)1
— A study
DEAR DR. G•OTT: I had genital
Gott, M.D.
warts during pregnancy. My daughter published today shows that the
contracted papillomas because of the acne medicine Accutane is the
warts. I really don't understand why first treatment known to prevent
the doctor didn't do a Caesarian, skin cancer in humans, but scienknowing the connection between the tists caution the drug is too toxic
two diseases.
for routine use.
DEAR READER: I don't know why
Accutane, a vitamin A
either, except that he may n6t have derivative that can cause birth
DEAR DR. GOTT: After only two believed your daughter would develop
hours' sleep, I awake with a swollen a problem from your warts. In addi- defects in pregnant women,sharpmouth, tongue, lips and cheeks, click- tion. Caesarian section carries some ly reduced skin cancer in a small
ing in my ears, a wicked headache, risk, so he was probably exercising group of people who were at expain and double vision. My doctor caution. Why not ask your doctor tremely high risk because of an indoesn't believe me because he doesn't directly?
herited genetic disorder, the study
see it. He says he can't put me in the
shows.
DEAR
DR.
GOTT:
I've
been
makhospital just to watch me sleep. What ing
While Accutane cannot be taken
my own saline solution for my
do you think?
contact
for
lenses,
long periods by most people,
using
salt
tablets
and
DEAR READER: I think that the
water. My eye doctor says other synthetic forms of vitamin A
doctor should put you in the hospital distilled
that's what caused my eye inflamma- may someday be routinel
to observe your sleep pattern.
y used to
tion. I wish I'd known to use the com- prevent
skin cancer in people
Your complaints are unusual and mercially prepared saline solutions.
whose skin has been damaged by
deserve confirmation. The doctor
DEAR READER: I, too, wish you years of exposure to
doesn't hospitalize you because he
the sun, the
isn't interested in these complaints; had. Perhaps your experiences will researchers said.
help
other patients who compound
it's easier to say he doesn't believe
In addition. vitamin A drugs
you. This beats taking you home to ob- their own lens-cleaning solutions. may someday be used
to treat
This
practice
can
be
very
dangerou
s.
serve you himself or arranging for another health professional. such as a because the sterility, strength and other tumors of epithelial tissue,
registered nurse, to monitor you in acidity of the solutions can vary; such as cancers of the lung,
caustic compounds will cause eye in- stomach, colon, bladder, cervix
your own home.
Ask for a referral to another doctor flammation. The American Academy and breast, said Dr. Harley
for a second opinion that will, I hope. of Ophthalmology has issued a state- Haynes of Brigham and Women's
be more helpful than disbelief — or ment condemning homemade lens- Hospital in Boston.
find another doctor on your own. To cleaning fluids. I advise readers to use
-The odds are that within the
give you more information. I am only the commercially available
lifetime of many people, we may
brands.

DR.GOTT

Acne drug prevents skin cancer in people at high ris
k

Sleep problems
need diagnosis

well be able to develop treatments
that reduce the risk of cancer in
high-risk people." he said.
The treatment is an example of
the young field of chemoprevention. Until now, medicines have
been given almost exclusively to
attack cancers once they occur
rather than to prevent them from
forming.
This is the first study that has
scientifically proven in humans
that skin cancer can be prevented
by any means." said Dr. Howard
Koh of the Boston University
School of Medicine. -We use sun
screens because they should work,
but we still have not rigorously
proven in a scientific way that skin
cancer can be prevented with that
method "
However, he cautioned that the
study. conducted on just five people. is very small, and it is unclear
whether the findings will apply to
those at lower risk of skin cancer.
The study was directed by Dr.
Kenneth H. Kraemer at the National Cancer Institute and
published in the New England
Journal of Medicine.
About 500,000 Americans are
treated each year for basal cell

and squamous cell skin cancer,
the most common forms of
cancer. These tumors, which are.
usually curable, occur most fre-.
quently in light-skinned people exposed to too much sun.
"You are better off preventing it
by avoiding the sun at the beginning," said Kraemer. "But if that
isn't the case, this is an indication
that drugs may be developed to
prevent the progression of the
damage to cancer."
Accutane. known generically as
isotretinoin. is widely used to
clear up severe acne. Because of
its possible danger for pregnant
women, the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration last month
ordered its maker. Hoffman-La
Roche, to warn customers by printing a picture of a deformed baby
on the drug's packaging.
In the cancer study, high doses
were taken by five people with
xeroderma pigmentosum, a rare
disorder in which the body is

Dwain Taylor C evro et, inc.
QuAtfri

GM
SERVICE PARTS
46.4• ••••• ••• •
h..1)

Will take weeks before farm drought aid bill ready
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congressional advocates of providing
income guarantees for America's
drought-plagued farmers concede
that it will take weeks just to
fashion a bill, let alone push it
through Congress.
"This is an ongoing process;
nothing is set in stone," House
Agriculture Committee Chairman
E. "Kika" de la Garza, D-Texas,
said Wednesday after a congressional task force approved broad
outlines of a drought-relief
package.
The blueprint is short on
specifics and bound to come in for
changes in weeks ahead. In fact,
one feature — to allow growing
oats on idled acreage — was approved as part of the plan, then
quietly scuttled within the hour to
keep peace with a skeptical
Agriculture Secretary Richard E.
Lyng.
The general proposal calls for
guaranteeing farm incomes but
leaves the contentious task of
developing a formula for later.
Senate Agriculture Committee
Chairman Patrick J. Leahy, D.
Vt., had said earlier that task
force members should sit down
and stay in session until they
worked out a blueprint for providing assistance.
He told the' task force that at
least some document was needed
as a sign to farmers that Congress
means business about providing
help.
"What I saw in the Northern
Plains I never would have believed," said Leahy, who headed a
visit by six senators to Montana
and the Dakotas over the
weekend. He also noted that beef
and pork prices are falling and he
issued a sternly worded warning
•

to food companies not to raise consumer prices.
Lyng told the task force that
President Reagan did not mean to
express opposition to drought
assistance when he said at a
Toronto news conference that
there was little he could do about
the situation.
Reagan merely "exhibited some
of the frustration that some of the
rest of us have that you can't do
anything to make it rain," Lyng
said. He said the president favors
some form of assistance.
"I accept your explanation," de
la Garza said.
The task force called for
speeded-up action by the
Agriculture Department to allow
farmers in drought-stricken counties to obtain 92 percent of their
normal "deficiency payments,"
even if they are prevented by
drought from planting.
Such a measure would come
under the department's "zero-92"
program, which ordinarily permits farmers to plant none of their
acreage and still receive 92 percent of the payments.
Deficiency payments are income supports representing the
difference between market prices
and target prices set by Congress
and adjusted annually by the
secretary of agriculture.
The group urged "maximum
flexibility" in applying a rule that
farmers must plant so-called
cover crops, such as grasses, on
lands idled for conservation purposes. Sizeable amounts of land
are idled for such purposes under
provisions of the 1985 farm law
that sought not only to prevent erosion but to take land out of production to combat surpluses.
Other task force
recommendations:

unable° to repair genetic damage
caused by sunlight.
In the two years before taking
Accutane, the patients studied had
a total of 121 cancerous tumors.
While on the drug, they had 25.
When the drug was stopped, they
had nearly a nine-fold increase in
the frequency of tumors.
However. two people had to drop
out of the study because of side effects. One had high levels of blood
fats, while the other showed signs
of liver abnormalities.
Kraemer said that high doses of
Accutane may be warranted for
some people who have frequent
skin cancers because of their
lifelong exposure to the sun. "but
for the general population. it's
much too toxic."
More than 2.000 similar vitamin
A compounds'already exist, and
some of them may be safe and effective enough to protect ordinary
people from skin cancers, scientists say.
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Good
Noighbor
Chory
stars

************
— A search for ways to make
sure producers will have sufficient
herds to resume livestock
breeding when the drought is over.
Breeders are selling off stock
because of lack of feed.
— DevelopMent of ways to expand participation in the federal
crop insurance program.

—Use of all authority provided
under last year's bailout bill for
the Farm Credit System, a nationwide network of lending institutions, to restructure loan
payments for farmers hard hit by
drought
—Emergency loans for farmers
if conditions worsen

1979 Cadillac Eldorado„
'6.000

Hog market report listed
Yedersi-61ale Market News Service Awe 23.
ISM KesObelty Parekare Area Meg Marbet Report
laded,* SS.yicj Matkoss Reestpki: AM OS rat.
Morrews a Gals -SO lower.Sews 1.10-16$lower.
US I 3 2110-IM Ms.
111.1141,1111w 61.11
US I., 1104M Ms.
12111.111.46110
US 2.3 1120466 lbs.
$61.10.61.11

644.4.10 40 om.

8311.01-5141
1113.41610.31
$21.40-111.30
$30.40-27.411

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

MATTRESS OR
FOUNDATION

5-Piece Wood

RUGGED WOOD

LIVING ROOM SUITE

BUNK BED

Twin

•Sofa
9
*Chair $29
*2 End
Tables
*Cocktail
Table

Ea.
Pc,
In
Sots

((d

Call 753-6656

Victorian Brass

3-Pc. Wood

DAY BED

DINETTE

Brass and Glass

DINETTE
Table

for tonight's

and 4
Chairs

"SUPER SPECIAL"

FITA

Dine-In, Pickup or FREE Delivery!

Victorian Brass

LIVING ROOM TABLES

The only place to be on Monday night...

Entire

Mr. Gatti's Exotic
Pizza Buffet!

Stock on
Sale As
low As

$29

HALL TREE

STUDENT
DESK

Tall
Beeutiful

ft. wide

PTA

Choice of
Finish

94
$49
4-Drawer

CHEST

Full 4

5 Drawer
%lawmen

579

5-8:30 p.m.

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT
Only

$3.59

New Pizzas This Week!

Chestnut St.

753-8656

It Will
Pay You
To Drive
Miles
To This
Sale

PCIRWM S I

STORE
HOURS
ON

FRI

SAT.

8•13

8:1 3 S

It Will
Pay You
To Drive
Miles
To This
Sale

